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Introduction
Deborah E. Brown Stewart and Rebecca M. Seifried
The deserted rural village has often been presented as a foil to the grand
the sweeping political, technological, economic, and cultural changes
the last few decades, the rapid climate change, globalism, and consumerism of so-called supermodernity have threatened what remains of the
rural countryside and the lifeways of agropastoralism, in part because it
privileges urban and suburban modes of living. In 2007, the relocation
of human populations reached a pivotal point, when the inhabitants of
As people have
sought the opportunities and amenities of modern urban life, the depopulated village and the aging shepherd/farmer have become tropes for an
allegedly simpler past and—in some places—for cultural identity itself
(Gerstel 2020:viii). In short, the abandonment of the countryside has bescholarship alike (Kourelis 2010:209).
By elucidating what is missing or misrepresented in these narratives,
archaeologists are uniquely equipped to trace the continuities, discontinuities, and transformations that are an integral part of the abandonment
process. The papers in this volume are a collection of archaeological case
from a two-part colloquium on “Deserted Villages” held at the 117th
Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America (AIA) on January 8, 2016, in San Francisco, California, and organized by Deborah
Brown Stewart and Kostis Kourelis. The colloquium is one of several
sponsored by the Medieval and Post-Medieval Archaeology interest
The
Archaeology of Xenitia: Greek Immigration and Material Culture edited by
Kostis Kourelis (2008). The next was a special issue of International Journal
of Historical Archaeology on the topic of “The Abandoned Countryside:
(Re)Settlement in the Archaeological Narrative of Post-Classical Greece,”
edited by Kostis Kourelis and William R. Caraher (Kourelis 2010). The
most recent, a section in Journal of Greek Archaeology on “The Medieval
Countryside in the Aegean and Anatolia: An Archaeological Perspective,”
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2020). While all of the collections invariably deal with abandonment, this volume makes the focus explicit,
challenging the authors to elucidate how archaeologists of the medieval
and post-medieval eras (broadly understood to mean the sixth century
AD and later) understand the process of abandonment as it plays out in
the eastern Mediterranean.

expanded research, and additional contributions are included here from
papers or their services for peer review. The dialogue that was launched
by both the colloquium and the creation of this volume has succeeded
in connecting researchers who share methodological and theoretical
approaches to studying an endangered category of material culture, regardless of the place or primary time period of their research. The variety
of ways in which deserted villages can be studied is, indeed, the overarching theme that connects the papers, which otherwise deal with case
studies that are separated not only temporally—with regional chronolalso geographically. For example, while most of the contributions focus
on medieval and post-medieval villages in the eastern Mediterranean, one
team applies the insights they gained from conducting intensive survey in

Research on Deserted Villages in Historical and Geographical
Perspective
Research on the medieval and post-medieval villages in the eastern Mediterranean has emerged from the timely convergence of several important
trends. Archaeology in the region has a fairly well-deserved reputation
for privileging the monumental and spectacular over the mundane, as
well as for being preoccupied with large tells and famous ancient sites
where archaeologists hope to uncover monumental architecture, valuable
Until recently, medieval and post-medieval archaeology struggled to advance beyond cultural-historical approaches that gave primacy to cultural
descriptions and historical events recorded in textual evidence. Because
of the subdiscipline’s alignment with history, geography, art history, and
folklore, the value of material culture to research—as well as to cultural
heritage—was tied closely to its perception as a record of history or a direct link to a valued ancestral past. Therefore, monuments of art historical
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literature. Furthermore, to many minds, archaeological research on the
more recent past seemed entirely unnecessary. Fortunately, the archaeology of quotidian pasts has always had its advocates, who argue that
too many perspectives are omitted from texts and documentary records,
and who have sought to advance research through the best technologies,
methods, and theoretical approaches.

archaeology in this region owes a great debt to the multidisciplinary and
multiscalar research agendas of the Deserted Medieval Villages Research
Group, which was founded in 1952 and later renamed the Medieval Settlements Research Group (MSRG; for history, see Bentz 2008; Dyer 2017).
As described by a founding member, the participants sought to bring different disciplinary expertise to myriad research questions, including the
materials and methods of construction of individual buildings, the physical and social structures of villages, diverse strategies for land utilization
and communications, and “the growth and decay of the village, and the
possible connections of this with broad climatic changes” and other crises
(
:267). For decades, the MSRG focused on two projects: the
large-scale excavation at Wharram Percy, which continued until 1990,
and the sampling and documentation of sites across the landscape. The
results of these projects appear in Wharram Percy: Deserted Medieval Village
(
) and Deserted Medieval Villages: Studies (Beres). Although the excavations at Wharram Percy have
ended, similar questions about the origins, development, and abandonment of medieval villages and their hinterlands continue to drive other

remains in close conversation with prehistoric and historical archaeology
in the Americas (
; Gerrard 2003), as well as with
developments in landscape archaeology in Italy and the eastern Mediterranean (
; Smith 2018).
The scale, resources, output, and coordinated agenda of the British
“preventive archaeology,” also known as salvage or rescue archaeology,
is responsible for most of the excavation, survey, and documentation
of abandoned or at-risk medieval and post-medieval villages. In recent
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creasing interest in the archaeology of households, and ongoing questions
about the origins, expansion, contraction, and abandonment of villages
pean countries to re-engage with the archaeology of villages (Carré et al.
2009; Dyer and Jones 2010; Fernández Fernández and Fernández Mier
2019).
Research on medieval and post-medieval villages has progressed along
the twentieth century, occupied and deserted villages in the region were
the purview of anthropologists, folklorists, and architectural historians
who documented either current/disappearing rural lifeways or vernacular architecture (see discussion in Brenningmayer et al., this volume).
Anglo-American archaeological discourse, archaeological landscape surveys began documenting detailed settlement histories, rural landscapes,
and the material signatures of peoples’ everyday activities, including
evidence from the medieval and early modern eras (Athanassopoulos
2010:256; Diacopoulos 2004:185). As John Cherry (2003:141) explains,
intensity, diachronic focus, interdisciplinarity, and use of the region as the
conceptual basis for addressing historical or anthropological questions.”
the form of interdisciplinary survey teams—both to help with the investigation of the modern communities and to seek analogies for premodern
behaviors related to pastoralism, agriculture, craftsmanship, and village
social dynamics. Ultimately,
challenged “long-standing assumptions of stability, longevity, and essential uniformity among Greek villages” (Sutton 1994:314), revealing
(Jameson 2000:xi) and “an understanding of the material condition of
rural Greek life as mutable and negotiated” (Sutton 2000:2). In addition
post-medieval archaeology in the eastern Mediterranean, several excavation directors have dedicated time and resources to studying medieval
and post-medieval levels at complex, multiperiod sites where earlier levels
data recovered from excavations and surveys in the last few decades have
archaeological artifacts such as ceramics and glass.
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In tandem with these new research avenues, archaeologists began
partnering with historians to explore archival lines of evidence—espeinsights into the villages they were documenting materially (e.g. Bennet
2007; Davies 2004; Doorn 2009; Given 2007; Kiel 1999; Price et al. 2008;
Zarinebaf et al. 2005
of history is currently undergoing a parallel shift toward centering the
material cultural heritage and people who live within the rural landscapes
they study (e.g. Kolovos 2015
2018:178)
from working more closely together (and citing one another) in order to
villages.
As a consequence of these comparatively late developments to the ar-

discourses and methods developed within the approaches of processualism, social archaeology, environmental humanities, and historiography.
As surveys continue in the eastern Mediterranean, albeit with modichanges to rural settlement patterns and land use through time, comevents and socioeconomic changes that impacted important centers, and
identifying rural sites for further inquiry. It is no coincidence that many of
the contributors to this volume have returned to medieval and post-mesurveys, now equipped with a variety of new archaeological methods,
technologies, and research questions. Thus, this volume not only records
medieval and post-medieval villages for the sake of expanding the corpora
of known sites of archaeological and cultural interest, but also demonstrates the ways in which critical and multidisciplinary approaches have
been internalized and emerge as research questions for this generation of
medieval and post-medieval archaeologists.

Archaeology and Abandonment
The overarching theme of this collection is the exploration of the complex
processes that are at work during the abandonment of rural settlements
and the formation of archaeological sites, with conscious attention to
their medieval, early modern, and modern contexts. Rather than supply a
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from a much later point in time), each paper thoughtfully considers
histories of occupation, abandonment, and postabandonment that can
be traced through documentation, oral histories, and the investigation
of abandoned or partially abandoned material culture. Abandonment is
considered both as a site-formation process and as a human phenomderstanding of the reasons why people abandon rural homes and villages,
the behaviors associated with abandonment of these places, and the sigcase studies presented here reframe abandonment and postabandonment
as dynamic, sometimes cyclical, and sometimes protracted processes, and
they explore a vast range of environmental, political, social, and economic
factors that are believed to contribute to abandonment and formative
processes. Through all these papers weaves a challenge to archaeologists
to reconsider how they interpret abandoned landscapes and the cultural
assemblages that are deposited both upon and within them.
Abandonment—as both a sociocultural process and a process through
which material culture enters the purview of archaeologists—is of fundamental concern to the discipline. Following Robert Ascher’s (1961)
pioneering work on formation processes, archaeologists utilized experimentation, observation, and ethnoarchaeological studies, primarily in the
Americas, to investigate the ways in which artifacts, structures, and sites
are transformed into archaeological record both during and after aban1972,
1983, 1985) and Lewis Binford (1981), a better understanding of the creation of artifact assemblages and stratigraphy was essential to establishing
analysis. In particular, they sought to dispel what they termed the “Pompeii Premise,” which suggested that what is uncovered in excavation
necessarily correlates with the mundane activities before abandonment.
one sees abandonment processes as transforming the material record …
or as integral components of site formation … all archaeologically recovered remains have been conditioned by abandonment processes” (Tomka
and Stevenson 1993:191). More recently, archaeological studies of abandonment have expanded beyond a focus on site formation processes to
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include strategies involved in abandonment, mobility, and place-making
(e.g. Beaudry and Parno 2013;
;
Preucel and Meskell 2004).
A critical engagement with abandonment is central to the fervent
discourse surrounding the archaeology of the contemporary era or recent past, which is rapidly being established as a specialization within
the broader discipline. After all, as Alfredo González-Ruibal (2019:18)
argues, “[c]ontemporary archaeology also deals with what is in the
process of being dematerialised and dissassembled—things that in some
cases become rematerialised and reincorporated into extant assemblages
through recycling, lateral cycling, curation, collection and so forth.” In
part, this echoes a point that Ascher (1961:324) raised decades earlier in an
abandonment studies: “In a certain sense a part of every community is
of ethnology and archaeology overlap on that proportion of a living community which is in the process of transformation.”
Proponents of an archaeology of the contemporary era maintain that
an archaeological study of material culture in the present and recent past
(Buchli and Lucas 2001;
;
:150;
; Lucas 2005:118;
Pétursdóttir
2014:21; Rathje 1979; Thomas 2004). By challenging the discipline’s
identity as the study of abandoned things only from the remote past, they
argue that archaeology will confront its complicit role in the political and
responsibility, but rather to embrace activism and develop its potential to
include subaltern voices that are often omitted from the documentary
record (González-Ruibal 2019:20-21;
2009:66;
:9-15; Witmore 2013
Without question, the rapid pace of environmental, technological, and
cultural change over the last century is unprecedented, and researchers
in many disciplines are documenting the abandonment of houses, settlements, and the broader countryside, as well as the disappearance of
rural lifeways. Current archaeological thinking about the collapse of earlier complex societies favors a “cyclical model in which societies oscillate
from periods of urbanism and sociopolitical centralization to intervals of
ruralism and local autonomy” (Schwartz 2006:4 citing
) and
posits that rural resilience after collapse at urban centers has been fundamental for the regeneration of new entities following collapse (Schwartz
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2006:9 citing Adams 1978,
, and Van Buren 2000). Therefore, it is not surprising that recent abandonment of rural communities
produces anxieties not only for at-risk archaeological sites, but also for the
fate of humanity.
Yet, archaeology moves between illuminating grand narratives
González-Ruibal
2019:17). Depending on the focus and research methods, it operates between Braudelian short-, medium-, and long-term timescales (Braudel
1972). In order for archaeologists to evaluate what is being perceived as
rural collapse in our contemporary modernity, there still remains considerable work to be done recording, analyzing, and interpreting what
has happened both at individual rural sites and within regions through
pher Joan Segui warned that “cultural processes underlying abandonment
and structuring the material remains of [agropastoral] sites as they enter
the archaeological record await controlled academic scrutiny in the Mediterranean context” (Creighton and Segui 1998:31). This volume adds to
a small but growing body of archaeological work on the abandonment of
rural settlements during the last millennium and a half.
as we see it, complementary—approach to its particular case study, but
they all cohere in representing abandoned rural settlements as highly con-

social experiences that still need to be explored archaeologically. As ethnographers and ethnoarchaeologists have documented over the last few
decades, modern agriculturalists, pastoralists, and tradespeople in rural
Mediterranean landscapes adapt their behaviors to local, regional, and
global market forces, as well as to social and political changes. Furthermore, abandonment and reuse can be deliberate strategies for facilitating
these adaptations (Costello and Svensson 2018; Creighton and Segui
1998; Forbes 2007;
;
; Lucas 2001;
Mientjes 2004, 2010; Sutton 2000). Although anthropology as a whole engages with issues of urbanization, mobility, migration, and displacement
(
), there has been a renewal of interest in contemporary,
not-yet-deserted villages as dynamic sites that are “never inert but always
becoming,” “localized sites for the negotiation of meanings” (Sorge and
Padwe 2015:241), “continuously contested” (Schut and Mulder 2019:10),
“translocally connected spaces” (Stasch 2017:441), and important “zones of
entanglement” especially within globalization (Cochrane 2019
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in what appear to be postabandonment phases, deserted villages continue
to undergo transformations from natural and human causes. Yet, they also
family or community’s history; as ruins with the potential to either add to
or detract from the tourism of aesthetic or cultural experiences; as structures and materials that have the potential for reuse; and, indeed, as objects
of study for archaeologists, historic preservationists, and other researchers.

Part I: Abandonment in the Archaeological Record
The papers in Part I deal with case studies of long-abandoned sites that
are being investigated via excavations, archaeological survey, and/or historical and archival research. While these methodological approaches are
to medieval and post-medieval domestic cultural heritage in the eastern
Mediterranean is a recent—and growing—trend (e.g. Diacopoulos 2004;
Gallant 2018; Murray and Kardulias 1986
and analyses, the authors illustrate what the surviving evidence can reveal
and what remains obscured about the sites’ abandonment as they evaluate
long-term change, rural resilience, adaptation, and memory based on
fragmentary archaeological and documentary evidence.
Focusing on an excavated farmstead at the site of
Turkey, Marica Cassis and Anthony Lauricella employ resilience theory
to explore episodes of change that are documented through the seventh to
-

to a variety of internal and external stimuli that occurred at varying magnitudes, but also often concurrently. Through this thoughtful study of
adaptive cycles, they identify the impact of large historical events, such
as the nearby Battle of Manzikert in 1071, but also argue for cycles of
capabilities of residents to adapt.
At Anavatos on Chios, the Greek Ministry of Culture has made conand natural disaster. In this volume,

concerns of the residents. During the eighteenth century, the settlement
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lated the population. Anavatos continued to be occupied until a violent
earthquake wreaked destruction in 1881. Thereafter, the village was
abandoned, yet never forgotten, its ruins standing as a monument even
In their contribution to the volume, Lita Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and
Timothy Gregory explore collective memory and long-term processes
associated with the abandoned villages of Ayios Dimitrios (Palaiochora)
and Georgadika on the island of Kythera, Greece. In addition to their
of population displacement, resettlement, and revival through interesting
toponyms, local legends, cults of saints, and archival records related to
once-distinguished families. They frame the abandonment experienced on this island as part of an ongoing process of change—whether
intentional or unintentional—rather than as the result of sudden and catastrophic events.
Rebecca Seifried makes a case for future excavations at the household level in the rural settlements known as the palaiomaniatika in the
historical and architectural studies of the villages and summarizes the limited evidence about the settlements’ chronology, which spans the eighth
archival research, with the village of Koulouvades as a case study, she
demonstrates how archaeological sampling can provide deeper insight
into the abandonment of the villages at the generational scale. Ultimately,
she argues that survey is limited in the ways it can elucidate the lived
experiences in the palaiomaniatika and assist in interpreting settlement
strategies in remote and rural landscapes.

Part II: Abandonment in the Recent Past
Part II focuses on houses and villages that have been abandoned within
living memory, contributing to a small but important set of case studies
chaeological approaches to understand the process of abandonment in real
time (e.g. Andreasen et al. 2017; Chang 1994;
;
Murray and Chang 1981; Papadopoulos 2013). As the authors observe,
return occasionally to the villages, standing structures, discarded artifacts,
and open spaces. As a result, many of the villages are still undergoing what
archaeologists recognize as the abandonment process. Documenting the
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transformative stages of abandonment provides important lessons about
archaeological interpretations of patterns in material culture. These papers shed light on the kinds of intermediary events that can take place
of abandonment and reuse.
Integrating knowledge and methods from archaeology and ecology,
Isabel Sanders, Miyon Yoo, and Guy Sanders demonstrate the value of
interdisciplinary research to understanding the life cycle of the mostly
abandoned village of Penteskouphi, which lies only a short distance from
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens’ excavations at Ancient
Corinth, Greece. They combine years of observation, local knowledge,
and their disciplinary expertise to elucidate stages in the abandonment of

that would have been missed by most archaeologists. They demonstrate
that aspiring archaeologists and public audiences can learn a great deal
the availability and exploitation of natural resources at a given site.
The contribution by David Pettegrew and William Caraher is the
culmination of 17 years of close observation and documentation of site
formation processes at Lakka Skoutara in the Corinthia, Greece. Although no longer home to year-round residents, the village continues
to undergo changes, interventions, and short-term habitation, in large
part because of its proximity to a modern road. The work of the team
observing the maintenance, repurposing, and deterioration of abandoned
structures and the curation or discard of artifacts in what remains of the
modern village. Using interviews with local informants and the results
of the intensive pedestrian survey, together with the lessons learned at
Lakka Skoutara, the authors extrapolate complex material signatures and
historical contingencies that shape the rural landscape.
The paper by William Caraher, Dimitri Nakassis, and Ioanna Antoniadou further advances the argument that landscapes are dynamic and
contingent spaces. Seeking to understand movement, connectivity, and
agropastoralist strategies in marginally productive “intermediate zones”
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the Western Argolid Regional Project in Greece studied the two seasonal settlements of Chelmis
doned routes, and local memories. In addition to shifting subsistence
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strategies, they argue that state investment in paved roads elsewhere and
the absence of strong social and economic ties between intermediate-zone
settlements contributed to the abandonment of these sites.
Todd Brenningmeyer, Kostis Kourelis, and Miltiades Katsaros examine the impact of more extreme historical and economic changes on
the village as a social unit, using Aigition in the region of Lidoriki, Greece,
as their case study. Founded by the middle of the nineteenth century,
the village endured a number of economic, ecological, and humanitarian
crises during the twentieth century and was abandoned fully by 2001,
except for occasional short-term use by pastoralists. Their research at Aigition not only documents what remains of the village’s infrastructure, but
also analyzes the mechanisms of resilience in a village that coped with
emigration, war, internal displacement, episodic resettlement, modernization, abandonment, and postabandonment attempts at preservation.

and early modern Greek villages whose existence relied primarily on
agropastoralist activities. Yet the authors Richard Rothaus, William Caraher, Bret Weber, and Kostis Kourelis apply their combined experiences
versity of North Dakota Man Camp Project, identifying critical parallels
that inform a broader archaeological interpretation of abandonment. As a
settlement more ephemeral than others within the scope of their project,
Wheelock became a case study for how humans behave and adapt in circumstances marked by scarcity of resources and instability without deep
historical or social ties to a particular place. Situating this paper at the end
of the volume invites readers to consider how the process of abandoncontexts. Furthermore, it leaves us with a prophetic glimpse into what the
archaeological assemblages of abandonment will look like in the future,
particularly as more and more of the materials we leave behind are the
products of modern manufacturing.

Conclusion
As so many of the papers within this volume illustrate, the study of deare inherently social spaces that are built up over generations through
new construction, renovations, demolitions, repeated behaviors, and innovative reuses, and naturally they invite approaches from anthropology,
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from this collection is the need for further cross-pollination between these
donment, and how they are transformed eventually into archaeological
assemblages. A second takeaway is the poignant reminder that rural depopulation is not a phenomenon of the past, but rather a very modern and
ever-present problem. The reasons why people ultimately choose to leave
their homes are as numerous as the people themselves, ranging from the
allure of economic opportunity in urban centers to the horror of violence
and warfare and the fallout from environmental disaster. It remains to
be seen whether recent economic crises, higher costs of living in urban
areas, and the pandemic of 2020 will reverse these trends, and, if so, what
strategies will emerge for such essentials as subsistence and employment.
This volume emphasizes that studying abandonment in the past is deeply
relevant to the abandonment that is taking place today. Through it all,
we remember that the deserted village is not only a painful or romantic
icon of the past, but also a product of economic, political, and social forces

forward to inform a critical examination of the modern forces that are at
work in the abandonment and postabandonment of rural landscapes all
across the globe.
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PART I
Abandonment in the
Archaeological Record

Chapter One
Positive Abandonment:
The Case from Çadır Höyük
Marica Cassis and Anthony Lauricella

archeological record, and as archaeologists we often use them as proxies
to represent binary categories: public vs. private, domestic vs. military
or religious, elite vs. poor. Yet, houses do not represent all culture and
tions about the past (Bowes 2010:82–83). Further, houses change with
societies. Both architectural choices and the internal artifacts within them
are constantly changing, representing the decisions of the populations
who own, utilize, or control the building. These changes are made in
response to a variety of stimuli ranging from the global to the mundane.

The concept of abandonment is at the center of archaeological discussions of houses because abandonment is the process that bridges the
gap between a house’s use and its appearance in the archaeological record. Archaeologists have most frequently thought of abandonment in
terms of the processes that produce the archaeological record—that is, the
passage from the systemic context to the archaeological (
).
This line of thought, which conceptualizes abandonment in terms of
process, produces readily testable hypotheses and frameworks for interSmith 2008),
and, increasingly, scholars have started to focus on the enduring material presence of abandoned places, landscapes, and structures that exist as
part of the modern landscape in the form of ruins (e.g. Andreassen et al.
2010; Gordillo 2014;
étursdóttir 2014). All formulations of
abandonment must contend with explaining the break between use and
occupation and what is encountered in the archaeological record.
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In considering the material past, we too often think of forced and
sudden abandonment as corresponding to macrohistorical events, such as
war or invasions. But abandonment as a process happens across a variety of
spatial and temporal scales (Cameron 1991). Abandonment also represents
choice and continuity as populations reject past styles or unnecessary
response to changing populations or resources. Both minor changes (e.g.
architectural adjustments) and major ones (e.g. the desertion of a room
full of artifacts) mark forms of abandonment (Baker 1975; Cameron 1991;
). Identifying forced and unforced abandonment (whether
sudden or gradual) is a way of understanding how a society changes and
adapts to internal or external stimuli. Among the most useful theoretical
chaeology, which focuses on the use and reuse of artifact assemblages as
Allison 1999, 2008; Beaudry 2015; Gilchrist 2007;
; Souvatzi
2010).
While abandonment provides the background to this chapter, episodes of change and reaction are, in turn, a major component of resilience
theory (
; Redman and Kinzig 2003; Redman
2005). This model, grounded in an ecological perspective, recognizes that
archaeological sites go through an “adaptive cycle” of exploitation (r),
conservation (K), release (Ω), and reorganization (α; Figure 1; Redman
2005:Figures 1 and 2), while functioning within a large hierarchy. The
entire system is known as panarchy. As Redman (2005
“[r]esilience theory seeks to understand the source and role of change—
particularly the kind of changes that are transforming—in systems that are
adaptive.” The model posits that multiple cycles of varying magnitude
and/or constraining each other in both time and space. Further, the

societies are forced into reorganization, this often includes abandonment
in one form or another. Resilience theory allows archaeologists to analyze multiple systems at multiple interrelated scales. Seemingly small and
short-lived cycles may connect to longer-lasting processes. If we consider
abandonment—whether major or minor—as a component of the release
portion of this cycle, we begin to have a way to theorize the change in
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Figure 1. Resilience theory: “a stylized representation of the four ecosystem
functions (r, K, Ω, α
derson 2002:Figure 2-1). Image copyright © 2002 Island Press. Reproduced by
permission.

archaeological sites. The cyclical model of resilience theory, when applied
to the analysis of abandonment, represents a more nuanced picture of
change over time.
blages and posit more-or-less linear movements from use to reuse (Ascher
1968;
lation to rural medieval sites, where there has been a tendency to consider
them in relation to the larger empires and kingdoms known from written
sources. The resultant assumptions about rural sites have little connection
to the lived realities of the people inhabiting them. The application of
eral recent studies have successfully utilized the model in relation to both
the eastern and western medieval worlds (
; McCormick
et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2018).
The model also works on a microscale, however, and this chapter
approaches the concept of abandonment through the lens of resilience
theory and seeks to explain the longue durée trajectory of a domestic
structure punctuated by multiple instances of abandonment (Cassis et al.
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lustrates subtle changes as opposed to abrupt abandonments (Jervis 2017;
Schreg 2011; see also Brenningmeyer et al. and Tzortzopoulou-Gregory
and Gregory, this volume
2003)
assertion that resilience theory provides “a better understanding … of
human ecosystems” by illustrating that change in communities—large and
small—is episodic, far from uniform, and frequently the result of destabilization, and that communities naturally lose resilience over time (Redman
2005). Considering small rural communities as independent ecosystems
nuanced views of these populations.

Çadır Höyük—Defining Abandonment
(Figure 2), an area which was part of the Byzantine theme of Charsianon.
The höyük (mound) has been occupied since the mid sixth millennium
BC. During the periods discussed in this chapter, occupation occurred
in two areas: the mound itself and the terrace to its north (Figure 3 and
Figure 4). For the purposes of this chapter, however, we are interested
the twelfth century AD, an occupation sequence that occurs in both

ninth centuries), and Middle Byzantine (ninth to twelfth centuries). A
the Greek population. While chronologically Seljuk, it remains unclear
countryside.
Although the site contains two major areas of use throughout these
periods, this chapter will focus on the domestic architecture on the north
terrace, where the four phases of discernible occupation provide a good
tunity to apply these models of abandonment and resilience to explain
change. In each phase, we see a house manipulated by its inhabitants
-

household to adapt to changes in both the microenvironment and the
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Figure 2. Map of Central Anatolia. Map courtesy of Anthony Lauricella.

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.

34

more nuanced view of an area little understood in Byzantine history, particularly leading up to the Seljuk period of occupation.
Traditional approaches to Byzantine history and archaeology have
paid little attention to the Anatolian hinterland, instead focusing on urban
environments and their subsequent decline in the sixth and seventh cenperiod of repeated occupations and destructions, largely based on our
(Foss 1977; Vryonis 1971
of sites in Anatolia, such as Amorium (Lightfoot 2017
Ladstätter 2017), have illustrated that this was not, in fact, the reality for most
gests continuous, if varied, occupation, which needs to be seen as part of
a cycle of growth and release. Further, the activities of the population of
the site should be seen as reactions to both internal and external stimuli,
often happening simultaneously.

Abandonment 1: The Late Roman Period—Abandonment as
Resilience
began in the Late Roman period. Based on 14C dates and the remnants of
large, mostly robbed-out walls on the terrace (particularly in trenches NT
2, NT 3, and NTN 7; see Figure 4), we know that there was some habitaSteadman et al. 2015:90). Not
enough is visible yet to clarify whether this was a precursor to the large
house that marks the Late Roman habitation, nor to understand what
fourth century—based on 14C dates, ceramics, and coins—we know that
a large domestic structure was inhabited on the terrace (Steadman et al.
2015:90). It was a large house, possessed of at least one large courtyard and
possibly two, which contained some characteristics of a Late Roman elite
household (Figure 5), including plastered walls and imported wares. By
the seventh century, however, some of these elements were deliberately
this population to the changing Late Roman world.

sary in order to understand the resilience of the structure in the subsequent
period. To date, the majority of Late Roman Anatolian structures that
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have been published are either located in an urban context or represent
Bowes 2010;
, 2004;
).

mits that:

-

strained by aristocratic convention, although it may pay lip service to
houses are beyond the realm of the villager peasant—they may have
good décor, and were often owned by relatively wealthy tradesmen.
[
:43]

lies precisely in the fact that it represents a liminal and largely unknown
class of domestic structure in Anatolia, one that borrowed from both elite
Roman and local norms.
As the plan of the terrace shows, understanding the original layout
the Roman, Late Roman, and Byzantine periods (see Figure 5). In earlier
publications, we assumed this to be a variation of the peristyle structure
(Cassis 2009; Cassis and Steadman 2014), but after increased excavation,
it seems more likely that this falls into the category of a provincial Late
to have been from an external courtyard (NT 2, NTN 7), from which
a passageway ran along two rooms (Figure 6), ultimately arriving in a
large internal courtyard which had at least two more rooms lining it
(NTN 8, NT 3; Figure 7). The earliest levels of this Late Roman structure
example, the walls in this structure are decorated with painted plaster,
a decorative element with parallels throughout the Late Roman world.
Most notable is a large plaster basin set into a painted wall in NTN 7/8
(Figure 8). Taken in conjunction with the plastered and painted walls,
this basin suggests a household of some means, with the ability to commission decent workmanship. Within the stratigraphic levels associated
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Figure 6. View of NTN 7 and 8, looking east: the courtyard and passageway

Figure 7.
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 11.

centuries as well as examples of a local variety of African Red Slip ware
(ARS) and a few imports (Figure 9). The house represents owners with
egorize and, thus, may suggest a local population of moderate wealth, a
2004) has hypothesized.
it stands in stark contrast to some of the other elements of Late Roman
culture in the region. For example, an unexcavated structure at nearby
Summers 2001). A recently discovered mosaic near Kerkenes (Turkish Daily News 2015) and
the spectacular Roman remains of the bath complex at Sarakaya speak to
the type of material that was available to an elite population in the region
(Chantre 1898;
). Thus, the variation among Roman houses
in the area. At present, then, our assessment of this structure suggests that
it was the house of a member of a local family of some standing living in
proximity to the mound. The mound, largely used in the Middle Byzantine period for defense and storage, had some Late Roman structures,
the nature of which remains somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, after the
2017 season, we now know it had a more established usage in the Late
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Roman period than we had previously understood, as USS 1 and USS 2
provide evidence of an entrance to the Late Roman site, and USS 3 is a
small isolated room that dates to this period (Figure 10 and Figure 11).
The house on the terrace thus represents a localized architectural form
that was part of a regional network of domestic sites ranging from the
aristocratic Roman to the vernacular local.
abandonments, and it was a slow one. The seventh century was a period of
extensive change in the Late Roman world. Plague, political turmoil, and
environmental degradation—noted in the sixth-century writings of ProTelelis 2008). By the start of
which, while short-lived, devastated Antioch and lands across northern
Syria and southern Anatolia. Weakened by these events, the Late Roman
world was no match for the arrival of the Muslims in the Levant in the
seventh century. The Muslims pushed the Byzantine army back into
Anatolia and, although they were not able to pursue them further, created
havoc in the Late Roman heartland through seasonal raids that destroyed
crops and livestock and weakened the communities in southern Anatolia.
It has been argued, most successfully by Mark Whittow (2009) and John
1990), that it was the culmination of crises that led to a substantial reorganization of society in the seventh century. Urban life changed
considerably with a move away from the grandiose symbols of patronage
and empire visible in the old Roman cities. Reduced public infrastructure
was the result of less money and less patronage, and older buildings were
divided, subdivided, and repurposed. While the older historical narrative suggested that many centers were abandoned, archaeology has now
proven that there was an adjustment and a shrinking of cities.
While the change is readily apparent in the urban centers, excavation at rural settlements has been limited, and there is a particular dearth
of information about houses in this period as a result. The commonly
held belief is that the aristocratic elite withdrew from the countryside
and smaller regional centers, leaving behind populations whose domestic
if we consider that the more well-known peristyle houses were not, in
fact, indicative of all levels of local society, we can hypothesize a more
vernacular housing style alongside those houses that were representative
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Figure 12.

rather adapted to changes in ways that their Roman elite counterparts
either did not or could not. Indeed, perhaps we have been looking for the
wrong thing.
evidence either for or against a change in population, the stratigraphy of
the house indicates that it continued with a change in material culture.
Cassis 2009). There
was not, however, any major new building in this period. Indeed, the
past and an adaptation to the needs of the present. While the original
population had adopted at least some of the norms of the elite Roman
worldview, in the seventh century residents were unable or unwilling to
a deliberate rejection of past norms or an adjustment to changes in the
economic and social structures present in the early Byzantine period. This
is most evident in the material culture. While coinage was never extensive, these seventh- to ninth-century phases are marked by the dearth of
coinage that characterizes the period in Anatolia generally. This is a notable change as well, because the earlier levels—while not particularly rich
in coinage—do provide examples of coins from the fourth through sixth
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rial culture as local and imported ARS gave way to locally made ceramics
that were meant to stand in for the earlier objects (Figure 12; Cassis 2009).
empire had contracted substantially. The narrative of ruralization, long
rural landscape to adapt more easily than those in urban areas. Although
there is written evidence to suggest more of a peasant economy—notable, for example, in saints’ lives such as the Vita of Theodore of Sykeon
(
)—this does not fully explain the period. Nor, frankly, does

(Ω), a
release that would eventually give way to the reorganization of the ninth
and tenth centuries, a period which resulted in a society based around a
local economy with an agricultural focus.
The evidence for this lies in the reuse and restructuring of the house

the population attempted to hold on and adapt to these changes. We see
this in several places on the terrace where the original house was rebuilt
and reused as the community adapted to the lack of contact with the
wider world (Cassis 2009
NT 2, NTN 7, and NTN 8. While the house changed even more in
later periods, the material culture changes were substantial. The evidence
does not suggest that the population itself changed but rather that access
way that the surviving society expressed itself. The adaptations visible in
provide evidence for attempted consistency with the vanishing world of
possible to ask whether this was a local class that, because it was more
centers. Regardless, the adaptation of this population—visible in the site’s
continuity— marks a slow abandonment of the past to create a new type
resilience theory.
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Abandonment 2: The Eleventh Century—Forced Abandonment
By the ninth century, things were beginning to change in central Anatolia. A brief lull in the continuous raids along the southern border during
time to reclaim territory and reestablish control over areas in central and
southern Anatolia. By the tenth century, the empire had a more stable
government, a reorganized thematic system, and a series of emperors
population. This led to a new world order which allowed for an empire

was a period of prosperity, which historians have largely understood in
can also be seen in terms of resilience theory, as this period represents one
of new exploitation (r) and conservation (K) following reorganization (α).
While historians understand that the increasing political fragmentation of the empire meant that power resided more consistently in the
hands of local families in the themes, we have given little thought to how
communities adjusted to the change and how this resulted in a new archiderstanding of what houses looked like in the Middle Byzantine period in
the rural parts of the empire. The majority of work has been done on elite
housing in urban centers (Rheidt 1990), and there has been little interest
in attempting to trace the material lives of the urban or rural poor. Indeed,
1990) once remarked that the houses of peasants were
not studied because they contained little of interest. Nevertheless, since
the last century, increased excavation of the Middle Byzantine period at
Middle Byzantine houses—at least the elite ones—can be characterized
as inward-looking, multifunctional spaces built on reused Late Roman
structures (Sigalos 2004).
rougly the tenth century that the Late Roman house was refurbished with
beautiful stone paving and plastered courtyards, directly over the location
of the earlier house (NT 7 and NTN 7; Figure 13). The rebuilt part of the

The house did not need to be completely redesigned but rather was rebuilt
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Figure 13.

original house had been at least as large as the later structure. To the south
of the richly refurbished rooms, a large kitchen area was added (Cassis
2009). This was a long room containing two ovens, a hearth area, and at
least two benches, one against the northern wall and one in the center of
the room (NT 7 and NT 8; Figure 14). There are several parallels to this
type of house in excavations in Greece, and Sigalos (2004:60–61) suggests
that Middle Byzantine houses were characterized by long kitchens used
for a variety of household activities.

Parallel construction on the mound suggests a tenth-century date, based
one piece of White ware. Circumstantial historical evidence, largely from
works like those of the eleventh-century historian John Skylitzes, suggests that this was a period of relative security in central Anatolia and
that this house represents a return to wealth of a local family or village.
Settlement on the mound was reestablished in this period, and a large
Cassis and Steadman 2014; Steadman et al.
2015). The combination of the two building programs points to local
societal organization and defense. While there is little here to suggest
a major thematic family, we do know that in Charsianon, the province
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Figure 14. Middle Byzantine kitchen, NT 7 and NT 8, looking north. Photo
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included Samuel Alusianos, a Bulgarian general who had married into
one of the thematic families and whose eleventh-century seal was excavated on the mound (Cassis 2009; Skylitzes 2010
location of the thematic capital as well as the connection between it and
regrouped, local families also began to reestablish themselves.

Late Roman period. This abandonment can be seen through two separate
events: a slow decrease in the prosperity of the site, probably starting in
the early or mid eleventh century, followed by a forced abandonment
around the time of the Battle of Manzikert in 1071. There are no guidelines to understand precisely what happened in the eleventh century
in Anatolia. The archaeology indicates that the prosperity of the tenth
and early eleventh centuries was relatively short-lived and that the popthe mound—became increasingly fearful. Most of the evidence for this
comes from the mound itself, which exhibits substantial rebuilding in the
ephemeral architecture, built in stages over earlier structures. New stone
rooms, and then mud brick was added on top of these walls in a second
rebuilding (SMW 1 and 2; Figure 15 and Figure 16). At present, we
believe that the population, fearing attacks, decreased substantially and
moved to the mound for protection. This occupation phase is characterized by an increased number of tools, including agricultural implements
like grinding stones (Figure 17), as well as religious artifacts (Figure 18).
By the mid eleventh century, these populations were at risk of raids from
early Seljuk groups and renegade mercenaries (
).
few years we have been able to reconstruct events with more security.
Two particular elements suggest that the majority of the population left
under its own steam with a clear intention of returning. First, as noted in
of animals penned up on the mound. New analysis by Ben Arbuckle and
diseased (Steadman et al. 2017). Recent excavations on the mound have
now found the remains of at least six people. The partial remnants of two
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Figure 15. Secondary eleventh-century mud-brick construction, SMW 1 and 2,

Figure 16.

-
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Figure 17.

Figure 18.
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Figure 19.

people were found in guard rooms on the mound: one on the west side
and one on the south side. Both were found in proximity to weapons, and

from adolescents, were found near SMW 2 and in the stable with the
remains of animals. All of these people seem to have died in violent circumstances, suggesting that a small group was left to defend the mound,
ultimately unsuccessfully.
found in the excavations of the Middle Byzantine house on the terrace.
While there are no human remains on the terrace and little to suggest
violence in this part of the settlement, the objects that were left behind
suggest that the inhabitants intended to return to the site shorty after they
had left. This is most clear in the kitchen area, where a collection of tools
other good-quality metal artifacts (Figure 19). Although the deposit was
of the artifacts, as we will discuss below. While not found in their original
context, the presence of these tools suggests that they were both replaceable and awkward to carry, and that the population felt it unnecessary to
remove them during their temporary displacement.
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This abandonment marks the end of a cycle of rebuilding that had
begun probably in the tenth century. By the mid eleventh century, central Anatolia was changing. Increased trouble in the capital led to political
these populations is uncertain (Beihammer 2017). More problematic was
the increased number of mercenaries and Turkic nomads in proximity
to these small rural sites, especially in light of a weak centrally controlled
response. The local families, so prominent in the tenth century, were increasingly vying for power in the capital and abandoning their themes to
external attacks. The eleventh century also exhibited signs of increased
environmental change (
), which certainly contributed
to the arrival of the Turkic nomads. Thus, after a period of relative comfort and prosperity throughout the tenth century, the population was
mental landscapes changed.

Abandonment 3: The Twelfth Century—Adaptive Seasonal
Abandonment
As noted in previous publications, it had been our assumption for many
years that the site fell into complete disuse after the middle of the eleventh
century (Cassis 2009
view with further exploration of the mound (Cassis 2017).
2016 and 2017 (SMT 9 and SMT 4) has revealed that this area was, in fact,
reoccupied. A new population—probably Turkic—rebuilt and reoccupied
some of the Middle Byzantine structures sometime in the late eleventh or
early twelfth century. It is impossible to say with any real certainty who
this population was, as the Turkic groups who had arrived in the region
were largely nomadic with little adherence to an organized central authority. Nevertheless, rebuilding—coupled with some distinctive material
culture—suggests that part of the mound was reutilized for at least brief
periods of time.
Much of this new construction was ephemeral, suggesting that the
reoccupying population was transient. Along the east wall of the mound,
cations, as well as two small rooms along this wall, were rebuilt with
mud brick, a reconstruction that included a built mud-brick bench in
one of the rooms (SMT 9; Figure 20). Immediately to the south of this, at
least one small windbreak was established, probably to protect livestock
(SMT 15; Figure 21). In SMT 9, an excavated pile of shells in proximity
to a hearth, as well as some Seljuk metalwork (Figure 22) and medieval
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Figure 20. Twelfth or thirteenth-century mud-brick reconstruction, SMT 9,

Figure 21. Twelfth or thirteenth-century windbreak, SMT 15, looking west.
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Figure 22.

Figure 23.
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ceramics (Figure 23), were also found in this occupation level. While the
ceramics at the site are primarily course ware, the wares evolve throughout
the Byzantine period into this occupation level, and Joanita Vroom (personal communication 2015) has tentatively placed these ceramics in the
late twelfth or early thirteenth century. They are handmade course wares
with a micaceous slip which represent a long-standing pottery tradition
previous centuries, even though the rough shapes remain consistent with
those of the previous century (Cassis 2017).
While these changes are relatively small, they stand in marked contrast to the architecture and stratigraphical contexts on other parts of the
mound that were not disturbed after the eleventh-century abandonment.
The stable full of animals, for example, was simply covered over and a
guard chambers remained untouched after they were abandoned, complete with religious artifacts and remnants of armor. The reoccupation
of the site—even if temporary or seasonal in nature—thus marks part of
the cycle of resilience theory. As noted above, the mid eleventh century
provides evidence of the release (Ω) phase of the cycle, while the return
type of reorganizational phase (α) in Anatolia. That is, as the new Turkic
population arrived and added to the chaos in Anatolia, the old societal
organization gave way to a new one that was temporary or seasonal in
rival of the Turkic people—the similarities in ceramics suggests that there
was also a return of some of the Byzantine population, with a resulting
mixed population (Redford 2015). While this is admittedly speculative,
given the lack of corresponding archaeological or literary evidence for
the region and the period, it is clear that the reorganization (α) took into
account the environmental and social changes of the eleventh century
and allowed for the creation of a new society.
The reuse on the mound, some of which covers the eleventh-century abandonment, provides a terminus post quem for resettlement and
reuse on the mound. The abandoned Middle Byzantine house on the
terrace provides more evidence for continued use by a transient population. First, there is ample evidence that the house underwent some
architectural renovation. This is most obvious in the kitchen, where the
storage bins were created out of standing walls (Figure 24). The dates for
these changes again remain somewhat nebulous, but this would have resulted in a major reorganization and reorientation of the walls of this area,
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small amount of research on Turkic housing in Anatolia—which comes
primarily from an ethnographical perspective—suggests that built houses
often incorporated a work area that mimicked the space and function of
a tent (Bammer 1996). The kitchen area, which had two hearths, would
have served that function well but may have needed to be reoriented for
the reorganization phase of reuse, resulting in the blocked doorway. Further, within this space, a number of utilitarian artifacts were found which
have parallels at other Middle Byzantine sites in Anatolia (e.g. Berti 2012;
Ferrazzoli 2012), but they were reused and consequently redistributed
7 in 2001, which uncovered a wealth of intact ceramics and metal objects, again tentatively dated to the early twelfth century (Figure 25 and
Figure 26
adds to the circumstantial evidence for dating this occupational level. The
presence of a grave at the bottom of the east side of the mound is also sigFigure 27). There, a woman was carefully interred in the
shallow grave (Steadman et al. 2015). She was positioned facing Mecca
rather than toward the east, and a rock was placed deliberately at her
neck, possibly in keeping with the animistic fears of the Turkic tribesmen
who were new to Islam (Peacock 2010:123–124). Buried at her hip was
a small pot of the same type found in NT 7, suggesting a twelfth- or
thirteenth-century date. Who she was remains a mystery, but her burial
points to a transient population—either Turkic or mixed—in the area after
the abandonment of the site.
The next abandonment phase, when the transient population that rereorganization as Anatolia—and the Turkic groups—adapted to the new
transitory nature of the settlement in the late eleventh and early twelfth
centuries suggests continuous cycles of abandonment and reuse, which,
taken together, form a new type of reorganization (α) that probably lasted
region. This original Turkic population that arrived in the region was
nomadic in the main part, and it seems likely that their arrival at places
like
remnants of old populations. We cannot yet trace whether this population change was singular or happened repeatedly as Anatolia changed,
but, given what we know of the early Turkic populations, it seems likely
that we are looking at the cycles of release and reorganization that would
eventually result in the mixed resettlement of Anatolia.
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Figure 24. Blocked doorway and storage bins, NT 7, looking southwest. Photo

Figure 25.
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Figure 26.
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Figure 27.

Conclusions
From the Late Roman period until the end of Byzantine control in Anaresidents. The history of this building was punctuated by three abandonLate Roman world as the population was faced with the challenges of the

a slow change, an adaptation to a changing world. The second abandonment, that of the mid eleventh century, marked the sudden demise of the
population as environmental change and the resultant social upheaval led
to a complete reorientation of society. Finally, the third abandonment
occurred not once, but repeatedly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
as a nomadic Turkic population adapted to a new environment and the
remnants of the Byzantine population. These, we propose, are best conThus, for example, the regional economic and military insecurity of the
the devastation that traditional top-down models would suggest. Instead,
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the changes we observe were active choices to adapt to new realities.
Successive moments of abandonment as new populations moved onto
the plateau were intentional decisions by individuals and communities to
minimize loss and instability.

change through a macrohistorical or political lens, we must see processes
of abandonment as rational localized responses to historically contingent
the cessation of settlement at a site, but it can also refer to abandonment
of past practices as a society reorganizes. Viewed this way, abandonment
is not inherently negative but rather potentially adaptive—a normal part
of the cycle of change in an archaeological site. Resilience-centered
models allow us to highlight continuity and reorganization over the simplistic models of conquest, catastrophe, and abandonment. In short, these
models provide a more realistic and human interpretation of archaeological settlement.
Acknowledgments
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Chapter Two
The Deserted Village of Anavatos
on the Island of Chios, Greece
Olga Vassi
oese rule, the settlement of Anavatos was founded in the mountains. It
was invisible from the sea and nearly inaccessible.1 The houses, streets,
public spaces, churches, and small level areas (plateaus) were necessarily
adapted to the steep natural contours. A defensive wall followed the brow
and
point. The domestic architecture was almost primitive: the houses were
Archangel Michael was built at the top of the hill, and another, dedicated
to the Virgin, was erected above the village’s only water cistern.
During the eighteenth century the village began to expand outside the
wall, a development that was cut short violently in 1822 by a massacre of
a few decades later in 1881,
by a great earthquake. The medieval village now stands abandoned and
in ruins.

The Location
The island of Chios is located in the northern Aegean Sea, opposite the
western shore of Asia Minor. Within its central mountainous terrain is
nestled the settlement of Anavatos. About 23 km to the east is the coastal
city of Chios (Chora), and to the west the settlement is connected to the
coast by a pathway approximately 3.5 km long. Anavatos is situated at the
top of a steep and rocky hill (Figure 1
It is not discernible from the sea, as it is surrounded by high mountains
to the west, north, and south. Its name, Anavatos (< ἀνάβασις = ascent),
is testimony to the inaccessibility of its high and rugged terrain (Zolotas
1921:579).
1

All photos were generated by the author unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 1. View of Anavatos from the southeast.

The Written Sources about Palio Chorio
Beyond its impressive natural surroundings, the settlement is of particular interest because its medieval presence remains unchanged. Today, it
comprises three distinct areas: (1) Palio Chorio (old village) or the kastro
wall; (2) the village outside the enclosure with its two-story houses on
the slope of the hill (Philippa-Apostolou 2004); and (3) the new village at
the foot of the hill with its tiled roofs, which was built after 1881 when
much of the older village was destroyed by an earthquake and abandoned
(Figure 2).

the presumed son of the last Genoese podestà (chief magistrate) of Chios,
ment called Anavato existed in the central part of the island (Giustiniani
1943:87). Some years later in 1638, Francesco Lupazzolo of Piedmont
the village in his text, although he probably never visited the place himself. After that, Anavatos was known to travelers who also wrote about the
John Covel in 1677 and the French botanist Joseph Pitton de Tournefort
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Figure 2. View of Anavatos from the northeast.

in 1791 (Argenti and Kyriakidis 1946:319, 613). In the mid seventeenth
century, the Italian jurist and diplomat Francesco Piacenza wrote that it
had only 150 inhabitants.
the population was either annihilated or enslaved (Axiotakis 1994
[1976]:38–42). A few decades later, in 1881, an earthquake greatly impeded the development of the island and marked a milestone in the history
and monuments of Chios, destroying whatever had survived destruction
Bouras 1982a:40, 43, 53; Delopoulos 1983).

The Plan of Palio Chorio
The oldest section of Anavatos is at the top of the hill, and it is surrounded
by a defensive wall that was entered via a single gate at the end of a
steep pathway that leads up from its base (Figure 3 and Figure 4). In the
past, the village within the walls—the kastro—was called Palio Chorio,
and according to oral tradition it was divided into four neighborhoods:
Kakouin (rough place), and Stenes Portes (narrow doors). There exists
one more place name, Stis Portes (at the doors), which refers to the lowest
southern end of the ruins (Axiotakis 1994 [1976]:156; Zolotas 1921:579).
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Figure 3.

The desertion of the upper section of the settlement began with the
quake of 1881 that left Palio Chorio in ruins, collapsing the roofs of all the
buildings, the surrounding walls, the churches, and the entrance gate, and
burying the roads of the village under the debris. In the years between
1998 and 2001 the Greek Archaeological Service undertook large-scale
excavations at Palio Chorio, which revealed many houses under the piles
of fallen stones, as well as the existence of paved roads that were hitherto indiscernible under the debris. After the completion of widespread
cleaning and consolidation of the ruins, this endeavor—the “Restoration
tinct for it to be reconstructed.
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Figure 4.
vation works in 1998–2001: (a) pathway, (b) entrance gate, (c) church of the
Antiquities of Chios and used with permission.
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Thanks to these enhancement works, the ground plan of the medieval
village is now apparent. The axis of approach was the path that rose from
the foot of the hill and followed a natural course wherever the rocky
terrain was smooth enough to allow passage (Figure 4a). Today the path
visitors’ approach. The pathway led to the gate, which opened on the
Figure 4b
path was hewn from the rock and continued under an arched passageway
until it reached a small plateau in front of the church dedicated to the
Panayia (Figure 4c). From this point it branched out into many passages
leading to all the neighborhoods of the village: the church of the Taxiarchis (Figure 4d) and the top of the hill, the east and west slopes, and the
lowest and most rugged part of the hill on the south slope. Aside from the
narrow lanes and the small level space in front of the church, communal
areas do not exist. It seems that the central role of this plateau, which one
as the main plateia (village square) and probably also for assemblies and
commercial exchange. It also provided access to a large public cistern now

use of the area relative to the town’s entrance were found at Geraki in the
Peloponnese during the Late Byzantine period (Simatou and Christodoulopoulou 1989/1990:69).
The lanes are narrow and constantly change in direction and orientation; they never intersect at a right angle and often have sharp inclines.
The central lanes are about 1.3 m in width, while the secondary lanes
are narrower, serving as passages—sometimes ending in cul-de-sacs—between houses, rather than as routes of circulation throughout the village.
We know that the factor that determined the width of many roads in
medieval villages was the smallest breadth of a fully laden pack animal (i.e.
2.0–2.5 m; Bouras 1982b:35). At Anavatos, the paths are often so narrow
(0.8 m) as to preclude the passage of beasts of burden. Another clue is the
lack of beveled corners in the houses themselves, a feature that is found in
many other medieval towns, such as Mystras (
:89,
Figures 77 and 81). These beveled corners facilitated the passage of mules
and donkeys, and their absence from the architecture in Anavatos may
indicate that many of these animals were sheltered somewhere outside the
village. This is in contrast to the villages of southern Chios and other Byzantine-period settlements, where people cohabited with their animals.
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Figure 5. Vaulted passageway in Palio Chorio, Anavatos.
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probably there were more originally, but the collapse of almost all the
multi-storied buildings did not allow for the preservation of additional
Figure 5), and the other is east
of the church of the Taxiarchis in the upper neighborhood. We know
that these passages were constructed in medieval times for many reasons
and that they served many purposes: they buttressed the vaults of the adjoining houses, thus creating a powerful anti-seismic system (Lampakis
and Bouras 1960:10, 35); they created new living quarters when there was
an increase of population and conditions were necessarily crowded; and
last but not least, they provided pedestrians with protection from adverse
weather conditions.
The division of the village into neighborhoods was imposed by the
terrain itself (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). At the top of the hill, where the
tract of land surrounding the church of the Taxiarchis is small in area
(Figure 4d), the slope is abrupt and there are fewer than 30 buildings,
including dwellings and storehouses. In contrast, in the area around the
church of the Panayia (Figure 4c), where the terrain is smoother and
and the densest population among all the neighborhoods (excavations
slope also has fewer buildings. In all the neighborhoods of the settlement,
the houses are joined to one another in additive succession, creating a
pattern that is notable for its disorder and lack of planning.
destined for housing alone. Based on Anavatos’ similarity to other Late
Byzantine settlements with multi-functional buildings (such as Geraki or
Mystras in the Peloponnese or Pergamon in Asia Minor; Rheidt 1990:195–
204), it is likely that many of the buildings were used as storehouses or
buildings’ present dilapidated state does not allow for further speculation
regarding their other possible uses. Two churches were used to hold services before the village was abandoned, and each was built on one of the
level areas on the hill: the church of the Taxiarchis, which sits upon a
ridge of the terrain and has a commanding position over the ruins (Figure
4d), and the church of the Panayia, which is located lower down on the
plateau near the entrance to the kastro (Figure 4c).
The above observations lead us to the conclusion that there was no
town planning before the village was established, which is corroborated
by comparison with other towns and villages of the Late Byzantine period (Bouras 1998:90, 92). Urban planning presumes a central authority,
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and its immediate result is apparent in a geometric network of streets or in
a system of central roads that connect nuclei, even when the natural contours of the landscape constrain or complicate such plans. This leads to the
arrangement of space into sections and, in particular, to the designation
for private needs alone. These features are entirely absent from the plan
of Anavatos; at the same time, their absence provides clues with which
to date the kastro
cient for the defense of the village, but in no way did it provide adequate
amenities for the inhabitants or ensure healthy living conditions. In short,
Anavatos appears to be a characteristic example of a village of this period,
founded when the overarching concern was the safety of the inhabitants
and the organization of space for any other type of human interaction was
considered secondary.

The Kastro: The Wall and Gate
The wall surrounding the kastro is not extant in its entirety; however, its
tion, is abundantly clear. The natural formation of the hill was taken into
account and incorporated into the wall that was raised upon it. Places
where there were depressions or cavities in the bedrock were built up
with stones in order to support the wall. It is notable that the same method
was employed in the settlement of Kato Kastro in Andros, which is dated
Deliyanni-Dori 2006:473, 479).
The wall is approximately 400 m long and encircles an area of 6,000–
6,500 m2. In many places the wall is not an independent construction, but
rather is formed by the walls of the houses at the edge of the village; thus,
Figure 3
and Figure 4).

its east side, the wall forms a projection due to its partial demolition and
the later construction of a three-story complex that protrudes from the
delineated wall (Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4). This complex, with
an imposing height of 12.2 m that dominates the landscape, incorporates
the church of the Panayia on its third level, the old schoolhouse on its
kastro, which sits above an unapproachable gorge, the wall is weak, with
a narrow width (0.6–1.0 m) and low height (0.5–1.0 m). The northwest
part of the wall atop the hill is also weak and low, while the south wall is
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completely destroyed, with only traces of its outline remaining. All of the
stones without bricks, while the lime mortar was thin and has been almost
entirely washed away.
The entrance gate to the village has not been preserved, but evidence
of its existence—found on both sides of its opening—permits us to reconstruct it with certainty (Figure 4b). At its opening the gate was quite thick
into the masonry. The opening was wedge-like in plan as it expanded
inward. Its height was approximately 3.35 m, and 2.13 m at its greatest
width. It was topped with a broad arch that was built with porous-stone
voussoirs—one is extant—with an alternating series of bricks in between
(Figure 6). The lintel or spandrel that sealed the arch was most probably
monolithic, as were the parts of the two doorjambs. The gate was secured
in the back with a wooden bar (the romanesion, according to Byzantine
terminology;
1999 [1937]:71), which would have been nestled
into holes 0.32 m tall and 0.22 m wide in the masonry walls on either side.
The articulation of the gate was similar to that found at other settlements
on Chios, such as the Mastichochoria (Mastic Villages) of Mesta (Figure 7)
Bouras 1982b:32–44; Lampakis and Bouras 1960:1–
40, Figures 3 and 4; Smith 1962:59–68, 111–120, Figures 117 and 163).

The Water Supply
The inhabitants of Anavatos, which was built directly upon the top of
nearby spring found northeast of the village (at Ayios Yannis). It is certain
that water was in short supply and that the inhabitants were frequently
faced with the threat of drought. The solution was either to carry water
today, or to collect rainwater in cisterns in the basements of some of the
homes. At the same time the village was established, a large public cistern
was built on the plateau near the entrance, and it was later covered over
by the south aisle of the church of the Panayia (Figure 4c). The cistern is
rectangular and barrel-vaulted, with its long axis parallel to the contour of
the hill. Its internal dimensions measure 7.0 × 3.5 × 3.5 m, and it could have
held about 45 m3 of water (Paschalidis 2012:444–445, Figure 2), which
interior walls were plastered with waterproof mortar in accordance with
Byzantine building tradition (
:115–119; Vassi and Faïtaki
2015
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Figure 6. Remnants of the arch above the gate of Palio Chorio, Anavatos.
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Figure 7. The gate of the village of Mesta in the Mastichochoria (after Lampakis
and Bouras 1960:Figure 3). Drawing courtesy of Maria Christeli.

The Churches
its walls: the Taxiarchis (dedicated to the Archangel Michael) and the
Panayia (dedicated to the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple). They
were parish churches that ministered to the daily needs of each neighborhood, as well as to the village as a whole. They commemorated two
angel Michael on November 8, and the Presentation of the Virgin on
November 21.
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Figure 8. The church of the Taxiarchis in Palio Chorio, Anavatos.

The church of the Taxiarchis (Figure 4d and Figure 8) is double-aisled
roof, while the north has a tiled hip roof. Above the north aisle is a series
of three lowered saucer domes, while a domical vault covers the south
aisle.
The church underwent several building phases. Its original form,
which should be dated to the same period as the establishment of the
kastro, was as a single-aisled church with a semicircular apse built into
a recess of the rocky hill. The next stage saw the construction of a new,
somewhat larger, church that extended to the south, but still not very
large in size. The second church was again single-aisled with a tiled saddle
church was extended once more to the south, but this time the extension
rested on barrel-vaulted passageways that ran parallel to the rocky slope.
This is when it acquired its current monumental style as a double-aisled
church, with a large and high south aisle added to the pre-existing north
part of the building and divided from it by a series of arch-bearing columns (Delinikola et al. 2008
accordance with its morphological characteristics (e.g. doorframes, vault
form and construction, relief decoration; Smith 1962:87, Figures 169.1–5
and 171.1–2) to the beginning of the nineteenth century, a few years
before the catastrophe of 1822.
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Throughout the centuries of its existence, the church of the Panayia
(Figure 4c and Figure 9) experienced a similar evolution to that of the
Taxiarchis with regard to the additions and remodeling it underwent.
Today it occupies the top section of a three-story complex that protrudes
beyond the outline of the east defensive wall (see Figure 2) and faces toward the natural plateau on the hill, a short distance from the entry to the
kastro. It is a double-aisled, barrel-vaulted church (measuring 14.0 x 10.0
x 5.6 m) with tiled saddle roofs and an apse that is etched into the width of
the east wall (Paschalidis 2012:447-454, Figures 1 and 4). The two aisles
are separated by arches set upon a column and a pillar. The history of
the church and the monument as a whole is outlined as follows: initially,
there was a plateau that allowed access to the public cistern from which
the inhabitants could draw their water. Its north side carried a small sina simple house rather than a church. This phase should be assigned to the
period when the village was established and its population moved into
the walled area. Later, the building was almost completely demolished in
order to erect the church; all that remains today is a section of the wall
that bears a pillar supporting the arcade. The church was then expanded
to the east and south by an aisle that blocked access to the cistern. This
indicates a late date, when it was safe to dismantle a section of the wall
and destroy access to the only common cistern in the kastro. In accordance with the stylistic elements of the wall-painting of the Pantokrator
in the apse of the Panayia, which dates to the beginning of the nineteenth
Figure
10). Churches that incorporate the wall of a fortress also have been noted
(Marinou 2009:55, 64, 79).

The Buildings and Houses
The general characteristics of the buildings and houses in the ruined part
of Anavatos may be summarized as follows: in their entity, all were stonevaults that were perpendicular to the contours of the natural landscape.
This standard form was repeated in all cases—with minor, unimportant
the same, with only small variations. Their fortress-like character and
mentality were abundantly obvious, since they employed closed shapes
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Figure 9. The church of the Panayia in Palio Chorio, Anavatos.

Figure 10. Wall painting of the Pantokrator in the apse of the church of the
tiquities of Chios and used with permission.
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was adjusted so as to be confused with the rocky terrain and, thus, not

is pronounced.
The excavations in 1998–2001 revealed about 110 buildings, most
of which were houses. The inhabitants created small housing clusters by
attaching one house to another at random, in this way managing the
available space. The same solution has been noted in other medieval settlements in both Greece and Asia Minor, such as Mystras and Pergamon
(Bouras 1998:90).

of Anavatos was the barrel vault; there are no other vaults (e.g. groin
vaults, domical or cloister vaults, or blind domes) to be found. In contrast, all types of vaults were employed in the southern Mastichochoria
Lampakis and
Bouras 1960:35; Smith 1962:34, Figure 21).
katoyion), only the
entrance door led into the building, and no other openings pierced the
wall. The external dimensions of the buildings, which were square or
rectangular, were on the average 7.5 x 4.5 m.
anoyion) was gained only
from the inside, since no exterior staircases were found in any of the
houses. The interior staircase was made of wood or, if space allowed,
stone. When the interior space was tall enough, mezzanines were created
with wooden beams, as concluded from the presence of small mortises
(0.22 x 0.25 m) preserved on the side walls. The second story had only
one room, was square or trapezoidal in shape, and averaged between 14
and 24 m2 in area (e.g. Building no. 42 measured 4.0 x 3.8 m; Building no.
50, 4.9 x 2.5 m; and Building no 51, 6.5 x 3.8 m). The Byzantines called
this room the triklinos, and this was where people spent the day, slept, and
The construction of recessed niches or closets in the interior walls of
this area hosted everyday activities. In contrast, the area of the ground
were forced to use the space for storing food, other agricultural products,
supplies, and tools, and for the other secondary needs of the household.
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Some houses, mostly in the neighborhoods of the Taxiarchis and the Panayia, had a barrel-vaulted basement that was accessed through a trapdoor
and could be used in various ways, perhaps even as a cistern.
An important element of the triklinos in other medieval settlements,
such as at Mystras or even Pyrgi in southern Chios, was the small private
family shrine. At Anavatos, such evidence of piety, devoutness, and private worship was not found in any of the collapsed buildings; however,
this does not preclude the possibility that niches may have been used as
iconostases.
used for cooking and to provide heat
are not extant in most of the homes because they were built in the up-

bels, and the stone-built chimney is square in plan. The houses that did
Doors were always situated on the narrow side of a building, and they
were similar in architectural design to the windows in that they were
only allowed light into the rooms, but also were the only obvious sign
of extroversion in the otherwise solid bulk of the buildings. The tympanum of the arch above the lintel was always blind, obstructed by either
masonry or a monolithic slab, and the opening was rectangular (Mamaloukos 2012:1–38). In some of the house windows in the kastro, we note
the exclusive use of bricks or a combination of hewn-stone voussoirs and
bricks in the articulation of the crowning arch. This is in keeping with
the centuries-old Byzantine practice employed in Chios.
The roof
acterized the Aegean islands since antiquity. A thin layer of waterproof
plaster (called astrakia in the local dialect) was then applied to the roof,
which was slightly rounded down its length due to the extrados of its
barrel vault. A low stone ledge was laid around the circumference of the
roof. The roof of one house was used as the courtyard of a neighboring
house that rose above it, a practice also found in other island villages
(Philippidis 1984:50).
they were built with rough stones and remained unplastered. In certain
houses—which may be the oldest, since this is typical of Byzantine practice—bricks were inserted between the stones. Arches were usually, if
not exclusively, built with stone. When the masonry of a wall contained
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pieces of brick (of which there are only a few examples), then brick
was again included in the construction of the arches over the doors and
windows of the house. Brickwork patterns or other decorations that are
of Anavatos (
:84–90).
As far as size and form are concerned, none of the buildings or houses
in Palio Chorio are more or less prominent than any others; therefore, one
trast, in the upper town of Mystras, mansions and homes that belonged to
members of the social class of the Despot were built as symbols of grace,
small single-roomed units found elsewhere in the city (Marinou 2009:56).

The Portable Finds from the Excavations

remains of meals), as well as a number of coins.
They included nails of various types and sizes—such as a broad-headed
nail from a wooden chest—locks; keys; knockers; hinges from doors and
windows; household items made of copper and brass, such as tableware
(forks, knives, spoons); and ammunition and weaponry made of iron,
such as a small cannonball or a large knife blade. Finally, there were many

and amulets. An amber bead attests to the usage of komboloi (worry beads)
for relaxation or amusement, a habit that was popular among males in the
A large number of ceramic vessels was recovered from the surfaces
eryday vessel forms, including large- or medium-sized storage vases and
water-carrying containers. Glazed bases of open table wares (i.e. bowls
and plates) comprise only a minority of the samples recorded.
Most of the storage vessels are pithoi, and they bear decorations of
various types, including inscribed, additional, or impressed decorations
prints, marks from strings, small crosses framed by parallel right angles,
herring-bone patterns, or rhombuses). They all belong to a well-known
pithos type that was widely distributed throughout the Aegean during
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the eighteenth and (mainly) nineteenth centuries and was manufactured

ponnese (“Koroneika”; Giannopoulou 2009, 2010), and others that may
come from Siphnos or Naxos in the Cyclades (Korre-Zografou 1995:254,
Figure 467, 2003:59, Figure 62). Among the sherds of storage containers
are a few pieces that might be attributed to Chian eighteenth-century
production; they bear round seals with six- or seven-pointed asterisks
Giannopoulou and
Demesticha 2008; Liaros 2016:62–63; Yangaki 2008:133–138). These
seals are reminiscent of similar stamps on Middle Byzantine amphorae
(
:77–78, Plate 14.19) and have parallels in unglazed domestic
Vroom
2003:179–180, Figure 6.14, W38.2-5).
Many handles of locally produced plain water jars were also collected.

Anavatos should be dated to the nineteenth century—and mostly to the
latter half (Korre-Zografou 2003:144–145). Among the exceptions are
two peculiar fragments of green-glazed raki jugs (i.e. ewers) dating to
the eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. They bear a perforated clay
addition between the neck and the spout, known as “the cock’s wattle” (to
leiri tou kokkora
were distributed widely across the southern Balkans (Korre-Zografou
1995:89, 133–134, 137, Figures 151, 227, 230, 238–239; Vlahos 2018).
An important factor in determining the date of the establishment of
the village is the collection of numerous sherds from Late Byzantine to
early post-Byzantine glazed tableware vessels, most of which were deep
bowls with a monochrome, shiny-brown, or pale-yellow glaze that were
1995:110, Figure 18d; Makropoulou 1995:No. 29, 15, 34, Figure 15).
They have a relatively high base ring, and their exterior surface was left
also examples of fourteenth-century Spatter ware, Derivative Zeuxippus
:95; Yangaki 2012:58–60,
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to sixteenth centuries) with a green-painted decoration on the rim. Not
one sherd from previous historical periods—either Greek antiquity or the
Roman through Middle Byzantine periods—was found.
Chios’ close ties with Italy and its centers of ceramic production conberettino
plate that was found in the kastro. The plate’s design—abstract blue–cobalt
motifs formed on an azure background—is representative of the pottery
workshops of Liguria (i.e. of Savona, Albisola, and Genova; Skartsis
2009:189, 197; Vassiliou 2017:342, Figure 15).
Later on in the nineteenth century, post-Byzantine ceramics coexisted

together include vessels from Didymoteicho in Thrace (Skartsis 2009:38);
plates imported from the southern Italian region of Puglia (Papadopoulou
2018
the period circa 1850 (Korre-Zografou 2003:107, Figure 123); and dishes
the transfer technique). It is well known that in the Aegean islands such
vessels were not only used as tableware, but also often arranged on walls
and mantelshelves in a purely decorative manner (Skartsis 2009:213–215).
A sample of a red Dutch decorative plate was also found with them
(Korre-Zografou 2003:179, Figure 233).
The Turkish Çanakkale shallow dishes, with either stylized vegetal
motifs in dark brown or abstract linear motifs (such as a sort of whirl),
pected, since this kind of pottery was extremely widespread in the Aegean
from the mid eighteenth century until the beginning of the twentieth century (Borboudaki 2007
Skartsis 2009:219)—and a clay
pipe discovered among the archaeological remains corroborate the tex-

(Vroom 2003:353–357).
A total of 306 coins were collected from approximately half (52) of the
buildings. There were two impressive cases in which a considerable concentration of coins was found, leading us to believe that the use of these
buildings was not restricted to housing, but also that they were places
located close to the entrance gate just beyond the settlement’s vaulted passage, a collection of 35 coins from all eras was found. In the other example
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(Building 57), located in the neighborhood on the south slope, excavation
1808 during the reign of Mahmud II.
The majority of the coins are bronze, but they also include 2 gold

teenth-century coins, the majority (38) were minted in Chios during the
Valakou 2010). From the
output of the Chian mint, 3 silver coins stand out: a countermarked grosso
grosso, and a mezzo grosso of the year
1520 that bears the initials F and I of the podestà Francesco di Lorenzo
Giustiniani Banca (Lunardi 1980:218, 227, 229; Mazarakis 2003:195, 201,
202; Schlumberger 1882:430, Figures 15.8 and 15.10). Also notable is the
Genoa itself. The majority of the nineteenth-century coins were minted
latter of which were mainly accounting coins or tokens.
With regard to the older coins that were found (6 from Roman Chios
and 6 from the Middle Byzantine period [tenth to twelfth centuries]),
we do not believe—as has been posited elsewhere (Kavvadia 2012:241–
248)—that they indicate that Anavatos was inhabited either in antiquity
coins are singular objects that belonged to a collection or a hoard. This
seems to be the case for a follis of Justinian I (524–565 AD) and a Middle
Byzantine follis of the eleventh century (Kavvadia 2012:no 824, no 813,
242, Figures 4 and 7), which were found in the same building (No. 32)
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries), and later Greek coins (i.e. from the
newly-formed Greek state of the nineteenth century). The assertion that
for that matter, accord with direct evidence of the typology, morphological characteristics, and architectural physiognomy of the settlement,
nor with the ceramic assemblage, which contains no examples from the
some of the coins is extremely crucial for determining the latest dating
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of the settlement’s establishment. These are coins that were found either
within the walls of buildings (C1034, C920) or accidentally embedded in
(C1093, C936, C938). Another coin that was found on the north protective wall of the settlement dates to the year 1520 (C843).

Chronology—Conclusions
Previously, it had been proposed that Anavatos was a possible guard post,
excursions from the western shores of Chios (Smith 1962:120). At that
time, no date was proposed for its establishment. Later, Anavatos was
Chios—that is, after the year 1566, when Admiral Piyale Pasha conquered
(Bouras 1982b:45). Recently, a new suggestion was put forth, on the
basis of numismatic evidence, for an early Byzantine dating (Kavvadia
2012
plan, and the ceramic and numismatic evidence all indicate that the village
century. This is the period when the island came under the rule of the
Mahona of Chios and Phocaea (1346–1566; Argenti 1979:1–35). In the
year 1346, Admiral Simone Vignoso conquered Chios in the name of the
Republic of Genoa. During the period of Genoese rule, the island was administrated by a Genoese commercial company, the Mahona; after 1362,
the members of this company belonged to the albergo (family/clan) of the
Giustiniani of Genoa and thereafter bore this surname. When Chios came
into the possession of the Genoese, the production and trade of mastic, the
exclusive product of the island, took on new dimensions. The Mahona
organized both of these activities in a systematic manner (Argenti 1958;
Balard 1978).
While it appears that Anavatos was established during the years of
Genoese rule, its characteristics are clearly those of a Byzantine settlement; even though Westerners were responsible its establishment, it lacks
Byzantine era. The building practices and architectural forms were those
The Mahona permitted the local population to organize the settlement
in order to protect themselves from piracy or other threats, but it did not
intervene in the organization of its space. What took place here was the
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opposite of what happened in the towns of southern Chios, where mastic,
the “gold” of Chios, was produced and where the Mahona was particularly interventionist in its policies (
:16–20).
There is nothing innovative in the organization and management of
space in Anavatos. The rule of safety prevailed for its inhabitants, and this
led to a strictness in the economy of space. Its synthesis is characterized by
introversion, but one that is in complete harmony with the surrounding
environment into which the mass of buildings gradually proceeds down
protected the residents was formed by the exterior walls of the outermost
houses, in accordance with the ancient Aegean practice (Philippatolou 2000:22–23, 35–55). The houses were reiterating units of a basic,
minimally organized home, and they were served by an elementary
network of roads that began at the gate of the fortress. An extremely abstemious way of life emerges from the architectural physiognomy of the
village: two small churches covered the religious needs of the population,
and a small plateau, the social and economic.
About 110 buildings were erected within the village’s walls; not all
of them served as houses. The population can be estimated at around
500 people at a minimum if we follow Angeliki Laiou’s calculations for
post-Byzantine Macedonia of two parents and three children per house
(Laiou 1977
countryside, far from the political, social, and economic center that was
then the kastro in the main city of Chios. The inhabitants of Anavatos
depended primarily on agricultural production and the rearing of domesticated animals and livestock. The few remains of seashells and animal
bones also show that their consumption of meat and
The area outside the walls belongs to a second historical phase at the
end of the seventeenth century, when the threat of piracy ceased to exist
and the population increased (Krantonelli 1991:9–14, 266, 375), resulting
in the settlement’s expansion. The various particular characteristics of the
no longer limited by the defensive walls (Philippa2004). The
year 1822 was a catalyst for the function of the settlement as a whole: the

been made clear by the excavations is that the settlement was not totally
deserted after the slaughter—as has been believed and repeatedly published
went on. According to the evidence provided by the ceramics and coins,
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Palio Chorio was not abandoned at once; obviously, its population decreased drastically, but its inhabitants continued to live in the same space.

Financial transactions and imports continued even after the earthquake
of 1881 (
:719–722) and up until the beginning of the
twentieth century. It seems that the destruction and abandonment of the
village that can be seen today took place gradually over the span of a
(relatively) few years, from the end of the nineteenth century to the early
decades of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, if any inhabitants were
living in the upper village in the early twentieth century, they would have
been rather few in number; life had moved outside the walled village to
the slope and foot of the hill. Palio Chorio was irrevocably deserted only
after the earthquake of 1881, when its residents moved to the foot of the
hill. There, the sole surviving permanent inhabitant of Anavatos still lives.
The determining factors in the complete desertion of the settlement
as a whole were internal and external migration—phenomena that also
have been observed in other rugged areas in both island and mainland
Greece (see Seifried, this volume). Today, there is only a single resident
left in the lower part of the village, living across from the church of Kato
well as other kinds of administrative documents (e.g. decrees by the cenTurkish and kept either in Greece or in Istanbul, should be extremely
useful for tracking the process and mechanism of Anavatos’ abandonment
(Balta 1989). Unfortunately, the provincial historical archive of Chios
has little information about the subject (Topping 1952:254, 255). Such
major area of inquiry, is beyond the scope and intentions of the present
study. Nonetheless, this work paves the way for additional research in
presented here.
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Chapter Three
Ayios Dimitrios (Paliochora) and Georgadika
in Kythera: Abandoned Settlements in a
Historically Abandoned Environment
Lita Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Timothy E. Gregory

paper, like most of the others presented here, bases its approach on the
theoretical considerations of scholars from the 1970s through the 2000s
who worked primarily in the eastern Mediterranean (Cherry et al. 1991;
Jameson et al. 1994; Renfrew 1972)
sions of the study of abandonment in the past is that it was not normally
a single event but rather something that was part of a normal process of
settlement use (Cameron and Tomka 1993; McLeman 2011). Indeed, in
certain circumstances, abandonment was closely connected with intentional patterns of life, such as migration, the utilization of non-renewable
resources, and preferences for certain kinds of agriculture. To be sure,
abandonment can sometimes be connected with catastrophic change,
caused by both human and natural or environmental agents (such as
invasions or climate change and natural disasters), but it seems more
commonly connected with intentional and/or unintentional change than
with disaster.
been presented in this volume, with a broad view of abandonment (as
well as survival) primarily in the Mediterranean area in the historical past.
We hope that our contribution will emphasize the concept that, in an
archaeological context at least, “abandonment” does not simply mean an
“end” to things. Rather, it is a part of an ongoing process that involves
both beginnings and endings, but also change and resilience—where settlements can, of course, be completely abandoned but, more commonly,

and settlement transformation on the island of Kythera that may or may
not be characteristic of other parts of the Mediterranean world. In this
particular case, we view the abandonment of the rural settlement pattern
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of the island of Kythera as a result of a complex web of environmental,
sociocultural, economic, and political responses, or what Butzer and
2012) refer to as “cascading feedbacks” connected to broader
temporal and spatial phenomena and societal collapse. They argue that:
“Societal collapse represents transformation at a large social or spatial scale,
with long-term impact on combinations of interdependent variables: (i)
environmental change and resilience; (ii) demography or settlement; (iii)
socio-economic patterns; (iv) political or societal structures; and (v) ideology or cultural memory” (
:3628).
In a recent publication, Knapp and Meyer (2020) argue for the application of such an approach to examining collapse, demise, and regeneration
in academically controversial large-scale phenomena such as the transition from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age in Cyprus.
study on Kythera certainly does not compare in terms of temporal scale
to such large phenomena; nevertheless, we argue that there is enough evidence (archaeological, historical, and archival) that can warrant a similar
investigation into the transition from the late medieval to early modern
periods (thirteenth to sixteenth centuries AD) and into the present day. As
such, we argue for a number of interrelated factors or cascading feedbacks
connected with the phenomenon of a broader collapse of Kythera’s centuries-long peculiar feudal organization as the leading force behind the
oscillating changes in the local settlement system and its demographics.
a major shift in the social structure
of the northern part of Kythera from at least the sixteenth century, and
especially in the eighteenth century. This shift was marked by various
incidents of population dispersal within the island, depopulation and repopulation of settlements, and immigration as well as outward migration
from the island. Some of these events could not have taken place in earlier times due to the various and complex historical and political realities
associated with a controlling land-based aristocracy alongside Venetian
imperial rule throughout the late Middle Ages. As we have discussed
these historical developments in more detail elsewhere (Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Gregory 2017
the shifting attitudes from aristocratic and hereditary-based land ownership to private freehold ownership and the associated socioeconomic
portance of women in the running of households and local economies.
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Figure 1. Map of Greece showing the location of Kythera.

Focus on Kythera
ponnese, midway between the mainland of Greece and Crete and astride
the main shipping routes of the eastern Mediterranean (Figure 1).
Indeed, its location and the relatively small human population have
historically led to a phenomenon of apparent abandonment of peoples on
Kythera over long periods (from prehistory to the present), something
studied over time by foreign observers and the inhabitants themselves.
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“partial” or “total”
abandonment possibly as many as six times, each followed by repopulation and new periods of prosperity and general well-being. In this
view (among other things), it is frequently believed that “long-range”
abandonment or, in some cases, what can be called the “seventh period”
of abandonment, will signal either “the end of the world!” or at least a
phenomenon that leads to “catastrophic disaster” (Gregory 2009:113–117;
Sathas 1885).
Such very large vacillations in population or other monumental
change, of course, are known throughout the world and throughout
time, sometimes perhaps the result of worldwide or regional causes but
also sometimes apparently the result of very local events.1 In the case of
Kythera, for example, it is easy to see what seem to be peaks of popu(2) the Protopalatial periods of prehistory, (3) the Classical and (4) later
Roman periods, perhaps (5) the later Middle Ages, and (6) the nineteenth
collapses in the areas considered. Many of these “disasters” seem to be
the Minoan city in the vicinity of Kastri (Paliopoli), the Classical city of
Kythera (Skandeia),
and the medieval city of Ayios Dimitrios (Paliochora; Figure 2; Gregory
2006, 2009). It is notable that none of these early cities exist today except
as abandoned or archaeological sites, and the precise location of some of
them is still debated.2
The “story” or “impact” that such “abandonments” are supposed to have
on various phenomena frequently have been thought to be tied closely to
the revival of life in an area as a whole, so that the abandoned settlements,
perhaps ironically, have been connected with stories concerning the revival of the island and its ultimate resettlement, presumably because local
culture has more interest in explaining the revival than in considering the
martyrdom on Kythera has granted her a position as one of the three patrons of the island), supposedly in 395 AD, and the miracles attributed to
Kalligeros (2011:26–30) provides a number of reasons for the abandonment of
settlements on Kythera, including plague, pirate raids, and relocation due to migration and environmental phenomena.
1

2

According to Kalligeros (2011:42–53), many of the settlements listed in medieval
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Figure 2. Map of Kythera showing the location of major settlements mentioned
in the article, including Ayios Dimitrios (Paliochora) and Georgadika in the central part of the island. Map courtesy of Matthew Crum.

her have been thought to be responsible for the repopulation of Kythera
after a period of “collapse” in late antiquity, even though the chronology
of her miracles may also be historically questionable (Metallinos 2003).
Perhaps the best example of “renewal stories” or “founding myths” of
supposedly in 921 AD, a time when, according to the saint’s hagiography,
the island was deserted, presumably as a result of the attacks of the Arab
pirates from Crete along the coasts of Greece (Gregory 2006:491–496).
“tamed the abandoned wilderness” of the island and allowed its repopulation through postmortem interventions are remarkably similar to each
other, and it is likely that there was some literary borrowing from one
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to the other.3 Furthermore, it is notable that the concept of Kythera as
a “desert” or “deserted place” (erimos topos) seems to be common among
both of these saints’ biographies, and, indeed, it is a topic worthy of more
detailed discussion.

Ayios Dimitrios (Paliochora)
struction of Ayios Dimitrios in August of 1537 as a result of the attack
“Barabarossa” (Bradford 1968). There are no clearly eyewitness accounts of this event, but
the basic results are known largely from the accounts of the Venetian
catastrophe, seeking (generally unsuccessfully, as it turned out) to secure
funds to restore the defenses of the old city. Local traditions on the island—depending now primarily on oral reports that were written down
presumably generations after the event—maintain that the devastation
and depopulation of the settlement was complete and total, except that
near the outer walls, where through a miracle the Panayia prevented the
the present-day residents of the nearby settlements of Triphylianika, Meletianika, Logothetianika, and Zaglanikianika frequently claim that they
are the direct descendants of these few survivors of Barbarossa’s massacre.
Such stories culminated in an annual celebration of the miracle of the
Panayia toward the end of August each year, which, ironically, also marks
the anniversary of the massacre itself and at the same time draws attention
back to this phenomenon of the “desolation and repopulation nexus.”
Interestingly, a scholarly debate has arisen in recent years about the
chronology of the abandonment of Ayios Dimitrios and the degree to
which it was, on the one hand, sudden and total or, on the other, a gradual
process. This may seem like a minor historical issue, since the results were,
in any case, eventually complete as far as the city itself was concerned. The
place was relegated to a ruin that was haunted and cursed by the spirits of
those who were killed in the massacre but who continued to “reside” in
the vicinity and drive away any who came to disturb their peace. As time
went on, Ayios Dimitrios became known as Paliochora (the “
See Caraher 2008
Theodoros; his evaluation is certainly appropriate in the context of abandonment
that we are investigating here.
3
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In the absence of any systematic excavation within the medieval

at this stage to ascertain the degree to which the city of Ayios Dimitrios developed from the time of its founding to its eventual demise and
relegation to a “ghost town” and a paliochora (Ince et al. 1987, 1989).
Guy Sanders (1996:158) is one of the few scholars to suggest that the
city continued to be occupied as late as the seventeenth century. Based
on a list of inhabited settlements drawn up by Petros Kastrofylakas in
1583, in which S. Dimitri (as Ayios Dimitrios was known to the Venetians) is also listed—as well as anecdotal, but persuasive, evidence in
the form of pottery from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries at the
site—we agree with Sanders that the city of Ayios Dimitrios continued to
evidence suggests that the city may not have been completely destroyed
at a single moment and that some inhabitants might have survived or
returned, with activity continuing for some time after its destruction
(Gregory and Tzortzopoulou-Gregory 2015
activity—whether permanent or seasonal habitation, partial habitation of
of function of some of the buildings to housing sheep and goats (as indeed
was the case until a few years ago)—is yet to be determined.
Ince and Ballantyne’s (2007:24) counterargument to the gradual abandonment of the site is that the destruction of Ayios Dimitrios led to its
immediate abandonment. Their argument is based on the hypothesis that
Ayios Dimitrios was essentially a “feudal” settlement, in which the nobility dominated the luxurious urban spaces while the peasants who tilled
the land huddled within the poorly defended areas of the urban center.
They argue that the breaching of the walls of the castle in 1537 made it
impossible for the peasants to live there, and so they scattered to the surrounding countryside (which had not been of any value to the upper-class
families) and thus founded numerous settlements, many of which exist to
this date.
This issue may seem to be merely a scholarly squabble, but in fact

the Australian Paliochora-Kythera Archaeological Survey (APKAS), in
contrast to the argument made by Ince and Ballantyne, demonstrate that
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the wider vicinity of the Ayios Dimitrios town (Coroneos et al. 2002).4
Thus, in this view, some of the small settlements that are scattered broadly
from Potamos in the north to Aroniadika in the center were presumably
where the vast majority of free peasants lived well before the destruction
of Ayios Dimitrios in 1537, as well as later (Gregory 2008:260).5
The destruction of Ayios Dimitrios and the subsequent depopulation
that followed forced the Venetian Republic to intervene. Reluctantly, the

settlements surrounding the medieval center (Leontsinis 1987:68–71).
This argument is further supported by later historical accounts, especially
notarial records of contracts of land transactions in the form of land sales
and leases between nobles and free farmers, which were an attempt to encourage new settlers on the island and to increase productivity (Leontsinis
1987:72). Records from this period also indicate the growing gap between
the nobles and those who worked the land as either serfs (paroikoi) or free
farmers, with the latter often having to borrow from the nobles in order
to pay unreasonably high taxes and thus entering them into a perpetual
cycle of debt. In the event that they could not pay their debts, they would
working the lands of the nobles, a fate as equally bad as being a serf.
If the reconstruction presented by APKAS is correct, at least to any
degree (i.e. that the settlements around Ayios Dimitrios existed already
before its destruction and grew exponentially postdestruction), then our
understanding of an abandonment/revival phenomenon may need to be
reevaluated as a much more complex series of events.
Something that may be of help in the investigation of this question
is the analysis of the disappearance of many other settlements, most of
which are neither necessarily monumental nor part of a “grand vision”
that is often viewed as the focus of medieval and/or modern historians.
APKAS was initiated in 1999, and its focus was an examination of the Ayios
Dimitrios–Paliochora hinterland and the diachronic development of settlements
within that area.
4

Many of these free farmers may have ended up on Kythera as refugees, especially
after the falls of Constantinople in 1453 and the Despotate of Mystras in 1458.
Many family names on the island may be derived from the titles of Byzantine
5

such as those of Komenos, Megalokonomos, and Strategos, which are found in
the aforementioned settlements.
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Such settlements are, of course, documented in tax records, chronicles,
and other sources, but little is normally said about the process of their
founding and abandonment and its possible causes.

Georgadika6
example of what we might characterize as an “abandoned” place: a settlement located in the central part of the island and known from the
eighteenth-century Venetian census records as Georgadika. The discuscantly damaged.
The settlement of Georgadika is today completely deserted, and the
land is used only for occasional agricultural purposes.7 We were alerted
to the existence of the settlement during the early phases of APKAS in
1999–2003 and our investigations into the network of churches that
eighteenth-century censuses carried out by the Venetians, we know that
a church of Ayia Triada existed in Georgadika and that its inhabitants
were recorded by name through all the censuses carried out in the eighteenth century, but the exact location of the church and the buildings of
the settlement were unknown (Patramani et al. 1997). With the help of
local informants, the APKAS team was able to identify the location of the
settlement, partway between the small (but active) villages of Pitsinades
(in the east) and Perlengianika (to the west), just south of the monastery
and the two main roads that run south and north in that part of the island
(see Figure 2).
During the Venetian period, Georgadika belonged administratively
to the distretto of Kastrisianika, and, as we might have imagined, it was
historically connected with the nearby villages mentioned above and the
northern settlements near Logothetianika, as well with as the tenth-cenThe transliteration used for the name of the settlement is based on its modern
teenth-century censuses.
6

Georgadika is not a unique “abandoned” medieval/post-medieval settlement by
any means; the countryside of Kythera abounds in deserted settlements like this.
For an archaeological investigation of such a settlement, see
2015.
7
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Figure 3. Aerial photo of the area showing the small settlement of Georgadika
(right) and the church of Ayia Triada (left). Photo courtesy of John Fardoulis.

overview of the location and surviving remains concerning the settlement. It should be noted here that the investigations in this settlement
are not yet complete, and thus there is currently no detailed architectural
study of the buildings described below.
from what it is now, and the oral information we collected suggests that
Georgadika was once on an important route that was part of the early
modern local road network. Thus, before the British-period construction of the modern north–south road system in the nineteenth century,
Georgadika lay astride an earlier main road that ran north and south, west
of the modern system on the island. This evidence tells us that the earlier
road ran south from Pitsinades to Georgadika, then across the heights of
Mount Skliri , probably through Spastiras and Araioi, and on to the south.
This would have made Georgadika a major hub on the premodern road
network of the period.
The aerial photograph in Figure 3 shows that the main part of the
abandoned settlement would have been in the area that is shown as relatively empty of agricultural growth. The main approach to the area is a
fairly narrow road coming primarily from the east, while a relatively long
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Figure 4. Ayia Triada church, exterior. Photo courtesy of John Fardoulis.

Figure 5. Ayia Triada church from above. Photo courtesy of John Fardoulis.
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line that moves towards the sea. Within the area shown in the aerial photograph are three house complexes, one aloni
aloni southwest of the same complex (in
the center of the photograph), the ruined church of Ayia Triada to the
west of the settlement, and a stone-constructed well alongside the road to
the northeast of the settlement.

The Church of Ayia Triada
The church of Ayia Triada is located on the west edge of the settlement,
just at the top of a north–south series of drops down the wide east–west
watercourse mentioned above (Figure 4 and Figure 5).
The church is in very poor condition, and its roof has disappeared
completely. Some of the paintings on each of the original four sides of the
church survive, and some are in a condition that allows us to determine
their original representations (Figure 6). Thus, the image of Ayia Triada
wall of the church (Figure 7 and Figure 8).
Slightly to the west of the image of the Ayia Triada, near the bottom
of the south wall, are the frescoes dedicated to Ayia Sophia and her three
there are many damaged frescoes of other saints on the north wall of the
church (Figure 9 and Figure 10). Inscriptions with the names of three
-

against the threat from Arab raids at that time.
Despite this information, it is somewhat perplexing that even though
churches seem to have displayed representations of his image. An icon
just north of Georgadika and not far from Pitsinades. Following the
premodern road (now overgrown and mostly inaccessible) south of Geor-

this time in the form of a fresco. In addition, this north–south roadway
continues toward Mylopotamos, from which a branch strikes out (much
improved in recent years) leading along the coast to the cave-church of
Ayia Sophia. Not surprisingly, the church’s surviving paintings include
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Figure 6. Panorama of the interior of Ayia Triada church from the west. Photo
courtesy of Jon Frey.

Figure 7. Interior of the apse of Ayia Triada church. Photo courtesy of Timothy
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Figure 8. Detail of the fresco of the Ayia Triada above the apse. Photo courtesy

Figure 9. 3D view of the interior south wall of Ayia Triada church, with frescos.
Ayia Sophia and her daughters are in the center. Photo courtesy of Jon Frey.
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Figure 10. 3D view of the interior north wall of Ayia Triada church, with frescos.

and her three daughters, who, it will be remembered, dominated nearly
the whole of the south side of the interior of the church of Ayia Triada
in Georgadika. While these connections between roadways and locations
of veneration may simply be fortuitous, in view of the small number of
preserved, it seems reasonable to interpret them as outlining a geographic
“
If this idea has value, it certainly suggests the importance of Georgadika as a point on this “
also attests that Georgadika, during at least the last hundred years or so,
was one of the stops along the “pilgrim” trail of the icon of the Myrtidiotissa (Virgin of the Myrtles), locally known as the gyra (procession),
possibly at other times each year.8 The inclusion of Georgadika and the
church of Ayia Triada as a stopping point in the gyra of the icon would
8

The Panayia Myrtidiotissa is the main patron of Kythera, venerated by both the

the most prized religious items in Kythera, and it is housed in the monastery of
the same name in the central-west of the island. Its “tour” to the main villages of
Kythera during the gyra is an opportunity for everyone on the island to share the
Virgin’s blessings. For more information on the Myrtidiotissa see Charou-Koronaiou 2018; Paspalas 2008.
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Figure 11. Route of the gyra of the Myrtidiotissa icon between the settlement
at Georgadika and the town of Mylopotamos. Map courtesy of Matthew Crum.

certainly have indicated that the settlement—even during this period of
decline in its population and near abandonment (the last resident lived
here in the 1950s)—was considered a major focus of traditional continuity
in the religious activity of the period (Figure 11).

The House Complexes in Georgadika
pression on the south side of the wide stream that runs east–west from the
refrain from labeling the settlement as a village or hamlet, as it lacks the
main characteristics of either; there is no village center, and the church
itself seems to be located at a distance from the houses. The settlement,
comprised of three large composite house complexes, compares to other
such settlements nearby and scattered across the island; they share the
characteristics of rural estates or manor houses, with no obvious civic
center or defense structures (see Figure 3).
Systematic ground-level archaeological investigation of the three
house complexes primarily involved the removal of very dense and impenetrable vegetation, revealing the main features of the structures, including
foundations, internal divisions, walls, and other structural characteristics.
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Figure 12. Aerial photo of the settlement of Georgadika. The church of Ayia
Triada is in the upper left corner (west of the settlement). Photo courtesy of John
Fardoulis.

striking in this respect was the arrangement of the structures with a minimum of approximately 30 m distance between them. More remarkably,
the church is located at a considerable distance from the house complexes
and not in a central location within the settlement (Figure 12).
House Complex 3 is clearly the largest and most elaborate of the three
(Figure 13). It is located along a relatively long east–west ridge, near the
only access into the large interior area of the site. The complex has a basic
center made up of two or three large, rectangular spaces, presumably built
doorways (Figure 14, Figure 15, and Figure 16). To the east of the main
complex is a relatively large area that includes walls and small enclosures,
presumably for animals, supplies, equipment, and possibly protection of
access to the broader complex from enemies. Toward the central exterior
of the main complex are the remains of a large fournos (stone-built oven),
presumably for cooking. Interestingly, several of the stones built into and

contain letters that suggest parts of a name. A few also seem to contain
dates, one or two of which may suggest 1947.
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Figure 13.
upper left corner (west of the complex). Photo courtesy of John Fardoulis.

Figure 14.
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Figure 15.

Figure 16.

fournos and partly preserved chimney.
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Further to the west of the main (long) rooms are a very large aloni
small aloni is located along the northeast walls of the complex and above a
for agriculture until recently.
House Complex 1
being the family name of the last resident of the house in the 1950s), is a

the complex would presumably have been entered from one of two doorways that survive on the exterior north–south wall (Figure 17, Figure 18,
Figure 19, and Figure 20).
The complex is made up of two separate, but obviously (at least at
some period in time) interconnected, components (Figure 21). A large
roofed, vaulted room runs east–west with an entrance doorway on the
south wall and two windows on either side of the vault. An internal door
on the north wall connects to another east–west vaulted room with a
of the vaulted room, above which the roof is preserved along with an
intact chimney (Figure 22 and Figure 23
is a pot base embedded within the construction of the wall (Figure 24).
A small window is in the west wall of the vaulted room. Adjacent to this
vaulted room is a separate north–south rectangular structure, built at a
and a blocked entrance on the east wall. A large arch separates a small
rectangular space running east–west from the remainder of the structure
(Figure 25). There is no roof remaining on this building. A courtyard
enclosure wall runs north–south along the east side of the complex.
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Figure 17.
Fardoulis.

Figure 18.
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Figure 19.

Figure 20.
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Figure 21.
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Figure 22.

Figure 23.
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Figure 24.

Figure 25.
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House Complex 2

Figure 26, Figure
27, and Figure 28). The L-shaped building complex is in fact comprised
of two separate houses, which despite sharing a common wall have no
entrance, but they both share the same courtyard, which is surrounded
arched doorway entrance (ca. 2.0 m wide x 1.5 m tall) is framed by blocks
of poria (the local porous limestone). The rectangular house that runs
north–south is a two-story building with its entrance on the south end of
its west wall, two windows blocked with stones on the east wall, and its
roof now missing. At the south end of the building is a vaulted room with
a small window, which has been largely blocked up with stones. There
is a doorway entrance on the east wall of the vaulted room. The roof of
the vault shows repairs using concrete. Perpendicular to this two-story
house is the entrance to a large one-story rectangular house divided by
immediately next to the main entrance, and a window is in the south wall
(Figure 29). This building is also missing its roof, except for some olive
tree trunks that are still in place. Both buildings are constructed of stones,
with extensive use of pottery sherds in the mortar.
The chronology of the construction and additional phases of the
vaulted and rectilinear construction is most interesting, and although each

are worthy of more detailed architectural study. Pottery found around
the buildings (including
) and some of the pottery that can be
teenth century. The reasonably well-preserved frescoes of the church of
Ayia Triada suggest that both they and the construction of these houses
may originally date to sometime around the sixteenth century. While
the earliest phases of the houses may well date to that same period, the
they may have been abandoned closer to the beginning or the middle of
the twentieth century. Interestingly, except for the account of an elderly
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Figure 26.
the background. Photo courtesy of John Fardoulis.

1950s, local informants generally have no recollection of the settlement
being inhabited.9
(as already mentioned) one needs to keep in mind the fact that additions
were clearly made to nearly all of them; families living in them were
of the structures, however, one can see that each would have been of a

by the roadside to the northeast of the settlement may be evidence of
an adequate communal water supply, as there is quite a large volume of
water in it even today (Figure 30 and Figure 31). A burial ground has not
that burial may have taken place around (or inside) the church of Ayia
Theodoros, which also serves as the burial place for the inhabitants of
nearby Pitsinades, may have been used.
According to the same information, this woman had no children. At the time
of our investigations, we were informed that the cows grazing in the immediate
9

the property.
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Figure 27.

Figure 28.
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Figure 29.

Figure 30. Well by the roadside at Georgadika.
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Figure 31. Mouth of the well at Georgadika.
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The Eighteenth-Century Venetian Censuses and the Nineteenth-Century
British Censuses
The records of eight surviving Venetian-period censuses, spread unevenly
from 1721 to 1788, present the names and ages of a total of 139 individuals who were registered in the parish of Ayia Triada Georgadika10—an
average of 17.4 persons per census (Patramani et al. 1997:A725, B724,
D960). Some of these individuals are present in more than one census,
which is not surprising given that many of the censuses were taken only
a few years apart. Considering that three houses survive today in Georga-

records exactly how many households are recorded, given that each
household represents a separate (nuclear) family unit. It should be made
clear here that even though the censuses list the individuals as belonging
to a separate famiglie (family), the term famiglie
nition of household rather than family, since it includes not only conjugal
units but also servants and relatives residing within the same household
(
:50). At the same time, a household as such does not necessarily mean that it resides in a separate house. A house structure or house
complex as that encountered in Gerorgadika may be shared by more than
just one famiglie household. Table 1 lists the number of households and
individuals per family name group for each of the surviving Venetian-period censuses, while the chart in Figure 32 presents the total number of
individuals recorded for each individual census between 1721 and 1788.
Figure 33 shows the number of individuals per family group for each
census year.
So, for example, in 1721 there were seven households listed: three
with the surname Giorgà (the most populous family name in this census
with 15 individuals), two Griscoti (with seven individuals), one Prinea

of Georgadika, and we can only presume that each house complex was
used to accommodate more than one household at a time. In fact, a careful
study of the complex architecture of the houses described earlier may help

In these censuses, which are recorded in Venetian, the parish of Georgadika is
recorded as Santa Trinità Agiorgadicha (1721, 1724, 1753, 1760, 1784), Parochia
di S(anta) Trinità a Giorgadica (1770), Parochia di S(antisssima) Trinità a Giorgadica (1772), and Santa Trinita à Giorgadica (1788).
10
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Figure 32. Chart showing the total number of individuals per census year.

Figure 33. Chart showing the number of individuals in each family per census
year.
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which of the three houses, let alone which part of the houses. What is
certain, however, is that the families seem to appear and disappear in the
ranging from errors in record-keeping to real sociological phenomena
such as mobility due to in-marriage, out-marriage, and seasonal and permanent migration.
Based on the information graphically presented in the charts, by far
the most dominant family name groups are the Giorgà and the Cumuli/
Cumulli, representing 61.2% of the individuals in the censuses across time
(Table 1, Figure 33). Furthermore, when we add one other family name
group (the Griscoti/Grisoti), the three family groups together represent
79.9% of the of the individuals in the censuses across time. Interestingly,
while the Giorgà family dominated in the 1721 census, they dramatically
declined in numbers in the 1724 census and disappeared totally from the
subsequent 1753 and 1760 censuses; the family reappeared again in 1770,
with a slight increase in the 1784 census. There are no Giorgà family
members recorded in the last census of 1788. By contrast, the Prinea
family appeared only in the 1721 and 1753 censuses (they were missing
from the 1724 census), while the Cumuli/Cumulli family name appeared
bers) and in every other census until 1788, with a gradual decline in the
number of members. It is worth noting that of the seven priests mentioned in the censuses, one was from the Prinea family (1753) and one
“outsiders,”
bearing common family names from other parts of the island: Facea (a
common name in the village of Fatsadika)11, Mavromati (a common name
from nearby Pitsinades), and Logotheti (a common name from Logothetianika). A parish priest is recorded in the 1772 census, but his name and
age are missing.

movements of individuals who appeared, disappeared, and reappeared
viduals in each census was quite small (the highest being in 1721 with 28
individuals, and the lowest in 1772 with 9 individuals), but it is still quite
remarkable to notice such high mobility in the population (see Figure 32).
It is important to stress here that the nature of the family unit or
household in eighteenth-century Kythera seems to be predominantly
The same priest was listed in both the 1721 and 1724 censuses, although his
age was obviously erroneously recorded (48 years old in 1721 and 46 years old
in 1724).
11
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nuclear, accounting for 70% of all households in the 1724, 1784, and 1788
censuses for the whole island (
:221). Likewise, in Georgadika, the number of households listed in each census ranged between
three and six, each normally consisting of a couple and their children and
occasionally an elderly (widowed) parent, usually of the male head of the
household. The 1724 census recorded the largest number of households
(nine in total) but not necessarily the largest number of individuals, while
the 1772 census recorded the smallest number of households (three) and
the smallest number of individuals (nine, one of whom was a parish priest
whose name was not recorded). The seven households in 1721 included
one with the parish priest (Facea) who was listed on his own with no other
family members. The same priest appeared in the 1724 census, while a
1753 (Prinea), and yet another one in 1760 (Mavromati). In 1772, there
was one parish priest but his name and age are not provided. Teodossio
Giorgà di Panagioti was listed as the parish priest in the 1784 census, and
he too, was listed as the only member of his household.12 There was no
in the census records, but it is certainly possible that it was known by
Complex 1 until the mid 1950s, was from the Koumouli family (the
Greek version of the family name Cumuli/Cumulli which appeared in
the Venetian censuses). It is also referred to as “Meneyianika,” referencing
the Menegas family (the Greek version of the Menegho/Menego/Menengo family, whose members were mentioned only in the 1724, 1760,
and 1788 censuses; see Table 1, Figure 33). It is also suggested that the
settlement may be the same—or at least within the same area—as the one
referred to as “Grizoti” (Γριζωτή) in a sixteenth-century census, the oldest
surviving census on Kythera but one that is problematic in terms of historical topography (Kalligeros 2011:99–100). Interestingly, inscriptions
in the church of Ayia Triada show that some of the surviving frescoes
bear the names of two individual donors, Theodoros and Panayiotis, presumably father and son. These Christian names are common among the
men of the Giorgà family both in the censuses and as they exist today (in
It is surprising that all the parish priests in Georgadika seem not to have had
any family. Most parish priests in other parts of the island are listed as heads of
households along with their wives and children.
12
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modern Greek, the family name is transliterated as Georgas).13 Another
inscription inside the church of Ayia Triada mentions a certain Grizotis
as one of the church’s donors. The family name Griscoti (possibly a corruption of Grizoti or Grisoti) appeared in the 1721, 1724, 1784, and 1788
censuses, and this may support Kalligeros’ argument that Georgadika may
be a later name for the sixteenth-century settlement of Grizoti.
probably of Italian (and possibly Venetian) origin, and that a certain Pavlos
as being the head of the armor guard of Kythera (Kalligeros 2006:202).
In the eighteenth-century censuses, the name appeared in the settlements
of Milopotamo (Mylopotamos in Greek), Picinades (Pitsinades in Greek),
and Giorgadica/Agiogiardicha (mentioned above) and disappeared from
all records by the nineteenth century. There are no known present-day
descendants of the Griscoti family. The origins of the Koumouli (i.e. Cumuli/Cumulli) family are unknown, but like Griscoti it, too, may be of
Italian origin. As far as we know, the name did not appear anywhere else
on the island and it is no longer in existence since the passing of the last
resident who bore that name in Georgadika in the 1950s. Apparently, she
family name) is allegedly their only relation and the current owner of
The present-day Georgas family name (i.e. Giorgà) is of Greek origin
and can be traced to as early as the sixteenth century in a land-purchase
contract from Kythera that mentions a Dimitris Giorgà. The same person
is mentioned in a list of moneylenders to the governor of Kythera, Pietro Suriano (1571–1573), indicating that he was certainly a person of
Kalligeros 2006:192). The present-day
family name Menegas (the Greek version of Menegho or Menego), which
the Giorgà family name; according to Kalligeros, it is a nickname that
Giorgà family—a common practice with many family names on the island
that originated as nicknames. Today, descendants of the Menegas family
exist only outside of Kythera, mainly in Athens (Kalligeros 2006:486).
Beyond the Venetian censuses mentioned above, the census records
of the British period (1809–1864) contain information about Georgadika
13

given the name of their paternal grandparents.
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and the Georgas family, although these survive only sporadically.14 The
last entry for Georgadika seems to be the census of 1825, which recorded
only two families: the Georgas and the Koumouli, the former with ten
individuals and the latter with six, each led, respectively, by a widower
(92 years old) and a widow (aged 38). There were four adults listed in this
census, meaning that the other 12 individuals were all children.
The existing notarial records, in fact, nicely complement the information from the 1825 census. For example, in 1855 Pashalia Georga, the
wife of Minas Georgas (son of the deceased Antonios Georgas), registered
the birth of their son, Antonios. The registration of newborn children was
normally the father’s undertaking, but, in this case, the father is referred to
as being absent from Georgadika, and almost certainly from the birth of
his child. Similar to this are references to the two godparents of the infant
Antonios: both were women whose husbands were also referred to as
being absent from Kythera at the time of the child’s baptism (Figure 34).
This was apparently not an uncommon situation on Kythera during the
early modern period when many of the men left the island to undertake
seasonal work as farmers, laborers, or sea merchants on the mainland, on
Black Sea (Aslani 2018). What is interesting about this particular entry
is that the baptism of the infant took place at the Ayia Triada church at
Georgadika—presumably the home parish of the infant—but his mother
is referred to as being originally from the village of Dokana, and each of
the godmothers reside in their respective birth villages of Katsoulianika
and Perlengianika. The second godmother is married to a Georgas (as
mentioned previously, he was absent from the island at the time), and it is
interesting that she is not residing in Georgadika (presumably the birthplace of her husband). This information is quite suggestive of the various
movements and kinship interactions between Georgadika and the nearby
amongst local residents. Furthermore, the phenomenon of predominantly
male absence from Kythera raises interesting questions about the role of
women and their obvious responsibilities and power in managing and
maintaining households during this period. Relating to the phenomenon
of male mobility is the information provided in an earlier entry in the
parish records (from 1846), which refers to a certain Antonios Georgas
(presumably the grandfather of the infant Antonios) as having died in the
Peloponnese, where he was also buried (Figure 35).
It is important to note here that the British-period censuses were recorded in
Greek and not in Venetian, thus the Greek transliteration is applied for the name
of the settlement and the family names.
14
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Figure 34. 1855 entry of the baptism of Antonios Georgas (the infant) in the Ayia
Triada parish records. Digital image courtesy of the Local Archives of Kythera:
http://gak-kyth.att.sch.gr. The translation provided for this entry is as follows:
“Pashalia Georga, 25 years of age, wife of Minas Georgas who is absent, and
daughter of Georgios Karydis of the village of Dokana, presented her infant son
godparents of the child were Mrs. Gianoulla Kominou, the wife of Panagioti
Kominou who is absent, from the village of Perlegianika, and Mrs. Maria Georga,
wife of Ioannis Georgas who is absent, born in Katsoulianika and residing in the
same.”
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Figure 35. 1846 entry of the death of Antonios Georgas (the elder) in the Ayia
Triada parish records. Digital image courtesy of the Local Archives of Kythera:
http://gak-kyth.att.sch.gr. The translation of this entry reads as follows: “Antonios
Georgas, son of Panayiotis, died and was buried in the Peloponnese.”
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The subsequent census taken by the British in 1833 shows no records
abandoned by then, with no inhabitants to record. The notarial records,
however, continue to mention people residing in Georgadika, with the
resident priest at the church of Ayia Triada maintaining the parish records.
In fact, the last existing entry in the notarial records is dated to 1864. It is
a mystery as to why there are no census records available for Georgadika
after 1825, when we know from the above parish records that the settlement was still inhabited and its church still functioning in 1864. It is also
a mystery as to why the British censuses of 1825–1844 do not mention
members of any of the Georgadika families anywhere else on the island.
If one were to consider these records alone, ignoring the above-mentioned parish records, it would seem as if the families had all disappeared.
village of Karavas in the northernmost part of the island. In this census,
the Georgas family was represented by seven individuals: the 62-year-old
widow of the priest Ioannis Georgas and their son, Panayiotis, then also
a priest, with his wife and their four children. Descendants of this family
still exist in the village of Karavas, while in more recent years, some have
relocated to the nearby seaside village of Ayia Pelayia.
The relocation of the Georgas family to the northernmost settlement
on Kythera certainly poses a number of questions: what forced this particular family to leave Georgadika at a time when we know that Ayia
Triada was still operating as a parish (at least until 1864 based on the
other inhabitants/families (the Georgas, Koumouli, and Menegas families
of Georgadika) between 1825 and 1864, and why are there no census
15
Were they
simply left out of the censuses, or have the records for Georgadika for
the records from some other parishes in Kythera also seem to be missing;
for example, Panayia Despina (Vouno) is missing from all Venetian and
it be that the settlement was abandoned and that the inhabitants, along
It is worth noting that, other than the Georgas family name, none of the other
names exist anymore on Kythera. The Prineas family name is still quite common,
especially in the nearby villages of Perlengianika and Logothetianika, and since
their presence in Georgadika was for only a short period of time, one can assume
that they arrived from one of these other villages, perhaps through marriage, and
moved back again soon after.
15
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with their parish of Ayia Triada, were simply integrated within the two

A centenarian descendant of the only surviving Georgas family from
the village of Karavas (in the neighborhood of Diakopoulianika) relayed
to us the following lore concerning the family’s fate: the family originated from a place called Georgadika (the location of which is unknown
to them), and they were quite prosperous. At a certain time, the people
from Georgadika were accused of stealing large amounts of olive oil that
bishop invited the culprit(s) to come forward and return the stolen oil
with no reprimand. As no one came forward, the bishop excommunicated the entire village. This eventually resulted in the inhabitants being
same fate, thus abandoning the village. According to the legend, only
one of the branches of the Georgas family survived and ended up in the
Karavas area.16
“radical”
population movement and relocation from one part of the island to another. This correlates closely with the evidence we have for the “absence”
encountered in the documentary sources, even though the causes for this
are as of yet unknown (unless one believes the excommunication and
plague story). Furthermore, the archaeological evidence (in the form of
the surviving buildings described earlier along with the scattered artifacts
found within and around them) and the census records suggest a complex
series of phenomena that we cannot simply view as abandonment. The
evidence for a change of function(s), at least from settlement to seasonal
habitation and agricultural exploitation, is certainly worth considering.
In fact, the complexity of population movements as encountered in
the census records (at least for Georgadika), combined with important
16

In considering the above legend, it is quite ironic that according to the 1844

more fascinating is that the priest, Panayiotis Georgas (35 years old), was the son
time in the census records for Karavas in 1844, but it was not listed in the last surviving census for Georgadika in 1825. At that time, Panayiotis would have been
19 years old, but neither he nor his parents (Ioannis and Kerana) were listed in the
Georgadika parish or in any other of the parishes. Is it possible that the family was
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information from the notarial and parish records, as well as the rapidly
fading oral traditions of the area, make it an exciting and most fascinating
ture goals of the APKAS project is to carry out a systematic archaeological
survey of the Georgadika settlement and its immediate vicinity, including
the church of Ayia Triada, as well as a detailed architectural survey of the
buildings, which will provide a better understanding of the settlement
and its relationship to the region at large.

Conclusion
abandoned settlements on the island of Kythera. While Ayios Dimitrios
represents a historically documented, catastrophic destruction of an urban
establishment from a calculated and targeted external invasion, the small
lenging set of local responses to broader island-wide (and perhaps regional
and beyond) socioeconomic phenomena for examining the complexities
of abandonment as a process of adaptation, transformation, and resilience.
Thus, these two separate case studies should be analyzed together in terms
of their connection to a broader system of cascading feedbacks that reeconomy and the decline in its “imperial” (Venetian) administration.
The destruction of Ayios Dimitrios in 1537 did not mark an end, but
rather the beginning of a “new order of things”—not just for the northern
part of Kythera, but for the whole island. The defensive characteristics
of the city were obviously adequate in the early years after its founding
(presumably in the twelfth century), but its walls were not equipped
viewpoint, Ayios Dimitrios was no longer viable. The fact that the city’s
with the latest in military siege warfare shows a lack of interest (or resources) on the part of the island’s administration to invest in its northern
defenses. The failure to defend Ayios Dimitrios can only be symptomatic of the weakness of the Venetian Republic to respond to the military
threats to its possessions in the eastern Mediterranean and the beginning
After the city’s destruction, and as the focus of the island’s defenses
and military presence shifted to the west and south, the Venetians made
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the region, a reorganization of the countryside in terms of land ownership opened up tremendous new opportunities for private freeholders
who were brave enough to risk investing in a part of the island that was
largely defenseless against pirate and other raids. As the now-weakened
aristocrats residing in the south found themselves unable to hold onto
their northern possessions after many of the peasants working the land
opportunity arose for local and immigrant farmers to become landowners
themselves.
fronted with issues regarding land productivity and labor. The island
never boasted a large population, and its environment was not favorable
to wheat cultivation, which was the main focus of production for the
Venetians. The landscape, although intensively transformed for wheat
cultivation from the fourteenth century onwards (i.e. with the arrival of
the Venetians), it was never easy to manage, and labor intensity always
outnumbered productivity. This is a classic example of the Venetian administration imposing an economic system based on its imperial ideology
onto a landscape ill-suited to provide the revenue it needed to support its
naval capacity. Furthermore, the peculiar political system that developed
close ties to Crete) take control of the island’s agricultural economy, while
the Venetian Republic was in charge of all military and mercantile activity
(Leontsinis 1987:68–71). The peasants who worked both the state-owned
and Venier lands were largely serfs (paroikoi), and only a few were independent small farmers. As time went on, a growing gap between the
nobility of the island and the peasants led to tension, which the Venetian
administrators were forced to mediate and contain. The destruction of
Ayios Dimitrios in 1537 along with the continuous threat of pirate raids
luctant Venier feudal lords to emancipate the serfs (Leontsinis 1987:72).
Between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, various attempts
were made by the Venetian state and the Venier family to increase agricultural production, including a policy of inviting immigrant farmers
mainland and the Aegean) and demanding the return of farmers who had
Leontsinis 1987:75–84). In addition, the authorities by now recognized that
the specialized production of wheat was not a viable policy; farmers were
now encouraged to focus on cash crops, which led to a transformation of
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land use practices, including intensive terracing for olive cultivation and
stone-constructed fencing of individual properties. As a result of these
policies, the population of Kythera saw resurgence, and between 1545
and 1760 it rose from 1,850 to 6,000. Also, because of land reforms and
redistribution, the amount of private land ownership increased, while
Leontsinis 1987:92–93).
This is the backdrop against which the settlement pattern encountered
in our investigations of the north part of Kythera developed. While it
is uncertain as to when exactly small, rural settlements like Georgadika
aptation of revolutionary agrarian policies that transformed the physical
landscape and its use. These polices also paved the way for a new social
order that was dominated by private freeholders in charge of their own
destinies, who most likely bypassed the authority of the feudal lords by
meeting their tax obligations directly to the Venetian state. Thus, families
like the Griscoti, Cumuli, and Georgà—obviously with adequate means
to acquire their own lands—established their individual manor houses and
Ayia Triada church, while also maintaining close kinship ties with other
established settlements, such as Pitsinades, Dokana, and Logothetianika.
The transition from a predominantly feudal system of large estates
to freehold ownership by the peasant population marked an important
milestone in Kythera’s history. While the agrarian reforms certainly impacted the northern part of the island, they must have had limited impact
in the south, where the nobles still held onto large estates that were now
most likely worked by free peasants whose plight was probably no better
than that of serfs. Through a system of land rental, these peasants had to
pay their share of taxes to both the nobles and the Venetian state, setting
them up for perpetual debt and an inability to rise independently. Thus,
a unique socioeconomic pattern developed, dividing the island’s population between the south (characterized by large estates owned by nobles)
of immigrants to the north over the next couple of centuries saw the increase of more freehold farmers, but also an emerging class of merchants
and tradespeople, making Potamos a populous and thriving commercial
center, as well as a hotbed of progressive and often revolutionary political
ideologies (Leontsinis 1987).
After the demise of Venetian rule in the eighteenth century and several successions of control of the island by other great powers, including
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During this time, very little had changed for the Kytherian farmer, whose
continuous plight to overcome poor yields led to a perpetual state of debt
to pay taxes and make ends meet. The French, soon after their arrival in
1797, attempted to take away the rights of the nobles; meanwhile, the nobles still continued their oppressive treatment of the local population, and
with the support of the British, they were reinstated as the main economic
The authorities’ reluctance to get rid of an adapted, but now outdated, feudal system—despite the fact that feudalism was by now aborted
travel became safer, many of the local farmers found opportunities abroad
to supplement their meager income from farming. Thus, out-migration,
as witnessed in the parish records at Georgadika, became the norm for
many of the young and able male family members. Like many other
with the evidence suggesting that many of the farming responsibilities
(and the household economy in general) were transferred to the hands
of the women who were left behind (
:223). While the
added responsibilities were certainly burdensome, one can imagine the
empowerment and certain level of independence of these women in
terms of economic and social decision-making. Seasonal migration to
nearby overseas destinations on the mainland and other islands—and as
nineteenth century, and this mobility to and from the island was rather
’s labor
was over. Usually the workers were involved in unskilled physical labor
mainly as farm hands, but the same mobility pattern was also followed
Aslani
2018). During the early to mid twentieth century (and especially up to
the period immediately after World War II), the pattern changed to that
permanent employment opportunities, like Athens and Piraeus, and, more
though the settlement at Georgadika may have already been deserted by
then, given that we lack any population data from 1825 onwards, the impact of the twentieth-century mass migrations on the immediate region
and the surrounding settlements is quite well documented (Bottomley
1984; Diakopoulos 2003;
).
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With the advent of time, and as circumstances demanded, families either dispersed, relocated (as in the case of the Georgas family), or vanished
with no descendants to carry on with farming the family lands, leading to
the settlements’ eventual abandonment in terms of habitation and to their
transformation in terms of land use (in this case, as a grazing ground for
cows). Thus, the processes leading to the establishment, development, and
eventual abandonment of settlements such as Georgadika are intricately
connected with broader temporal and complex socioeconomic and political phenomena, including the gradual rise and collapse of institutions and
their ideologies and practices. Similar studies of other “abandoned” settlements in the APKAS survey area, as well as in other parts of the island,
will hopefully allow for further inter- and intrasettlement comparisons
and analyses that could illuminate the processes involved in the development and gradual abandonment of Kythera’s complex settlement system
during the medieval and post-medieval periods up to the present day.
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Chapter Four
The Stone-Built Palaiomaniatika
of the Mani Peninsula, Greece
Rebecca M. Seifried
The Mani peninsula, the southernmost projection of the Peloponnese in
Greece, is the location of over 170 settlements with preserved stone-built
architecture from the premodern era (Figure 1). These remarkable places
are known locally as palaiomaniatika (old Maniat settlements) or palaiochores (old villages). The settlements are small, comprising between 10
and 50 houses, and they were built and occupied by local residents of the
Mani peninsula. The vernacular architecture of the houses is relatively homogenous, constituting the typical one- or two-story rectangular layout
(i.e. the “longhouse”) that is common throughout rural landscapes in the
Peloponnese (Sigalos 2004a, 2004b:66; Stedman 1996:185–186). Roughly
half of the settlements are still inhabited today, with the same houses that
were built centuries ago serving as the foundations for modern homes and
newer buildings constructed in the spaces between to form the nucleated
settlement layout that is typical of modern Greek villages. The others
are now abandoned, the ruined houses enshrouded by wild olives and
shoulder-high thorny shrubs. These deserted villages of Mani are some of
the most numerous in Greece, rivaled only by those in the neighboring
peninsula of Messenia (Antoniadis-Bibicou 1965:404).
Previous studies suggested that these settlements were established as
early as the eighth century AD and at the latest by the thirteenth century
(Moschos and Moschou 1982:263; Moschou 2004:33–34), a span of time

the region began in 1463, a substantial change in settlement layout and
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Figure 1. Map of the southern Mani peninsula, Greece, indicating the locations
of the palaiomaniatika settlements.
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architecture is believed to have occurred only after the late seventeenth
century (Saïtas 2004:54).1
tax registers lends weight to the claim that many of the palaiomaniatika
all the palaiomaniatika known to researchers, one-third can be matched
with toponyms from historical records and roughly half are still occupied
tine period continued well into what is termed, in Greece at least, the
“post-medieval period.”
palaiomaniatika without further evidence from archaeological excavations. As
far as I know, no systematic excavations of the palaiomaniatika have ever
been published. With almost all of the available information coming
chronology of these settlements and their architecture much further than
the currently accepted range of the eighth to seventeenth centuries. This
of abandonment in Mani and to understand how it may have played out
in the lives of its residents. More broadly, the lack of excavations means
that we cannot explore the kinds of research questions about microscale
social organization that are possible through the lens of a well-theorized
household archaeology (Souvatzi 2008, 2014).
The inattention to Mani’s Byzantine and post-Byzantine domestic
heritage is part of the broader story of archaeological research in Greece.
many scholars have called for a development of a historical archaeology
of Greece that focuses on domestic material culture. Writing about the
medieval houses documented by the Morea Project, Kostis Kourelis
(2003:173) posited that that the Peloponnesian house type—to which the
palaiomaniatika houses generally belong—may be part of a widespread
1

The settlements were occupied exclusively by local residents of the Mani pen-

to Passava as a garrisoned fort up until the seventeenth century, when it was
captured and destroyed by Venetian forces. According to Komis (2005:319–332),
700–800 families. Supposedly, the Maniates staged a revolt in 1780, seized the
castle, and killed the people living in Tourkovrisi. To my knowledge, this is the
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building tradition, but he cautioned that “conclusions must be reserved
number of Greek medieval villages.” In his commentary on a special issue
that (like this volume) stemmed from a symposium of the Medieval and
Post-Medieval Archaeology interest group of the Archaeological Institute
of America, Tim Gregory (2010:303) called for more archaeological work
to be carried out in Byzantine and post-Byzantine phases and for scholars
of these eras to look “more closely at the methods and approaches developed by historical archaeologists elsewhere in the world.” As recently as
2016:38) wrote that the “archaeology of
everyday life based on excavations of settlements, agricultural or industrial
installations, and marketplaces is still in its infancy.” Despite these calls to
action, few rural settlements have been targeted by the kind of archaeological scrutiny that is necessary for producing valuable comparative data.
Southern Greece, in particular, has been the subject of many archaeothe 1960s (for an overview of these projects, see Kourelis 2019:167–174).
of rural houses from the medieval and post-medieval phases. Published
examples (Figure 2) include a post-Byzantine house at Nichoria, Messenia
(McDonald et al. 1983
Goester and van der Vrie 1998), two fourteenth-century
Gerstel et al. 2003
village at Ayios Vasileios, Corinthia, that may date to between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries (Gregory 2013:292–301). Similar houses
in the northern Peloponnese (Kourelis 2003, 2005). Much more common
are studies of elite houses or houses in urban centers, which generally
incorporate more elaborate architectural forms and designs (e.g. Bouras
1983; Cerasi 1998; Sigalos 2004b; Vionis 2009
study of Cappadocia is not readily comparable, as the rock-cut houses
there “were clearly not peasant homes” and typically comprised multiroom structures frequently organized around a courtyard (
2005:182 and relevant critique in Kourelis 2007;
).
This paper adds another voice to the call for a household archaeology
of abandoned rural villages in Greece, which have received scant scholarly
attention in comparison to both their counterparts elsewhere in the eastern
Mediterranean or to their older (prehistoric) and wealthier (urban) neigh-
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Figure 2. Plans from houses at Nichoria (after McDonald et al. 1983:Figure 14.1),
Lavda (after Goester and van der Vrie 1998:Figure 7), Panakton (after Gerstel et
al. 2003:Figures 6 and 20), Santomeri (after Kourelis 2003:Figure 284), and Ayios
Vasileios (after Gregory 2013:Figure 15), compared with a typical palaiomaniatiko
house plan from Mani (after Saïtas 1990:Figure 19).

of the houses and settlements of the palaiomaniatika, and in the second, I

research means that the discussion is descriptive in nature and provides
little real insight into the social functioning of the palaiomaniatika or the
factors that led many of them being abandoned. Yet, the purpose of the
review is to summarize the current state of knowledge and to underscore
what exactly we still do not know about these places. In the third part, I
present a case study of the abandoned palaiomaniatiko village of Koulouvades, showing how targeted archaeological sampling alongside analysis

part, I make a case for why household excavations must be carried out at
sites like these—not only in Mani, but also in other rural landscapes across
the eastern Mediterranean.

Typical Characteristics of the Palaiomaniatika
The term palaiomaniatika was introduced by Nikolaos Drandakis
and colleagues during their research in the 1970s (e.g. Drandakis et
al. 1980:158–159) and featured as the title of Takis Moschos and Leda
Moschou’s (1981, 1982) articles on the subject. More commonly the
settlements are referred to as palaiochores (old villages), and the various
features within them are known colloquially as kolospites or kolospitakia
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(houses), kolopyrgoi (towers), and koloyisternes (cisterns; Saïtas 1990:Note
39). Documentation of the architecture and layout of these stone-built
settlements has been carried out by several research teams over the past
few decades (Argyriades et al. 1972;
, 1988; Moschos and
Moschou 1981, 1982; Moschou 1982; Moutsopoulos and Dimitrokallis
1976/1978, 1980; Pawlowski 2020). Maps showing the general locations
of the settlements have appeared in publications by Moschos and Moschou (1981:Plates 1a-d) and Yanis Saïtas (2009a:Figure 6.1; see also Saïtas
1983a, 1983b, 2009b, 2011).
2016 for a study on the Byzantine and post-Byzantine settlements in
Mani (Seifried 2016). My project sought to document all the settlements
with standing architecture in the southern half of the peninsula—an area
of about 350 km2
analysis to record the built structures, including houses, towers, mills,
were recorded. Based on the previous typological work done on the
region’s vernacular architecture, it was determined that 177 of the settlements contained evidence of occupation during the Byzantine and/or
were previously unknown to the scholarly community.
palaiomaniatika settlements documented by my project, half
phases of occupation: older buildings were frequently repointed, someelaborate multi-room residential complexes or tower-houses (Figure 3).
Many of the stone pathways that were built to expedite foot and animal
kalderimia
At times, the built features were totally destroyed to make way for a new
road. But despite all this, the advantage of studying an occupied settlement is that many of the oldest buildings and paths are in excellent states
of preservation due to their continued use over many centuries. Their
occupants have maintained them, repairing fallen walls and preventing

emigrated out of the region and the economic opportunities in the Greek
countryside dwindled (Allen 1976;
:Figure 2). A large
Maniat community was established in Piraeus in the twentieth century as
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Figure 3. A palaiomaniatika house in Pyrgos Dirou that has been renovated and
expanded.

Figure 4. Typical state of preservation of structures in an abandoned palaiomaniatiko: (a) house and (b) cistern (Koulouvades).
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younger generations migrated to Athens in search of work. Today, the
population of a typical Maniat village may increase tenfold during the
month of August, when families from all over the globe return to their
ancestral village for the summer holiday, but many of the villages are
almost entirely unoccupied during the majority of the year. This largescale population movement means that agricultural activities that once
animal husbandry—have almost entirely ceased in most parts of Mani. As
a result, the vegetation within and around the abandoned palaiomaniatika
has been allowed to grow unchecked (Figure 4). Furthermore, because
these buildings have been allowed to collapse and dismantle themselves
naturally, the massive amounts of wall fall often obscure the structures and
interior faces of the walls. In areas with several closely spaced houses, it
vides a glimpse into an older version of the settlement’s layout—certainly
not the original form, but one that predates the modern era of cement
construction and paved roads.

House Form
palaiomaniatika during
Additional built structures were also recorded, most notably churches,
cisterns, and defensive installations such as watch huts and towers. All of
these features share in the same vernacular architectural style that characterizes the houses. The churches have been dealt with in great detail
over the past century, beginning with Ramsay Traquair’s (1908/1909)
1932/1933) early studies and continuing
with Nikolaos Drandakis and a diverse group of Byzantine scholars (e.g.
Drandakis 2009;
; Gkioles 1996; Konstantinidi 1998; Menenakou 2007; Mexia 2008/2009). Recent syntheses of this work have
looked at the spatial relationships between the churches and the settlements (Seifried 2021;
). The cisterns and other
aspects of the hydraulic landscape have been published separately (Seifried
2020a). The watch huts and towers comprise a small sample size (16 in
total) and are discussed in the context of settlement layout below.
rural counterparts elsewhere in the Peloponnese. In both the scholarly literature and in popular usage, the term “megalithic” (or even “cyclopean”)
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has been used to describe their typical dry-stone construction. Saïtas
(1990:19) reported the average block sizes of the quarried limestone as
ranging from 30 cm to over 140 cm on each side. Using such large blocks
naturally means the walls are extremely thick—sometimes exceeding 150
cm in width. By contrast, the walls of published comparanda measure
60–65 cm at Nichoria (McDonald et al. 1983:427), 70 cm in the northern
Peloponnese (Kourelis 2005:124), and 75 cm at Panakton (Gerstel et al.
2003:156). The large dimensions of the building material and thickness of
the walls in Mani made the houses extremely durable and contributed to
their exceptional preservation—not only from the action of natural deteriin new construction (see Figure 2).
As with other examples of medieval houses, the houses in Mani were
built of locally quarried limestone, the most common geological type in
the region.2 They typically were built as standalone structures, oriented

agglomerative pattern, either along the shorter wall to form a long chain
of connected houses or along the longer wall. The latter was especially
common on hillsides, when building along the same terrace was more
and walls were rarely built to delineate external courtyards.
The doors were most commonly located on the southern aspect to
protect against the northern winter wind (see Kourelis 2003:179) and to
allow for maximal entry of light. Few if any windows were built into the
walls. The doorways were small—Saïtas (1990:19) reported an average
range of 80–110 cm wide and 90–150 cm high—and were topped by
a single massive limestone lintel. Measurements taken during my study
shows a range in lintel size from 107 to 195 cm in width and 16 to 61
cm in height and depth. In very rare cases, engraved designs were etched
into the lintels, including one in the ruined settlement of Lakkos (near
Tsopaka), which bears two roughly engraved crosses, and another in the
settlement of Kouvouklia (near Glezou), which bears three elaborately
Figure 5). This same house
1974:Figure 9) architectural study of the
settlements in Mani.3
2

There are a few micro-regions in Mani, especially in the south, where schist

result, they do not preserve as well as their limestone-built counterparts.
3

I thank Yanis Saïtas for pointing me to this reference.
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Figure 5. Lintels above doors in palaiomaniatika houses: (a) typical entryway with
(Kouvouklia).
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Figure 6. Two-storied houses with: (a) upper and lower doorways both preserved
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Although very few houses are preserved beyond a partial ground
for storage or as a space to keep animals, and a taller second story used
as the main residential area (see Saïtas 1990:18; Sigalos 2004b:71–73;
Stedman 1996
wood (Moschos and Moschou 1982:266) or more likely of stone (Saïtas
1990:19–20)—extending across the narrower width of the structure. The
beams could be secured into niches in the walls, or they could simply rest
upon a protruding ledge built into the walls. My research documented
36 houses with clear evidence of a second story. Several were so well
preserved that they still retained an upper doorway, staggered so that the
The others had niches or ledges built into the walls to support the crossbeams (Figure 6). Finally, in a few rare cases, a small enclosed area was
plaster, possibly for water storage (see Saïtas 1990:18).
of the postabandonment process (Figure 7). Moschos and Moschou
(1982

upper walls were built with rubble that was held together with a simple
earthen mortar. Wall collapse could very well have resulted in the pattern
documented at so many palaiomaniatika settlements.
as in the examples at Panakton and Nichoria (Gerstel et al. 2003:157;
McDonald et al. 1983:427). The roofs were likely formed in a similar
resting in niches or on ledges built into the walls; however, no roofs
of timber in the region and the abundance of limestone, Saïtas suggested that these beams were made of stone and that the roof would have
of beaten clay earth and manure. Wooden roofs would have been rare
(Saïtas 1990:20; Figure 256a).
The external dimensions of the structures averaged 10.3 m in length
(SD = 2.2 m, n = 202) and 4.7 m in width (SD = 0.5 m, n = 255; for
Seifried 2020b). Internal dimensions
averaged 8.4 m in length (SD = 2.3 m, n = 169) and 2.7 m in width
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Figure 7.

inferred based on the external dimensions and the width of an exposed
wall. The average internal area was 22.4 m2 (SD = 7.7 m2, n = 169), which
and 18.9 m2
IV (26.9 m ) at Panakton (Gerstel et al. 2003:156, 169). Compared to
longhouses of the early modern and modern periods (see Pettegrew and
Caraher, this volume), the palaiomaniatika
terms of living area. This has important implications for the availability
of workspace provided by the houses, lending support to the assumption that the area immediately outside the house was used as a workspace
(Kourelis 2003:175).
The wide range in internal area—by my calculations, the smallest house
measured 6.8 m2 and the largest 44.8 m2—led Saïtas (1990:17, Figure 13)
2

2

this stage, as we do not know exactly why the houses varied in size to
such a great extent. It may very well be that the smallest houses were
restricted in size because of geographical considerations, as all of those
with areas less than 11 m2 are located in hillside or hilltop settlements.
sion of house size over time, as all of the houses over 40 m2 in area were
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terms of their overall similarity of design and layout, the houses resemble
those documented by the Morea Project, about which Kostis Kourelis
(2003:175–176) drew comparisons with the “unitary” or “mixed house”
humans and animals all took place within a single rectangular longhouse.

Settlement Layout
The palaiomaniatika were generally made up of 10–50 houses, along with
other built features such as cisterns, enclosures, churches, and less frethat the settlements break naturally into three size categories: small (with
approx. 5–20 houses), medium (30–50 houses), and large (60–70 houses),
with most falling into the small or medium categories (Figure 8; for data,
Seifried 2020b).
Previous scholars have suggested that, as with their modern counterparts, the palaiomaniatika were occupied by kin groups: Moschou
(2004:36) referred to them as “small population aggregates formed on the
basis of patrilineal blood relations,” which laid the foundation for the later
settlement pattern that arose and continued into modern times. Saïtas
(1990:16) suggested that “small neighboring hamlets frequently form[ed]
broader groups—units of agricultural, livestock raising communities
to know exactly how the inhabitants of neighboring settlements interthe exception of the important insights gained from painted dedicatory
panels in two Byzantine churches in Kipoula and Polemitas (Drandakis
1980, 1982). The panels name individuals from multiple surrounding
tion, thereby testifying to the pooling of resources between settlements
in order to build public, ritual spaces. In turn, the churches may have
acted as “integrative facilities” (see Adler and Wilshusen 1990) that could
be used to reinforce and “enact” community membership (Mac Sweeney
2011; Yaeger 2000). Therefore, in at least two documented cases, neighboring villages may have cooperated in multi-settlement clusters at least
in an ideological sphere, to some degree mirroring Saïtas’ hypothesis that
multiple settlements may have worked together to complete communal
agricultural and pastoralist activities.
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Figure 8. Number of houses recorded at the fully mapped settlements, showing
possible clustering into small, medium, and large settlement size categories.

A settlement’s size and layout depended to a large extent on its geographical location, with distinctions particularly noticeable between
plains, hillsides, and hilltop locations. Plains settlements, which are mainly
a loose cluster of built features aligned to the same orientation and evenly
dispersed throughout the site (Figure 9). In a few cases, the houses were
built in a loose ring around a large central area, which was seemingly
empty of built features and could have been used as communal garden
plots or as a space for social activities. Cisterns were built throughout the
site (with roughly one cistern for every two houses), but there were a few
sites where the cisterns were built all together in a single part of the site.
The plains settlements were generally undefended, but Saïtas (1990:16)
noted that “heavy, dry stone fences” may have served basic defensive purposes around and throughout the sites. There is also at least one case—that
of Kouvouklia (the same settlement in which the lintel with a zoomorphic
engraving was found)—where a massive, nearly square, tower-like structure was preserved in the center of the site. The exterior of the structure
measured 7.5 x 5.5 m, with its wall width ranging from 1.58 to 1.83 m.
These dimensions suggest it was once taller and may have served a defensive purpose. Similar tower-like structures with “megalithic” foundations
Ayia Varvara.
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Figure 9. Plan of Koulouvades, showing a typical plains layout.

Figure 10. Plan of Briki, showing a typical hillside layout.
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Figure 11. Plan of Palaia Tserova, showing a typical hilltop layout.
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Figure 12.
hilltop settlements and plains settlements.

settlements are located along the lower slopes of the mountains that stretch down the spine of the peninsula (Figure 10). As with the
plains sites, those on hillsides also comprised a loose cluster of houses, but
quently built in rows along the same elevation contour. Presumably, the
rounding landscape and the natural defensive quality of the sloping land.
In some cases, defensive ability was further enhanced by building a wall to
connect the downslope faces of a row of houses. It is likely that the hillside
location also positioned certain settlements (i.e. those situated in the gulfrom the mountains above. Today, perennial springs are known in only
a few places within the study region, and water acquisition and storage
for the dry summer months would have been critical needs of daily life
(Seifried 2020a).4
By contrast, the mountains in northern Mani are very well watered, with dozens
of natural springs.
4
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Figure 11
tended to be denser, with houses oriented perpendicularly to the slope
and clustered around the highest elevation contours. The houses at the
very highest elevation were often larger and more complex, at times
with several adjacent and connected rooms (e.g. Kondyli, Skala). In two
cases, the peak of the settlement was enclosed with a low encircling wall,
kastro (Palaia Tserova and Loukadika).

suggesting that they were either located in unsurveyed territory or were
buried or covered by vegetation.
While the palaiomaniatika are generally characterized by “megalithic”
architecture and correspondingly thick walls, there is a discernible patterning in the thickness of house walls: some settlements tend to have
houses with walls around 80–90 cm thick, while other have houses with
walls around 110–120 cm thick. An independent samples t test was used
to compare the mean wall widths between the two groups, and the test
p = 0.00) between wall
widths in plains locations (M = 112.9 m) and hillside or hilltop locations
of settlement location, with the thicker-walled houses located in plains
settlements and the thinner-walled houses in hillside or hilltop settlements
(Figure 12). In short, it seems that wall width is less a reliable chronolog-

Chronology of the Palaiomaniatika
In this section, I lay out the current state of knowledge about the
chronology of the palaiomaniatika, all of which is derived from art historical and architectural studies. Dating these remarkable settlements based
on these features alone is complicated by the fact that the vernacular
architectural tradition persisted for so long and changed so slowly over
time. As Leda Moschou summarized:
The construction of houses at all periods … probably belonged to a
building tradition that went back to ancient times. The megalithic
dry-stone masonry and the way in which the stone blocks were

age-old tradition of specialised techniques for quarrying the hard
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local limestone, and also to advanced tools, tried-and-tested systems
for extracting the quarried blocks, and for lifting them into position,
and the experience and ability to control the statics of the courses.
[Moschou 2004:35]
Thus, while the current consensus is that the palaiomaniatika were primarily founded and occupied as early as the eighth century and abandoned
narrow this chronology.

Establishment
N. K. Moutsopoulos and G. Dimitrokallis (1976/1978
attempt to date the establishment of the palaiomaniatika, drawing comhypothesizing that Mani’s vernacular architecture dated to prehistoric
times. This suggestion drew swift criticism from Takis Moschos and Leda
Moschou (1982:263), who asserted that the settlements date to the Middle
Byzantine period because they are often associated with churches that are
proxy assumes that they are contemporaneous with the houses, cisterns,
and other features comprising the occupied settlement. This assumption
is not necessarily incorrect, but without excavations it is impossible to
rule out the alternative explanations of settlement development and to
determine the experience of any one settlement in particular.
To some extent, the rare examples of excavated medieval longhouses
houses do support the accepted eighth to thirteenth-century dating.
Two of the excavated samples from the Peloponnese date to the Middle
and/or Late Byzantine periods (Lavda and Panakton), and the other two
(Nichoria and Ayios Vasileios) may date to the Late Byzantine or early
Mediterranean that a dramatic shift in house form took place between the
when the typical complex surrounding a courtyard was replaced with a
linear house form (Bouras 1983
societal change in how people related to each other and interacted with
private/public spheres (Sigalos 2004b). Although the model of “courtyard
complex to linear house” was initially developed in studies of elite houses
and compounds, it may well apply to rural places like Mani.
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Figure 13. Aerial view comparing (a) the Late Roman compound at Mastakaria
and (b) a typical palaiomaniatiko

The sole intensive archaeological survey to be carried out in Mani,
the Diros Project (2011–2013), sheds a glimpse of light onto the differences between Late Roman and Byzantine architecture in this rural
landscape. The small survey focused on the bay north of Pyrgos Dirou,
spanning an area of just under 2.5 km2. The surveyors recorded a large
area referred to as Mastakaria (Figure 13; Pullen et al. 2018). Based on the
types indicative of domestic occupation and production (including
amphorae, kitchen wares, a fragment of a beehive, and small amounts
centuries AD—the Late Roman period. The dry-stone enclosure wall was
built of unworked limestone and measured roughly 18 m (east–west) by
22 m (north–south). An entryway, apparently built without a lintel, was
preserved in the southeast corner, where the wall stands to a height of
about 1.8 m. A second entryway, only about 0.9 m high with the wall
continuing above it, was located further along the eastern wall.
Mastakaria is the only example of Late Roman domestic architecture
currently documented in the study region, so further examples must be
studied before it will be possible to generalize about house forms at this
the houses in the palaiomaniatika. First, large walled complexes like Mastakaria do not appear in the palaiomaniatika. Instead, walls used to delineate
space tend to be built of loose rubble, and they are usually no more than 1
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m high. Second, ceramic roof tile is extremely rare. It seems that houses in
expensive material (recall that Saïtas suggested the inhabitants used packed
earth or pebbles), and the roofs of older churches are sometimes covered
roof tile was noted in only three of the palaiomaniatiko settlements, all of
from Mastakaria, this suggests that ceramic roof tile fell into disuse after
the Late Roman period and did not come into widespread use again until
around the mid seventeenth century. The insights from the Late Roman
enclosure in Diros Bay seem to indicate that a shift in rural house form
from the Late Roman to Middle Byzantine periods did, in fact, take place
in Mani, which in turn support Moschos and Moschou’s suggestion that
the palaiomaniatika date to no earlier than the eighth century.

Abandonment
some insight into the abandonment of the palaiomaniatika and the disappearance of the supposedly “medieval” or “megalithic” vernacular
architectural tradition. Recently, several tahrir defterleri
isters) from the sixteenth century have come to light that were previously
unknown to scholars of Mani’s history (for further information about the
defterler, see
; Lowry 1992). It is now clear that Mani was
the subject of full tax surveys in the years 1514 (TT80 and TT367) and
1583 (TT603 and TT677).5 Together, these resources provide the earliest
written administrative account of the settlements in Mani,6 including settlement names and counts of households, estimates of each settlement’s
agricultural output, names of individual heads of households and fortress
5

An earlier tahrir defteri (TT10) was compiled for the Peloponnese in the years

TT10 is a phenomenal resource that has been analyzed and utilized by many
historians and archaeologists alike (Alexander 1978; Beldiceanu and Beldiceanu-Steinherr 1980; Liakopoulos 2019), but unfortunately, Mani is not included in
the document. The most likely explanation for this is that Mani had not been fully
pages dealing with Mani were lost during the document’s rather exciting history
and chance rediscovery (Liakopoulos 2019:35–36).
While an earlier document from the year 1366 referenced the towns of Areopoli
(Tsimova) and Pyrgos Dirou (Iro), territories given to the feudarchis
fowner), Nikola Acciaiuoli (Longnon and Topping 1969:253–254), it mentions
no other settlements in the region.
6
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guards, and even later scribal notes commenting on the periodic rebellions in Mani. A full publication of the Mani defterler is anticipated, but
for now only the most relevant information on settlement names will be
gies, see Seifried 2016:Appendix A).
Additional documents are available from the seventeenth to nineteenth
centuries. The seventeenth century was a period of political upheaval in
in the early part of the century, followed by the region’s conquest by the
Republic of Venice in 1685. Several relevant Italian documents from this
century have been published: a settlement list from the year 1618, which
was compiled surreptitiously to assess the military strength of the region
(Buchon 1843:241–295; Komis 2005:41–42;
), and Venetian documents from 1692, 1695, and 1700, all conducted by Provveditor
Generals of the Morea (for 1692 and 1695: Komis 2005:43–47; Moatsos
1976/1978; for 1700: Panagiotopoulos 1987; see also Seifried 2015;
Topping 1976/1978
Peloponnese and promptly conducted another full tax survey, resulting
in another extremely detailed register. The portion of this register corresponding to Mani is TT878 and, as with the earlier defterler, it only
recently came to light (for a similar register from the Messenian peninsula, TT880, see Zarinebaf et al. 2005). Finally, two later documents
from 1813 and 1829 provide a glimpse into the settlements in Mani at the
1821–1829 (for 1813: Kremmidas 1984; for 1829: Bory de Saint-Vincent
1834:89–92;
; Komis 2005:54–55).
Naturally, there are caveats to consider when dealing with historical
tax registers, censuses, and other kinds of settlement lists. First and foremost is the issue of power: local residents, especially in rural or peripheral
sonnel. It must be assumed that some number of individuals engaged in
tax evasion, whether by underreporting their household production or
Given
2007:139–144; Scott 2009). Second is the issue of access. With limited
time and resources, surveyors could not possibly record every single settlement in a given region, and the smallest or least accessible usually went
undocumented. Third is the issue of reliability, as not all of the documents
tax register and the 1618 list appear to follow a geographical procession,
suggesting that the recorder visited the region in person, the order of
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names in the other lists suggests that their authors did not venture into
Mani themselves (Seifried 2016:137–144). All of these factors mean that
the settlement lists represent only a portion of the settlements occupied in
Mani. We can expect that the smallest or most remote will not have been
recorded, and we must also read the names and associated content with a
grain of salt, acknowledging that the people who wrote these lists were
not locals and did not have expert knowledge of the region.
Still, the historical documents do provide some insight into the occupational history of many of the palaiomaniatika in Mani over the course
of the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. While some remained occupied,
a few disappeared from the records along the way, suggesting that they
may have been abandoned. These patterns allow us to categorize the settlements into three major phases of abandonment: (1) before the sixteenth
(mid seventeenth to eighteenth centuries).
About 50–60 of the palaiomaniatika may have been abandoned before
tahrir defterleri of 1514 and 1583
and all subsequent records, and the fact that their original names are no
longer remembered by local residents. A few of the toponyms in the early
defterler
respond to settlements within this group; this would mean that they were
most of these settlements remained permanently abandoned, six were
residential complexes) before those later houses, too, were abandoned.
Fourteen of the palaiomaniatika seem to have been abandoned during
Table 1). These settlements appear in the early
tahrir defterleri or the 1618 list, but in no other records after
this. Within this group, 10 remained permanently abandoned, and 4
or two isolated residential complexes—before being abandoned once
again. Admittedly, some of the toponyms are only tenuously associated
with entries in the settlement lists (due to a corruption of names in the
1618 list), but I believe them to be the most likely candidates based on
geography and alignment between archaeological remains and recorded
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Table 1.

Modern Toponym

1514 List

1618 List

Aetopholia
Kato Meri

Kato Meri

Koulouryiani (Koulouvades and
Kouvouklia together)

Kalouryiani

Kozia

Chosea

Mesopangi

Mizopangi

Skourka

Scurca di Cholochitia

Vikolias

Voucholia de Cholochitia

Vlistiko

Viglistico

Korines

Kourines
Lakkos

Zigarismeni

a

Bragia di Nicliani

a

Mos Sabatiani

a

Settlement north of Skourka

Giorgicio-Poulo di
Cholochitia

Settlement southeast of Vachosa

Panayia di Vacha

a

-

a

ical location of the settlement, and alignment between archaeological remains
and recorded houses.

houses. A further 13 settlements were abandoned at this time and then
stantial settlements that are still occupied today.7
Up to 12 of the palaiomaniatika may have been abandoned during the
from the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries but not in the later records
from 1813 or 1829. These are the most secure examples, as in most cases
there are additional historical records testifying to their abandonment
and providing detailed explanations for why the residents left. Potentially
7

These are (in alphabetical order): Ayia Varvara (Phtio), Charouda, Chimara,

Vamvaka, and a small village (xemoni) south of Areopoli (whose name I have not
yet learned) that may be a candidate for the 1618 entry for Mavroiagni.
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Table 2. Settlements Abandoned During the Venetian (1685–1715) or Later
1700, and 1715 Settlement Lists.
Modern Toponym

1692 List

1695 List

1700 List

1715 List

Divola

Drivola

villa Divola

Dittolla

Divala, formerly
Kotrona

Kaliazi

Cagliasi

villa Caliesi

Calliasi

Kalyazi

Kondili

Candili, e
Lucadia

villa Condili

Candilli

Kondili

Karyoupoli

Cariopoli

Criopoli

Cariopoli

Karyupoli

Tserova

Cottrona, e
Cerova

villa Cerova

Cerova

Çerova

Porachia
Stavrikio

Tigania
a

Poralia
Stavri,
Stavrichie, e
Pangie
Maina alta

2005:377–379).

eight of the palaiomaniatika fall into this category (Table 2), and there are
an additional four that do not appear in the records but have similar abana ridge above Drymos; and ruined settlements near Skala, Vatheia, and
Riganochora).
In summary, the evidence from the historical records indicates that
people were still living in the majority of the palaiomaniatika well into

settlements occupied at the time. It is plausible that even more persisted
some of the palaiomaniatika were slowly abandoned, with about 15%

the palaiomaniatika have been continuously occupied from their founding
roughly a millennium ago, and more than a dozen were reoccupied after
a long period of abandonment.
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Case Study: Koulouvades
It should be clear at this point that we know very little about the social
dynamics of life in the palaiomaniatika. Broad strokes can be drawn about
the evolution of vernacular architecture in Mani over the past millennium, but such a long-term perspective obscures the processes of daily
portance of detailed archaeological work for the study of medieval rural
settlements, I turn now to the case study of an abandoned palaiomaniatiko
settlement near the village of Pyrgos Dirou, called Koulouvades. This site
has the typical plains layout, and it is a sister settlement to Kouvouklia,
which lies less than 1 km to the southeast. The site is well known to locals.

names: Koulouvades and Pano Chorio (Upper Village), and that together
with Kouvouklia the two sites are known as Koulouryiani. It is likely
that the latter toponym derives from the surname of two of the patrons
of the nearby eleventh- to thirteenth-century church of the Taxiarchis in
Glezou. The donors’ names are inscribed on the marble beams supporting
tikos (Kalopissi-Verti 2003:341–342; Traquair 1908/1909:191–192; for a
bibliography of the church, see Mexia 2011:77–79).8
The ruined structures in Koulouvades form a triangular shape, with
the longest end pointing to the east (see Figure 9 above). Today the area
is subdivided into olive groves that are fairly overgrown, and the walls of

out in the summer of 2014, we recorded a total of 28 individual houses,
some of which were connected into multi-house complexes. Most of the
the lowest course(s). We also recorded 32 cisterns, the vast majority of
which were built in the typical slab-topped style that was used until the
end of the seventeenth century (Seifried 2020a
of the later barrel-vaulted type. The 1-to-1 ratio of cisterns to houses is
particularly considering that the cisterns are likely to be underrepresented

8

I am grateful to Panagiotis Makris for calling my attention to these inscriptions.
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and wall fall. A cluster of cisterns is located in the northwest part of the
in between the houses.
At the northeastern edge of the village is the ruined Byzantine church
of Ay. Vlasis (also referred to locally as Ay. Vlasides). Angeliki Mexia
(2011:179–180) reports that the church, which is otherwise unpublished,
dates to the second half of the twelfth century. It is a small vaulted construction, measuring 6.6 x 4.4 m on the exterior walls. The roof and apse
are in stages of collapse, and only a few traces of iconography remain on
the interior walls. The church’s most remarkable feature is a large marble
lintel over the west entrance that is engraved with the typical Byzantine
motifs of a cross and birds.
of one of the houses (T363F023) and a nearby cistern (T363F030); they
are among the largest in all the palaiomaniatika, particularly in terms of
the size of the stones used in their construction. Both are situated in the
northern part of the settlement (Figure 14). The exterior walls of the
house are 14.8 m long and 5.8 m wide, with an average wall width of 1.6
m (Figure 15). Because the walls are so massive, the internal living area
(29.9 m2) is only slightly above average. The cistern is located about 45 m
west of the house, with no intervening features (Figure 16). Its internal
tank is an elongated oval measuring 8.8 m long by 1.5 m wide. Several
massive limestone slabs still span the top and would have once supported
a roof made of limestone rubble; however, the roof is now almost entirely
collapsed. Despite the impressive length of this cistern and especially the
beams spanning its roof, its internal storage capacity is only just above the
This cistern was one of two chosen for 14C dating. A sample of the
hydraulic mortar was removed from the outer layer of the mortar directly
below a large limestone slab on its north wall. The sample was found
to contain a charcoal inclusion that was suitable for dating via accelercistern) contained no dateable material (Figure 17).9 The uncalibrated
C = -24.6‰). When calibrated using the
Bronk Ramsey and Lee 2013) and the IntCal13
calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2013), the age range is 1444–1463 cal
13

9

The sample was processed by Dr. Yannis Maniatis at the National Center
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Figure 14. Aerial photo of Koulouvades showing location of the house, cistern,
and church discussed in the text.

Figure 15. The large house in Koulouvades, looking southeast.
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Figure 16. The large cistern in Koulouvades, looking west.

Figure 17. Calibration curve of the 14C sample taken from the outer layer of
hydraulic mortar in the large cistern in Koulouvades.
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that is today the Peloponnese. It seems likely that the cistern went out of
use within a generation or two after this event (for studies of domestic cisterns elsewhere in the Peloponnese, see Forbes forthcoming; Germanidou
2018).
in the early sixteenth century. The village appears in the 1514 register
(TT80) as “Kalouryiani, with Vari Matsouka, a mezraa in its borders.” The
latter name is possibly referencing another village 1 km south of Kouvouklia known as Marmatsouka. The designation of mezraa suggests that
the area was already abandoned at the time of recording and was being
modern village of Marmatsouka is concentrated within the more extensive layout of the original palaiomaniatiko and was evidently resettled after
a lengthy period of abandonment. Altogether 42 heads of household, 5
bachelors, and 1 widow were recorded as living in Koulouryiani, for a
total estimated number of households of around 48. The residents were
assessed a tax payment of 4,145 akçes (the standard silver currency of the
value of the currency around 1490 (Barkan and McCarthy 1975:15, Note
akçes could buy roughly 53 lambs weighing in at 50 kg each.
Together, the 14C date taken from a cistern in Koulouvades and the
other words, the village was still functioning as a typical, vibrant rural
century, the settlement was already in the early stages of abandonment.
Field research documented a total of 74 houses between the two settlements (28 in Koulouvades and 46 in Kouvouklia). If we suppose that
most—if not all—of these houses were occupied at the settlement’s height,
and that each house was used by a single household (as registered in the
defter), then these numbers would suggest a substantial loss of population
already by 1514. The absence of Koulouryiani and its individual villages
areas from the subsequent historical records (including the 1583 defter)
suggests that its abandonment was probably complete by the latter half
excavation of one or more houses or cisterns, or additional radiocarbon
dating—would undoubtedly open up the potential for more detailed
inquiry.
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Toward a Household Archaeology of Abandoned Rural Villages in
Greece
processual archaeology, particularly in Mesoamerica and the American
Southwest (e.g. Blanton 1994; Flannery 1976; Netting et al. 1984; Santley
; Wilk and Ashmore 1988; Wilk and Rathje 1982). Parlinks between built environment and households (Bourdieu 1977, 1990;
Foucault 1975; Giddens 1984; Rapoport 1969, 1982). In the decades since
household archaeology emerged, it has been fruitfully applied to nearly
every part of human history, with particular prominence in studies of the
Americas (for recent reviews, see Carballo 2011; Kahn 2016; Nash 2009;
Pluckhahn 2010). What these studies show is that a focus on households
and the everyday life of ordinary people provides an opportunity to explore social change from a “bottom-up” perspective, as opposed to the
“top-down” view of regional approaches. It enables questions about the
household-scale economic activities (including production, distribution,
and consumption), the ways in which social units interact with each other,
the ways in which household members bargain and negotiate in order to
time and with respect to the wider social context.
Architecture features prominently in household archaeology,
caveat that, just as “pots do not equal people,” “houses do not equal houseinvolve cohabitation means that houses cannot be used as proxies for the
people that lived within them. Similarly, household archaeologists must
be careful not to apply their own conceptualizations about what a household looks like onto the architectural fabric of the settlements they left
behind. But with these warnings in mind, the study of domestic architecture does allow us to ask interesting questions about the role that it
played in the social processes of households over time. As with other kinds
of built structures, houses can “act as sites for the construction of social
memory through the repetition of practices, the construction and use of
buildings over time, and the transmission of social knowledge, as well as
the transmission of the buildings themselves and the objects associated
with them” (Souvatzi 2012:183). While rooting people to their fellow residents and to the physical landscape, houses and other built structures are
also reinterpreted and contested as new generations come and go. Thus,
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the idea of “architecture as process” by exploring layers of activity, deconstruction, rebuilding, and ultimately abandonment.
Stella Souvatzi (2008, 2012) has been one of the main proponents of a
several of the most prominent Neolithic sites in Greece (Nea Nikomedeia,
Sesklo, and Dimini). Ancient urban centers have also received a fair
amount of attention at the household scale—such as the Athenian Agora,
Ault and Nevett 2005; Nevett
et al. 2017)—but seldom with the explicitly anthropological framework
that makes Souvatzi’s approach so applicable to rural landscapes in the
historical periods. Rural people do occasionally feature in historical texts
in the form of population counts, estimates of their productive potentials,
accounts of legal action, or records of birth, marriage, and death. But
rarely do we have access to the kinds of insights into their daily lives that
are common for wealthier people:
biographies, or even mundane information about household contents
in wills and other official records. The people who live on the socioeconomic edges of the state simply do not leave behind these kinds of
testimony. In this sense, studying a rural medieval village is in many ways
like studying a prehistoric one. With historical documents providing (at
best) limited insight into the residents’ lives, the material remains they left
behind become ever more important clues into the functioning of past
societies at the household scale.
The fact that only two of the chapters in this volume deal with excavation data indicates how infrequently household archaeology is applied to
the medieval and later phases in the eastern Mediterranean; yet the chapters also demonstrate how worthwhile this application can be. Through
Cassis and Lauricella,
this volume), the team was able to discern four phases of occupation and
abandonment, which allowed them to tie the site into a broader understanding of how rural populations adapt to change at a much larger scale.
The evidence they unearthed pointed to phases of the house’s reuse and
renovation, changes in domestic pottery assemblages, an abandonment
episode that was both sudden and violent, and a collection of architectural
and artifactual evidence that suggests part of the site was reoccupied by a
Vassi, this volume), a largescale excavation program allowed archaeologists to study the layout of the
post-medieval village in its entirety, including its public spaces, religious
infrastructure, water supply, neighborhoods, and domestic architecture.
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In turn, these data provide countless insights into day-to-day life in Anavatos. For example, the phases of construction point to a prioritization
of safety and defense over other human needs, the narrow width of the
roads suggests that the residents did not bring mules or donkeys into the
village, and the material remains unearthed by the excavations indicate a
continued (albeit much reduced) population at the site into the late nineteenth century. Both of these case studies showcase the kinds of questions
that we could ask of abandoned rural villages if only we access to household-scale data.
At the same time, there are very real challenges to adopting a household
archaeology of rural villages that are historically contingent and unlikely
to be easily overcome, particularly for U.S.-based researchers working
in Greece. I will outline four challenges that I believe most daunting
to this work. Chief among them is the tradition from which Byzantine
religious architecture. A generation of archaeologists—many of whom
are contributors to this volume—have attempted to shift their corners
the quotidian experience of the rural countryside (e.g. Athanassopoulos
2016; Cloke and Athanassopoulos 2020;
; Kourelis
2018, 2019; Sanders 2014; Tzortzopoulou-Gregory 2010; Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Gregory 2017; Vionis 2016, 2020). Yet, the focus of
example, in the rarity of archaeological sessions at the Byzantine Studies
Conference, which—when they do occur—are well attended and well
received (including Kostis Kourelis’ chaired sessions on “Cyprus: ArchaeNeighborhoods” in 2015).
Second is the discouragement of junior scholars that results from the
way in which some of the foreign institutions allocate excavation and
survey permits. In brief, non-Greek scholars are required to apply for
archaeological permits via one of the foreign institutions; the process
varies in competitiveness depending on the institution. For example,
U.S.-based scholars applying through the American School of Classical
Studies at Athens (ASCSA) are expected to hold a permanent position as a
faculty member in their home country, and the process (if ever successful)
can take many years. As the global economic situation has deteriorated
over the past decade and short-term, contingent faculty positions become
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ever more common, the challenges facing the new generation of scholars
programs.
Third is the reluctance of some of the more impactful institutions to
welcome scholarship on medieval and post-medieval phases. A notable
exception to this is Hesperia, the journal of the ASCSA, which frequently
publishes studies on Byzantine and later topics. But others have not
of America, the American Journal of Archaeology (with a higher impact
score and arguably more diverse readership than Hesperia) will not consider articles dealing with phases after Late Antiquity, even if they focus
on sites within Greece whose earlier phases are published elsewhere in
the journal. Policies like these serve to reinforce the low prioritization

throughout the world.
Last, but arguably the most important, is the impact that the global
economic crisis has had on archaeology in Greece, particularly since

coronavirus pandemic of 2020 will only add to these catastrophic economic consequences. For example, the Greek Archaeology Service has
carity for others, and cuts in funding to support archaeological sites and
continued research. In remote places like Mani, whatever resources do
exist within the Greek state are unlikely to be diverted toward studying
humble houses like the palaiomaniatika. Thus, in my view, the hope that
a household archaeology of rural villages can take root in Greece will
depend upon support from established institutions, particularly through
access to permitting, funding, and publication venues that will push the

Conclusion
In their 1982 article on the palaiomaniatika, Moschos and Moschou
(1982:263) cautioned against “drawing premature conclusions regarding
archaeological excavation at the time. Unfortunately, despite the passing
of more than 40 years since the earliest publication on the topic, no
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excavations of a palaiomaniatika village have been published. The current
that many of the settlements were still occupied into the sixteenth and
of the palaiomaniatika is a major problem for broad-scale syntheses, but
it also means that we have little knowledge of the day-to-day activities
that took place in these settlements. Thus, the palaiomaniatika
important case study about the limits of architectural and art historical
approaches in medieval and post-medieval rural landscapes, where the
overarching characteristics of the vernacular architecture are its simplicity
and duration through time.
The silver lining to the present state of published research on the
palaiomaniatika is the vast potential for future study through targeted
survey and excavation. With over 170 extant settlements with preserved stone-built architecture, Mani would be a valuable case study
periods. Recent methodological and theoretical advances in household
archaeology have had a dramatic impact on our understanding of the
day-to-day cycles of activity in domestic settings, and these approaches
could be used to construct a detailed picture of lived experience in the
palaiomaniatika. Potential topics that could be explored include the relationship between built space, family composition, and the theorization
of “social units,” particularly in light of historical census data; patterns of
household production, consumption, and exchange; movement of people
and goods beyond the settlement; settlement-scale construction programs
and planning; variation in building forms and functions; the gendering
of space; the role of space in ritual activities and the structuring of social
spatial experience and its duration through time; the roles of power in
ence of seeing/being seen. These are just a few of the myriad topics that
archaeologists and historians alike have been exploring in other regions
over the past several decades through household-scale research.
Archaeological investigation is especially vital because of the neartotal absence of other forms of documentation. There are simply no
written records about the experience of living in a palaiomaniatika, aside
from the few tantalizing inscriptions in nearby churches that attest to
the pooling of resources between settlements and the wealth of certain
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like Angeliki Laiou (2005) have provided extremely detailed pictures of
life in typical Byzantine villages, and Sharon Gerstel’s (2015, 2020) recent
work—with examples drawn from southern Mani—demonstrates the
breadth of insight that can be gained from analyzing religious painting,
written sources, and ethnographic data. At the same time, these works
underscore the fact that excavations are essential to fully understanding
the myriad facets of secular life in rural settings. It is imperative that tarframework of the palaiomaniatika and to gain insights into the lived experience of the residents of these enigmatic villages.
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excavation co-directed by Giorgos Papathanassopoulos and Anastasia Pa-

ship (750843). The libraries of the American School of Classical Studies
at Athens proved immeasurably useful during the writing phase. This research would not have been possible without assistance from Billy Ridge
Andonis Koilakos, and the Koilakos family. An early draft of this paper
Makris, and two anonymous reviewers. Needless to say, any remaining
errors are my own.
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PART II
Abandonment in
the Recent Past

Chapter Five
Landscapes of Home and Thereafter:
The Condition, Educational Potential, and
Natural Environment of Penteskouphi Hamlet
Isabel Sanders, Miyon Yoo, and Guy D. R. Sanders
Friesem et al. 2011
agenda. We wish to show that Penteskouphi is an exemplary educational
tool for archaeologists to learn that open-minded observation, multidisciplinary communication, and an ability to relate personally to what one
sees can provide a logical, in-depth understanding of archaeological sites
and their formation processes. We will demonstrate this by describing
as well as by outlining its creation, occupation, and desertion as observed
through the deterioration of its built structures back into the natural environment from which their materials were extracted. By doing so, we
will highlight the types of characteristics integral to comprehending sites
and their formation. Another vital element to our thesis is the relationship
between people and their physical environment. People and the landand pastoral environment, the term landscape
manifestation of the interaction between people and their physical context. The physical formation and metaphysical conceptualization of the
landscape are, therefore, coeval to that of human social existence (Schama
1995
so much a place as a symbiosis between humans and their environment
(Rackham and Moody 1997). Neither contributing organism would or
could be what it is without the other. Though it may seem plainly obvious, we believe that it is important to highlight this connection inherent
in the term landscape as it is often taken for granted. When the focus, as
it too regularly has been, is on civilizations as viewed through the more
grandiose material culture they produce, an asymmetrical vision of the
past materializes that gives little insight into what people populating these
civilizations were actually like. Learning to view people as products as
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well as manufacturers of their environments (and vice versa) is vital for
archaeologists to understand what they are seeing while studying or excavating a site.
The houses at Penteskouphi are made of materials gathered or processed locally: limestone, marl clay, kalamia,1 timber, ceramic, and lime.
The immediate environment also sustained those who created the settlement. There is also another, perhaps less tangible, dimension to the place.
The settlers selected the location, made productive and even decorative
homes and gardens, and built churches, thereby ascribing their landscape
with an extended cultural purpose. They made their settlement a real
place, a topos. It is important to describe both the life of the settlement as
well as the history of human exploitation, play vital roles in the formation
of the symbiosis that is the subject of this paper. They also make it a place
of particular interest for touristic and wide-ranging educational purposes.
Since plants and the landscape in which they grow provide invaluable
clues for understanding how land has been used and managed over time,
we will provide an as-thorough-as-possible characterization of the area in
order to assist the reader in understanding its physical and metaphysical
context (Figure 1).
As we have said, the deserted hamlet at Penteskouphi, located a short
drive from the base of the American School of Classical Studies at Ancient Corinth, is an ideal place for introducing students of archaeology
remains of one building, in particular, which we will discuss at length
below, show that one day it will require a trained eye to understand that
the place was ever inhabited. As the buildings fall into ruin, accumulations of tiles and clay, like the ones sometimes seen when excavating, are
an unforgettable lesson in distinguishing between in situ archaeological
deposits and those which are not. Roof and wall collapses are primary
deposits, whereas earth spread after digging a foundation trench, pipeline,
dles, patches of water-sorted gravel and clay, piles of earth, and evenly
trampled surfaces with embedded bones and sherds. Additionally, inside
some of the now-abandoned houses, one can still see the material culture
Kalamia (καλάμια) can refer to any number of reed-like plants that grow beside
water or in wet areas. In most cases, however, it is used to describe the plant
Arundo donax, commonly known as Spanish cane or giant reed.
1
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Figure 1. Campanula andrewsii subsp. andrewsii is a chasmophytic plant endemic
cap of the as-yet-unrecorded Penteskouphi marine terrace (see “Geology” section
and Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7), with Penteskouphi and Acrocorinth in the
background. This image brings together some of the facets that make Penteskouphi a topos, with points of interest for amateurs, professionals, and scholars alike.
Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.
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left behind by seasonal as well as once-permanent residents. It is a relic
of a rural settlement before the plastics- and concrete-dominated Anthropocene era impacted the Peloponnesian countryside. By becoming
sensitized to observing and recording the mundane occurrences responsible for the degradation of mud-brick buildings—site formation process
in action—both students and, for that matter, established archaeologists
can better understand what they are seeing during excavations and what
those things may signify.
Two of the authors have visited deserted houses in and around Ancient Corinth for over 20 years, but the ruins only became the subject of
study about 15 years ago. The original intent of the study was to develop
a personal understanding of how stone houses dilapidate and mud-brick
houses dissolve. Since it was never intended for publication but instead
only for experiential learning purposes, there was no systematic recording
of the buildings, their contents, or processes beyond photographic images. Although the photographs do record and transmit what we have
observed and learned about formation processes to others, in retrospect, it
is regrettable that we did not carry out any sustained systematic recording.
ouphi is amply mitigated by a recent study of Chelmis, a hamlet in the
western Argolid (
), Lakka Skoutara in the eastern
Corinthia (Pettegrew and Caraher, this volume), and Wheelock in North
Dakota (Rothaus et al., this volume).
undertaken more rigorous analyses of the site. The conclusions we
-

inception, creation, and demise of Penteskouphi. It is with pleasure that,
via this publication, we can share our conjoined observations and understanding of a site that bears such experiential learning potential.

Environmental Context
Location and Topography
situated beside a modest streambed at the lower point of a small valley that
slopes gently upwards to the south and southeast (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
Within the settlement, houses and their auxiliary structures are grouped
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plexes, forming an irregular patchwork. To the south of the village, the
Kastraki, which rises away from the streambed; there, claggy-soiled olive
groves merge with the tougher, stonier lands on which grows a dense
and diverse patchwork of phrygana and maquis plants. To the northwest,
the ground rises to the oxblood-colored Ayios Tryphonas plateau, upon
minates to the south in an odd narrowing strip capped with a large slab
summer of 2012. Beyond this, the land falls abruptly away into a network
of ravines and badlands. To the north, the cultivated land tumbles gradually away into the wrinkles and furrows of the deep gorges of the Litsa
stream that runs past the Neolithic to Late Bronze Age (4000–1100 BC)
site of Aetopetra (Blegen 1920; Chatzipouliou-Kalliri 1984).
remarkably level, a characteristic that can be attributed to the nature of
the soil and underlying rock as much as to human interference. Some are
regularly plowed and irrigated, while others have been left to their own

and patches of coniferous forest. The complex topography and geology
condensed area, which, in turn, made it such a lucrative and desirable
place for the settlers of Penteskouphi to build an extension of their agricultural community. Some believe Penteskouphi is situated on the road
from Corinth to Kleones (Marchand 2009), but early maps of the region
show that this road actually followed the Longopotamos valley (Figure 4;
Blegen 1920; Morosini 2018 [1687]; Pelet 1832;
). As we will
was always an intentional destination, not merely a point along the way
to somewhere else.
a medieval cape) but the etymology is uncertain. Some historians and
archaeologists have speculated that it is a modern Greek corruption of
part of the siege works to remove Leon Sgouros from Acrocorinth in the
early thirteenth century (Finley 1932:485; Miller 1908:36). This specuhill (locally known as Kastraki) that rises immediately to the east of our
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Figure 2. Map showing location of Penteskouphi in relation to Ayios Vasilios,
Athikia, and Ancient Corinth. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 3. Penteskouphi and its environs. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 4. General Pelet’s Carte de la Morée showing the Corinth–Kleones road
(here accentuated in dashed line) heading west out of Corinth before entering the
Longopotamos valley. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.

village, between it and Acrocorinth (Figure 5; Bon 1969). Although the
tower on Kastraki can be said to be Frankish, the actual cannon platform
is later, probably dating to the Venetian period (Athanasoulis 2009:103).
According to Teresa Shawcross (2009:85), the fourteenth-century Chronicle of the Morea
which rises above the Ayios Vasilios plain over 10 km to the south-southwest of Kastraki (see Figure 2). In fact, the Chronicle of the Morea vaguely
south of Corinth (Buchon 1840:69, 763), and while Kastraki is neither
ravine. Possible support for Shawcross’s assertion is that the nearby village
of Kontostavlos (ancient Kleones) may have been so named because its
lands were held by the Constable of the Frankish army (“Kontostavlos” in
the Chronicles of the Morea; Buchon 1840:181, 756). There is evidence of
prior occupation dating to the Middle Byzantine period at Penteskouphi.
as well as a scatter of tiles and medieval pottery near the church of Ayios
Tryphonas 700 m to the north-northwest of the modern village. There
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Figure 5. Miyon Yoo standing upon the Penteskouphi terrace southwest of
Penteskouphi with Kastraki and Acrocorinth in the background. Image courtesy
of Isabel Sanders.

are also remains of a small medieval church 750 m to the northeast. So,
covée, based on our evidence, it is unlikely that the name Penteskouphi
is derived from it. Modern Greek name derivation and word formation
is such that the settlement’s name could have any number of random etPouquville 1827:182),
but as it does not appear on the Carte de la Morée (Pelet 1832) there is little
supplementary evidence to support this citation as a name derivation.
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Figure 6. Conglomerate capping on the marl clay bed of the Penteskouphi terrace. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.
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Geology
The immediate area preserves a remarkable diversity of soil types. There is
the acidic kokkinochoma (red earth, or terra rossa) clay, which is a chemical
disintegration of the limestone on the Ayios Tryphonas plateau. This is
largely a limestone conglomerate that caps the otherwise ubiquitous pelagic deposits of white marl clay, which is alkaline (Figure 6). In places,
the soils are sharply drained, and in others they are apt to become waincluding humans, that are particular to them.2
The oldest geological feature of the area is Kastraki hill to the east.
This is a steeply dipping (ca. 70o northwest) Middle Jurassic, pale grey
ceous cherts (green and dark red mudstone), and white porcelanite. There
Figure 7). Respectively, these are the Nikoleto terrace at an elevation of 222 m above
sea level (masl), dated to ca. 580 ± 5 thousand years (kyr), the Temple
terrace (100 masl, 310 ± 5 kyr), the Ancient Corinth terrace (80 masl, 240
5 kyr), and the New Corinth terrace on the coast (14 masl, 123 ± 7 kyr;
; Karymbalis et al. 2016
is the remnant of an undated sixth terrace, which we call Penteskouphi
terrace, now mostly eroded and not yet investigated by geologists. This
survives on a small, low hill south of the village and on a larger hill to the
south-southeast at an elevation of between 285 and 320 masl (Figure 8).
This terrace is contextually important because it is the backbone of the
formation of the raw materials that were so key to the settlers of the area.
An example is the marl capped by this oldest terrace. This provides a
potting clay that is almost unparalleled in the region and that is frequently
found with mudstone, an ingredient used by potters in antiquity. A kiln
site exploiting both this clay and a local red clay exists on the low hillock
mudstone was used as temper (e.g. in tiles, pitharia, etc.) in order to make
What is more, as we shall see, this mudstone has been found to have good
agricultural qualities as well.
Indeed, the hills of Acrocorinth and Kastraki have been deemed “Sites of Community Importance and Special Areas of Conservation” by the Natura 2000
initiative. The area is protected due to the unique combination of archaeological
interest, natural beauty, and the presence of rare or highly endemic species of
plants and animals (
).
2
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Figure 7. Section from the terrace above Penteskouphi to the sea with elevation
in meters above sea level (masl) and age in thousands of years (kyr). P = Penteskouphi terrace, N = Nikoleto terrace, T = Temple terrace, AC = Ancient Corinth
terrace, NC = New Corinth terrace, SL = sea level. Vertical scale exaggerated
400%. Note that the Sataika terrace is omitted because it does not appear in the
transect from the Penteskouphi terrace to the sea. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.

Agricultural Production
village of Athikia, a brisk 12-km—or approximately two-hour walk—to
the southeast. The Athikiotes also had property in the upland plain of
Ayios Ioannis in the hills that backed the village. Where the land is not
covered with pine woods, it is stony with thin, poor soils only suitable
the land at Penteskouphi for cultivating what they could not grow closer
to home: mainly vines for making wine or currants and more palatable,
nutritionally rich cereals. These both require periods of prolonged and
intense seasonal activity.
The grapes were harvested and processed in early autumn, and the
and promote water penetration, and a second time to plow in the weeds
In January or February, the settlers performed the time-consuming and
laborious but vital tasks of pruning, tilling, and welling the vines (Leake
1830:144).3 A third long stint of agricultural work took place in summer,
There are two churches at Penteskouphi. The saints to whom they are dedicated both have their feast days at this momentous time of year and represent the
3
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Figure 8. From the hill southwest of Penteskouphi looking across the plain toward Mount Skoria and Mapsos. The elevated plateau covered with pine saplings
is a remnant of the Penteskouphi terrace south of the village. Image courtesy of
Isabel Sanders.

cated to Ayios Antonios (January 17), who is the patron saint of basketry, among
other things. The baskets used for collecting grapes were often woven from the
vine prunings themselves. The other church is dedicated to Ayios Tryphonas
(February 1), the patron saint of gardeners and viticulturists.
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when the crops were harvested and the wheat was likely threshed, although we have not found evidence of an aloni
Penteskouphi. Between these long periods of work at Penteskouphi, the
farmers could return to their upland pastures for lambing, cheesemaking,
resin collecting, and other necessary chores. When donkeys were the
main form of transport, the distance between Penteskouphi and the primary home in Athikia meant that a wine press, a storeroom, a stable,
and accommodation were essential for several months every year when
structures.
As for the cereal crops, despite some pessimistic assessments by historians of Greek and Roman Corinthia, who assume wheat yields of only
3:1 (
:27; Salmon 1984:130), crop yields in the region appear
to have been relatively high. A consortium of nineteenth-century cash
croppers who rented land from the government along the coastal plains
and terraces of Corinthia declared yields of 5:1 (Andreades 1996:198–199;
Sanders 2014:106). According to Carl Blegen (1920:13), in 1918 the village of Ancient Corinth produced about 300 tons of wheat, 300 tons of
barley, and 700 tons of barley cut green for fodder. It was a productive
year, although the harvest would have been better had not a shortage of
grain from the previous year’s poor harvest forced the farmers to sow
lightly. In the same year, the village also produced 300 tons of currants,
ilia’s kokkinochoma soil was considered to be much superior to the marl
soils. In the 1940s and 1950s, the Arberores family expected wheat yields
on the lower terrace at Ancient Corinth of about 4:1 or 5:1. They had
one memorably bad year when their yields were slightly less than 2:1
over 6:1 (Aristomenes Arberores, personal communication 2003; Sanders
2014
the coastal plain to the north cut through with a high density of seasonal
streams, gave yields of 10:1 for a wheat variety called Asprositi and 12:1
for the Mavrogani variety (Walpole 1817:292). Based on these collected
sources, it can be realistically assumed that the people cultivating the land
at Penteskouphi in the twentieth century could have expected similar
kokkinochoma of the
alongside the small seasonal streambed.

by hand in the wake of the plow; only 3.5 stremmata (3,500 m2) could
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be completed this way in a single day (Sanders 2014:106). The second
plowing, intended to curb newly sprouted weeds, took place about one
month later. In the mid twentieth century, wheat was sown at a rate of
220 kg per half hectare so that, in an average year at the aforementioned
and the surplus would provide an income (Sanders 2014:106). Although
formerly an important staple, barley was sown only in small quantities,
mixed together with wheat for use as fodder. Thus, due to its crucially
varied collection of soil characteristics, Penteskouphi could provide high
yields of wheat and fodder barley, making it worthwhile for the Athikiotes to build and maintain a permanent settlement there.
The majority of the vineyards were planted with stock that produced
the renowned small, sweet, black Corinthian grape (Figure 9). After
harvest, these were sun-dried to produce currants, a name derived from
“Reysyns de Corauntz” or “pasa di Corinto.” The two or three remaining
wine presses attest that grapes for winemaking were also cultivated.
Grapes for drying into currants and grapes for eating and turning into
and mudstone-rich soils of the coastal plains, which are moisture retentive
but also have good drainage. The vines that produce grapes for eating and
making into wine, on the other hand, do much better on hilly limestone
slopes. Penteskouphi provides all these geological, geomorphological, and
climactic characteristics (clay, aggregate, rocky slopes, and proximity to
the sea) in a compact area, thereby forming small biotopes that lend them-

Other Plant Resources
Gregoris Iatrou and colleagues (2007) present over 400 plants (nearly half
Penteskouphi falls just outside the study area of that paper, we can attest
and diversity of the two areas. This collection of biotopes, in conjunction
with the patches of groundwater close to the surface and seasonal running water, also supported a variety of edible, herbal, and otherwise useful
plants. Furthermore, these conditions made it easy to grow other useful
etables were gathered and either cooked or eaten raw, a common practice
even today. Although the most abundant of these—mustard (Sinapis
alba), chicory (Cichorium intybus), and rocket (Eruca vesicaria)—may have
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Figure 9. Black Corinth cultivar grapevine (Vitis vinifera) for making currants,
photographed in a deserted vineyard at Penteskouphi. Image courtesy of Miyon
Yoo.

many other types of edible greens during numerous visits throughout the
seasons. Wild carrot (Daucus carota), dandelion (Taraxacum spp.), nettle
(Urtica spp.), poppy (Papaver rhoeas), amaranth (Amaranthus spp.), and
sorrel (Rumex spp.) are some examples of perfectly edible and nutritious
greens that would have been collected and enjoyed by the people of the
village (Athanasiou 2014; Papoulias 2006). These appear on disturbed
soils, especially where there is a glut of nitrogen-rich manure. Thus, the
very activities of everyday life passively enriched the seasonal wild food
crops available to the villagers.
Several planted fruit trees, including quince (Cydonia oblonga; Figure
10), loquat (Eriobotrya japonica
Ficus carica) further testify to
planted trees include mulberries (Morus spp.), almonds (Prunus dulcis),
thickets of walnuts (Juglans regia), and domestic pears grafted onto naturally occurring wild pear (Pyrus amygdaliformis) rootstocks (Figure 11).
Not serendipitously, the fruits of these trees ripen when the Penteskouphians were spending the most time at the settlement. Also present
in the gardens of the dwellings are artichokes (Cynara cardunculus subsp.
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scolymus), a vegetable that has been highly prized in the Mediterranean
for thousands of years because all its parts can be eaten in a variety of
humble and luxurious ways (Papoulias 2006:26-27).
Iris x germanica) were
brought and planted to enrich the lives of the settlers. During our most
building, we discovered that rue (Ruta graveolens) must have been another
plant either present at the site or brought by the settlers. It is customary,
even today, to gift a rue plant to owners of new shops or houses. The
we found a handful of dried rue sprigs tied together with a cloth and
wedged between the wall and the doorframe; at one time it had been
covered in mortar and lime wash (Figure 12). These obvious plantings
and more subtle behaviors show that the visitors were thinking toward
their future at Penteskouphi, making sure they had food and good luck
for the years to come (Figure 13).
(garrigue) would also have provided food and useful material. Caper (Capparis
spinosa) and wild asparagus (Asparagus acutifolius) are delicious, nutritious,
and still much sought after, and they exist in some abundance at Penteskouphi. Spiny burnet (Sarcopoterium spinosum), covered by a woolen rug,
was commonly used as a mattress and, attached to a wooden pole, as a
chimney brush. It was also used as a packing material when transporting
fragile items in baskets and saddlebags (Figure 14). In the wetter area
along the seasonal streambed grows an abundance of kalamia (see note
1), a plant with similar properties to bamboo that may well have been
their vegetable gardens, and along with vine prunings in their basketry.
This exemplary selection of plants shows that the presence of wild food
and useful plant matter, as well as a water source and the opportunities
for cultivation provided by varied biotopes, were integral factors in the
Athikiotes’ decision to settle at Penteskouphi.

Architecture in the Settlement
The old houses at Penteskouphi are built of locally sourced materials. The
foundations and lower walls are of roughly coursed limestone boulders
set with a marl mortar. The upper walls are mud brick made from the
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Figure 10.
Cydonia oblonga) grafted onto wild pear (Pyrus amygdaliformis) in Penteskouphi. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.
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Figure 11. Domesticated pear grafted onto wild pear (Pyrus amygdaliformis) in
Penteskouphi. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.
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Figure 12. A sprig of rue (Ruta graveolens) wrapped in cloth and inserted into the
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Figure 13.
tesy of Isabel Sanders.

-
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Figure 14. Spiny burnet (Sarcopoterium spinosum
Penteskouphi, was often used to make mattresses and chimney brushes. Image
courtesy of Isabel Sanders.

made in situ with the local marly earth because the bricks contain a moderate quantity of pebbles and even broken bits of tile, both of which are
present on and within the soil at the site (Figure 15).
Triumph Over Time
produced by Margaret Thompson (
), features sequences of mud-brick and tile production at nearby Solomos (southwest
of Penteskouphi) or, as the voice-over calls it, “Sow-low-mow.” As seen
in this production, to make mud brick, one dug a hole in a place with
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Figure 15.
at top.

a high marl content, added water and straw while digging in the soil
from the edges, and used the feet and legs to mix it all thoroughly. The
resulting mixture was slopped into wooden forms to dry before being
turned out. The Penteskouphi mud bricks were mortared in place with an
altogether cleaner marl, perhaps brought from the marl beds to the west
(Figure 16).
The presence and density of young cypress trees (Cupressus sempervirens) that have sprouted since the abandonment of some of the land at
Penteskouphi make it plain that there used to be more adult trees scattered
in the area (Figure 17). Furthermore, the absence of these parent trees
suggests that their trunks were used to produce the main load-bearing
tend to be quite straight and also strong, dense, and slow to rot (Figure
18
necessary timber structures. The roof beams were covered either with
kalamia or with pine planks and then slathered with a thick layer of marl
clay mixed with straw to bind it. This acted both as a sealant and as a
bedding for the roof tiles. Small boulders were used to weigh down any
tiles that became loose.
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Figure 16. From abandonment to ruin (see also Figure 27). The top image is
Guy Sanders.
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Figure 17. Young cypress (Cupressus sempervirens
at Penteskouphi. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.
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Figure 18.

tile factory at Bekianika near Solomos or the factory near Nikoleto in
the Litsa valley. This was a low-temperature ceramic production, as local
o
+/- 50oC. Calcium carbonate acts as

thereby making the tiles less porous and more waterproof.

-

twice per year, once in the spring and again in the autumn. The interior
walls received a marl base coat and were then painted with lime; the same
procedure was applied to exterior walls to protect them from rain. The
protective lime coating had to be reapplied annually, and so a regular
supply of lime was needed. For the process to be sustainable, the residents
terials for making lime, as well as the means by which to process them.
Both were readily available, another characteristic that made the area so
advantageous as a settlement site.
There is a small lime kiln, almost certainly coeval to the settlement,
about 1 km south of the village (Figure 19). Its location was likely determined by the proximity of the pine woods as abundant fuel is required
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Figure 19. Lime kiln south of the village. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.

to reduce calcium carbonate to calcium oxide at a temperature of about
900oC. The presence of pine woods closer to the settlement can also be
ascertained from the numerous pine saplings growing in and around the
The local grey limestone is hard to break up for making lime, so we can
be fairly sure that the local residents were processing the ubiquitous marl
instead. The local marls, depending on the beds, have a calcium carbonate
content of between 25% and 40%. The practice of using marl for making
calcium oxide is extremely old and may date back to the Neolithic period.
To make lime, one slakes the calcium oxide with water, which was, as we
know, also available within the settlement.
a stable-cum-storeroom below with a stair and veranda to access one or
two living rooms above. If there is no cellar, additional rooms tacked
onto the living rooms serve for storage and stabling. At least two of the
surviving houses have a wine press, and at least three have an outdoor
wood-burning bread oven for baking. These resources could be shared
with neighbors, as they are today, but every house observed had its own
stable, discernible from the feeding troughs and the characteristic layer of
hardened dung.
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Aftermath of Abandonment
From the 1950s to early 1970s agriculture in Greece changed radically.
Migration of farmers to other countries, the coastal plains, and cities (es-

land reverted to phrygana (
). An agricultural revolution in
the 1960s saw the introduction of fertilizers, pesticides, hybridized seed,
and mechanization (Petmezas 2016:235–237). With the subsequent inas wheat. In the Argos plain, for instance, the years between 1964 and
1972 saw a 33% decline in cereal production and a 116% increase in the
number of tractors (Green and Lemon 1996:191).
ago, a switch from cereal cultivation to olive groves began to take place.
either grain or currants; moreover, it became less labor-intensive after

thus moved away from their laborious vines and cereals, and the seasonal
workload changed. Plowing in the autumn decreased and almost ceased
olives were now picked later in the autumn or early winter. With precedence given to the trees over the vines, the vineyards were gradually
abandoned.
At about the same time, tractors replaced animal traction for plowing
between the olive trees, and pickup trucks replaced donkeys for transport;
thus, the stables were no longer necessary. With a truck, the two-hour
commute by foot was reduced to a 15-minute drive, so accommodation
and, to a certain extent, a storeroom at Penteskouphi became redundant.
Modernization was the beginning of the end for the vernacular culture of
the village. While some of the structures were still marginally usable one
decade ago, today only four spaces out of at least 16 original properties are
maintained as storage facilities. These are all either stone or cement-embellished structures. The remainder are in various stages of collapse and
are beyond repair.
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Structural Dilapidation
When their owners no longer maintained them rigorously, these houses

rain (Figure 20 and Figure 21
allowed the water to seep and then run behind the lime wash, hollowing
The rain dissolved the mud brick, eroding it to form a talus of clay at
the base of the wall (Figure 22). Drying winds also played their part in
eroding the exposed bricks. A tile turned by the wind, a beech martin, or
kalamia or planks
and beams began to rot at the point of exposure (Figure 23). An infestation of termites exacerbated the process. When a tile was turned near the
wall head, rivulets from a steady rain cut channels in the mud brick on the
inside (Figure 24
side, where they were trodden into the ground’s surface and enveloped
by the marl washing from the walls (Figure 25). The remaining contents
of the house tended to be thrown around by intruders, and breakables
were broken and scattered over quite a large area inside and even outside
(Figure 26).
support the weight of the roof. It began to slump, admitting more rain
rotting process. Some tiles began to slide through the rotting roof and

piles were relatively high; in other places there may have been only a few
(Figure 27
under the tile fall also began to rot. Where the roof had already collapsed,
Figure 28).
Figure 29). When equilowest courses of walling from further erosion. Drystone walls gradually
shed their uppermost stones. Mortared walls became swollen by the rain,
their mortar becoming slightly liquid and unable to maintain the weight
of the stones set into it. Throughout these destructive processes, there are
continued sporadic human, plant, and animal agencies, all of which create
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Figure 20. Though taken at the village of Koutsomodi close to Ancient Nemea,
this photograph shows the erosion of mud brick when it is no longer protected by
lime plaster. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.

Figure 21. Patches of plaster still protecting a rapidly eroding mud-brick wall
belonging to the same house in Koutsomodi. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 22. Damage caused by wind and rain once the protection of the roof and

discernable disturbances. For instance, humans and animals walking in-

while the process is playing out. While dilapidation is generally a gradual
when the stone or clay pile is level with the surviving stone-wall head,
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Figure 23.
of Guy Sanders.

there is a point of near equilibrium where the erosion slows so dramatically as to seem unchanging. Formerly part of the suburban landscape, the
house is reunited with the materials from which it was built and becomes
a part of the natural landscape, essentially invisible (Figure 30).

Ecological Change
abandoned. Abundant are all the plant species characteristic of soil disturbance and abandoned cultivation: the proverbial weeds. More important,
long-term stability. These will not grow in soil that is deeply plowed regularly, nor in places where chemical fertilizers or herbicides are used (Tan
and Iatrou 2001
include geophytic plants such as orchids (Ophrys spp., Orchis spp., Himantoglossum robertianum), gladioli (Gladiolus italicus; Figure 31), phrygana
plants, and small, woody, aromatic shrubs and trees. These are all good
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Figure 24.

We have deduced that this process was gradual and erratic because the

Figure 32).
Up the road, a vineyard of currant vines, turned now to a thicket of wild
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Figure 25.
courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 26.
2009). Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.

Figure 27.
in Figure 16: (A) slumped roof in 2009; (B) the same corner after the collapse; (C)
the same room after total roof collapse. Images courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 28.
after the collapse. Images courtesy of Guy Sanders.

Figure 29.
2010). Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.
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Figure 30.
tiscus) and pine. Image courtesy of Guy Sanders.

Pistacia len-

seedlings of olive (Olea europaea), almond, and lentisc (Pistacia lentiscus)
Figure 33
Juniperus turbinata), wild pears,
cypresses, and mulberries of varying ages. These are all very obvious signs
of abandonment as the cultivated and built components are still visible
within the recolonizing vegetation. But what of identifying the buildings
doned structures are there if one can learn to see them.
Uniform colonization—dense clusters of trees and shrubs of the same
abandonment has dramatically altered the site, but it also indicates what
may have existed there before that event took place (Rackham 1983:307).
At Penteskouphi there is a small area that is entirely populated by olive
trees, spaced cheek to jowl, that are of the same age and height. Clearly,
a singular event changed this spot entirely. Such irregularity in the landinclude a large and age-stunted clump of artichokes on the edge of an
Mentha longifolia), salad burnet (Sanguisorba minor), and moss—all moisture-loving
of the more complex and interesting sites. Upon closer scrutiny of its
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characteristics, we realized that it was the site of an already completely
regularities in the vegetation. The settlement grew to proportions we had
not originally expected. This new reading of the landscape would not
have been possible without the cooperation between disciplines, which
we so strongly advocate.

Archaeology of the Poor
Penteskouphi is also an excellent example of the archaeology of the poor.
Figure 31. Wild gladiolus (Gladiolus italicus), a bee orchid (Ophrys mammosa)
and a giant orchid (Himantoglossum robertianum
margins, and around houses at Penteskouphi. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.

Greek rural life in the early 1970s, when the abandonment of the village
began. In truth, it was not far removed from the romanticized portrait
presented in Triumph Over Time
invited into homes where they were given water from the only glass in

when cooking pots were made of tinned copper, goods were stored in
large wicker baskets coated with clay, and people ate from wooden bowls
because ceramics were uneconomical (Sanders 2016
tier’s 1830 description of a house in Corinth, recorded in an unpublished
letter,4 evokes the houses at Penteskouphi:
… in the custom of the country the roof consists of trimmed branches
as thick as an arm, spaced from 5 to 6 inches apart which serve as rafters and the tiles are held in place thereon. The houses in general lack
between the tiles. Inside the single domestic space of the house is a
small oven in which they bake maize bread made like a pancake. As
often as not they make it at the time of eating and bake it on the ashes

4

years ago; however, additional details about the provenance of the original are
currently unavailable. A curious reader may have luck exploring archival materials
in Paris.
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Figure 32. Young cypresses in a currant-drying platform, estimated to be about
immediately removed. Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.

of wood and of (unbaked) clay resembling terracotta pots leaning
against the wall, which are used to store grain. The front door is only
4 feet high and in the room one or two small windows. They do not
know the usage of iron work for the closing of doors and windows.
The bed of the family and the stranger alike is on either side of the
the poorer with a straw mat [translation by Guy Sanders; quoted in
Sanders 2016:9].
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Figure 33. Lentisc (Pistacia lentiscus
tangled with an aged currant vine in an abandoned vineyard at Penteskouphi.
Image courtesy of Isabel Sanders.

Although not systematically recorded, frequent visits impressed upon
the authors that the original material culture of Penteskouphi was nearly
all biodegradable, made mainly of wood, leather, and iron. Ceramics and
glass, even window glass, are exceptional but not entirely absent. In one

plate (Figure 34
collapsed, crushing the bed, but the plate remains in situ at a steep angle
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from the horizontal. By far the greatest proportion of ceramic material is
tiles removed from a neighboring building that have been safely stored to
serve a new roof elsewhere.

Conclusions

potentials for understanding (and possibly reevaluating) the archaeoexcavation of the Frankish Area at Corinth, we were able to reinterpret
second half of the thirteenth century and to have been destroyed ca. 1310.
In each building, excavators uncovered a layer of marl overlying the

layer of broken Laconian roof tiles, and the deposits were all capped with
collapsed walling. This was interpreted as a destruction event resulting
from an earthquake or the sack of the city in the early fourteenth century
(Sanders 2016:4–5).
that the complex at Corinth was abandoned rather than destroyed. The

that accumulated on them. Finally, the walls collapsed, spilling over the
tile debris both inside and outside the rooms. It now emerges that most
of the Frankish Area was not constructed until several generations after
the events that had been thought to have destroyed it, and that it may
have been abandoned over a century later, perhaps due to mounting presouphi would be interpreted during an archaeological survey if it had been
abandoned a thousand years ago.
We recently visited Rachiani, which was still inhabited in the early
nineteenth century, on the plateau above the Longopotamos River west
of Corinth (see Figure 2). Today there is hardly even a tile scatter at the
site. Rachiani was built on the limestone capping of the Ancient Corinth
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Figure 34.

terrace (see Figure 7), and the only surviving remains are a tile scatter on
the exposed bedrock. We suggest that, in 50–100 years, Penteskouphi village will comprise a series of large hummocks with a very limited scatter
of tile fragments. The walls and tile falls will have been completely buried
Figure 30). In-

and B.
paper but rather a narrative of the processes of the birth, demise, and rebirth
argument is that deduction through observation and personable narrative
reminds the scholar that when dealing with archaeology one is dealing
with real people in a real environment. These people and the relationship
they had with their surroundings were the conductors of the collective
conscience, unconscious, and norms of today. As we have shown in this
article, the observation, description, and recognition of the realities of the
present gives one an understanding of the very past that made the present
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strong teaching and learning tool for introducing students, amateurs,
professionals, and tourists alike to this method of study, as long as they
are prepared to view things holistically and with sensitivity toward the
human element within the natural and heritage landscapes. Most importantly, though, is the fact that these deductions about Penteskouphi were
drawn by a group of curious and wonder-prone people who pointedly
used a multidisciplinary and symmetrical approach to the subject. To see
the potential of places like Penteskouphi, it only took us walking along
a track together, overgrown with wild grapevines and towering fennel,
less reaching the same conclusion.
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Italian bugloss

Crown anemone

Broad-leaved
anemone

Anchusa azurea

Anemone coronaria

Anemone pavonina
(syn. Anemone
hortensis subsp.
pavonina)

Wild onion

Allium
hirtovaginatum

U

Dyer’s alkanet

Alkanna tinctoria

U

Maidenhair fern

Adiantum
capillus-veneris

Spiny bear’s
breech

Acanthus spinosus

E

English common
name

Botanical name
Acanthaceae
Pteridaceae

Boraginaceae

Άκανθος
Κόμη της
Αφροδίτης,
Πηγαδόχορτο
Βαφόριζα

Boraginaceae
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculaceae

Αγόγλωσσο,
Βοϊδόγλωσσα
Ανεμώνη
Ανεμώνη

Amaryllidaceae

Family

Greek common
name

U: other uses (e.g. building, beekeeping, etc.)

Widespread in dry and grassy places, woodlands, and
phrygana

Widespread in dry and grassy places, agricultural habitats, woodland clearings, and phrygana

Dry and grassy places, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Dry and grassy places, phrygana

Phrygana, dry and stony grasslands, coastal habitats

Damp and shady rocks, ravines, walls at low altitudes

Dry and rocky grasslands, scrub, woodlands, agricultural
habitats

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Anthyllis
hermanniae

Arbutus unedo

Arundo donax

Asparagus
acutifolius

Asphodelus ramosus

Atriplex halimus

Ballota acetabulosa

Bituminaria
bituminosa

Calendula arvensis

Calicotome villosa

U

EU

U

E

E

EU

U

EU

E

U

Botanical name

Thorny broom

Marigold

Pitch trefoil

Garden
horehound

Sea orach, saltbush

Asphodel

Wild asparagus

Giant cane

Strawberry tree

English common
name

Asparagaceae

Asphodelaceae

Chenopodiaceae
Lamiaceae
Fabaceae
Asteraceae

Fabaceae

Άγριο Σπαράγγι

Ασφόδελος

Αλιμιά, Χαλιμιά
Λυχναράκι
Πισόχορτο,
Ασφάλτιο
Καλέντουλα,
Νεκρολούλουδο,
Αδράχτι
Ασπάλαθος

Maquis, phrygana, and ruderal habitats, especially after

Common in phrygana and grassy, agricultural, and
ruderal habitats

Common in grassy and ruderal habitats

Dry grasslands, phrygana, agricultural margins, ruderal
habitats

Coastal habitats

Widespread in phrygana, woodland clearings, and dry
grasslands

Phrygana, grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Coastal waste places, streambeds, riverbeds

Poaceae

Καλαμιά

Phrygana; dry, rocky, and grassy places
Woodlands, scrub, rocky hillsides

Fabaceae

Αλογοθύμαρο,
Σμυρνιά

Distribution and habitat in Greece

Κουμαριά

Family

Greek common
name

258

Cercis siliquastrum

O

Cichorium intybus

Cistus creticus

E

E

Cretan rockrose

Chicory

Judas tree

Carob

Asteraceae
Capparaceae
Brassicaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae

Αλιβάρβαρο,
Κενταύριο
Κάππαρη
Αγριοκαρδαμούρα
Χαρουπιά
Κουτσουπιά

Asteraceae
Cistaceae

Πικροράδικο,
Κιχώριο, Πικραλίδα
Λαδανιά

Boraginaceae

Ceratonia siliqua

EUO

Shepherd’s purse

Campanulaceae

Καμπανούλα

Cerinthe retorta

Capsella
bursa-pastoris

E

Caper

Family

Greek common
name

Boraginaceae

Capparis spinosa

E

English common
name

Cerinthe major

Centaurea
raphanina

E

Campanula
andrewsii

Botanical name

Widespread in phrygana, woodland margins, and
grasslands up to 1,400 m

Grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Grassy, agricultural, and ruderal habitats

Grassy, agricultural, and ruderal habitats

Scrub, rocky slopes, maquis; also planted as an
ornamental

Grasslands and scrub as a stand-alone tree or as part of
maquis; also cultivated

Widespread in grasslands, clearings, and agricultural and
ruderal habitats

Dry and rocky places; grasslands; coastal, agricultural,
and ruderal habitats

Grasslands, woodlands, rocky places

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Globe artichoke

Blue
hound’s-tongue

Cydonia oblonga

Cynara cardunculus
subsp. scolymus

Cynoglossum
creticum

E

Greek cyclamen

Cyclamen graecum

E

Italian cypress

Cupressus
sempervirens

U

Mallow-leaved
bindweed

Convolvulus
elegantissimus
(syn. Convolvulus
althaeoides subsp.
elegantissimus)

Crataegus
monogyna

Field bindweed

Convolvulus
arvensis

Sage-leaved
rockrose

Cistus salviifolius

E

E

English common
name

Botanical name

Family
Cistaceae
Convolvulaceae
Convolvulaceae

Rosaceae
Cupressaceae
Primulaceae
Rosaceae
Asteraceae
Boraginaceae

Greek common
name
Ασπροκουνουκλιά
Περικοκλάδα
Περικοκλάδα

Κράταιγος,
Μουρτζιά
Κυπαρίσσι
Κυκλάμινο
Κυδωνιά
Αγκινάρα
Κυνόγλωσσο

Phrygana, grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Cultivated

Widely cultivated; hedges and woodland margins

Phrygana, open woodlands, grasslands, rocky slopes, and
a variety of other habitats

Woodlands and scrub; often planted

Maquis, woodlands, grasslands, ruderal habitats

Phrygana, grasslands, and agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 1,300 m

Grassy, agricultural, and ruderal habitats up to 1,900 m

Phrygana, grasslands, and open woodlands up to 900 m

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Apiaceae
Ranunculaceae
Asteraceae
Fabaceae
Asparagaceae
Cucurbitaceae
Rosaceae
Brassicaceae
Apiaceae

Λαγός,
Καρφόχορτο
Ακονιζιά
Μελιγκάρι
Σκυλοκρέμμυδο
Πικραγγουριά,
Πεταχτούλα
Μουσμουλιά
Ρόκα
Μοσχάγκαθο

Dittrichia viscosa

Dorycnium
hirsutum

Garden rocket

Small blue eryngo

Eriobotrya japonica

Eruca vesicaria

Eryngium creticum

EU

E

Japanese loquat

Squirting
cucumber

Ecballium elaterium

E

Sea squill

Canary clover

Drimia numidica

Delphinium
peregrinum

Wild carrot

Άγριο Καρότο

Daucus carota

EU

U

E

Family

English common
name

Greek common
name

Botanical name

Phrygana, grasslands, and agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 1,100 m

Agricultural and ruderal habitats; also cultivated

Cultivated as an ornamental and for its fruits

Common in agricultural and ruderal habitats at low
levels

Phrygana, dry and stony places, coastal habitats

Grasslands and phrygana up to 1,500 m

Common in agricultural, ruderal, and dry and stony
habitats up to 800 m

Phrygana, grasslands, and agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 1,000 m

Phrygana, grasslands, and coastal, agricultural, and
ruderal habitats up to 1,500 m

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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EU

E

EU

Apiaceae

Μάραθος

Rubiaceae
Fabaceae
Iridaceae
Asteraceae

Κολλητσίδα
Αχινοπόδι
Τσαλαπετεινός
Μαντηλίδα

Field gladiolus

Crown daisy

Genista
acanthoclada

Gladiolus italicus

Glebionis coronaria

Globularia alypum

Galium aparine

Shrubby globularia Στουρέκι,
Τσουκλάδι

Goosegrass,
cleavers

Globulariaceae

Liliaceae

Γαγέα

Gagea graeca

Common
fumitory

Fumariaceae

Cistaceae

Cistaceae

Moraceae

Family

Συκιά

Greek common
name

Καπνόχορτο

Thyme-leaved
sunrose

Fumana arabica

Fumana thymifolia

Needle sunrose

Foeniculum vulgare

E

EU

Fennel

Ficus carica

Fig

English common
name

E

Euphorbia apios

Botanical name

Phrygana and dry and stony grasslands up to 800 m

Widespread in grassy places and cultivations

Grasslands, agricultural and ruderals habitats

Phrygana and dry and stony grasslands up to 1,300 m

Agricultural and ruderal habitats, woodland margins

Phrygana, grasslands, and rocky slopes up to 1,400 m

Agricultural and ruderal habitats; also often on walls

Phrygana and dry grasslands up to 1,000 m

Phrygana and dry grasslands up to 1,250 m

Widespread in agricultural and ruderal habitats

Scrub, grasslands, ravines, walls, streambeds, and also
cultivated up to 1,500 m

Woodlands, scrub, phrygana, dry grasslands

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Dipsacaceae
Lamiaceae
Malvaceae
Asteraceae

Κουφολάχανο
Λαβρόχορτο
Μολόχα
Χαμομήλι

Knautia integrifolia

Lamium moschatum

Malva sylvestris

Matricaria recutita

E

E

E

Cupressaceae

Juniperus turbinata

EU

Juglandaceae

Άρκευθος,
Θαμνοκυπάρισσο

Chamomile

Common mallow

Deadnettle

Juniper

Walnut

Καρυδιά

Juglans regia

EU

Iridaceae

Tall bearded iris

Ίριδα

Iris x germanica

Agricultural and ruderal habitats

Agricultural and ruderal habitats up to 1,000 m

Agricultural and ruderal habitats

Phrygana, grasslands, and agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 700 m

Phrygana, woodlands, grasslands, coastal habitats

Naturalized in hillside forests; widely cultivated

Dry, stony, and rocky habitats; widely cultivated as an
ornamental

Agricultural and ruderal habitats, dry and stony places

Phrygana, woodlands, rocky slopes, walls

Αγούδουρας

Saint John’s wort

Hypericum
empetrifolium

Hypericum
triquetrifolium

Phrygana,

Γιγαντορχιδέα

Giant orchid

Phrygana and dry grasslands up to 700 m

Phrygana, dry grasslands

Distribution and habitat in Greece

Himantoglossum
robertianum

Asteraceae

Cistaceae

Family

Αμάραντο

Greek common
name

Helichrysum
stoechas

Syrian rockrose

Helianthemum
syriacum

EUO

E

English common
name

Botanical name
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EU

E

EOU

Micromeria juliana

EU

Olea europaea

Odontites linkii

Tassel hyacinth

Grape hyacinth

Muscari
commutatum

Leopoldia comosa
(syn. Muscari
comosum)

Mulberry

Barbary nut

Sandwort

Morus spp.

Moraea
sisyrinchium

Misopates orontium

Minuartia attica

Mentha longifolia

Perennial stock

Matthiola
fruticulosa

E

English common
name

Botanical name
Brassicaceae
Lamiaceae
Lamiaceae

Ματθιόλα
Αγριοβάλσαμο
Πολύκομπο,
Τραγορίγανη

Moraceae
Asparagaceae
Asparagaceae

Μουριά
Σταφυλοϋάκινθος
Βολβός

Ελιά

Iridaceae

Γυνανδρίρις

Plantaginaceae

Caryophyllaceae

Family

Greek common
name

Cultivated

Greek endemic; phrygana, grasslands, ruderal habitats

Grasslands up to 1,450 m; agricultural and ruderal
habitats

Common in phrygana and dry and grassy habitats

Agricultural and ruderal habitats; cultivated and often
planted as a shade tree

Phrygana, dry grasslands, scrub, woodland clearings

Phrygana, grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Phrygana, grasslands, woodland clearings, high-altitude
slopes and grasslands

Phrygana and grasslands up to 2,200 m

Damp meadows and stream margins up to 1,900 m

Phrygana, grasslands, rocky slopes

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Mirror orchid

Spider orchid

Naked man orchid

Star of Bethlehem

Ophrys speculum

Ophrys sphegodes

Orchis italica

Ornithogalum
umbellatum

E

Asteraceae
Lamiaceae
Pinaceae
Anacardiaceae
Plantaginaceae

Ασπροθύμαρο
Ασφάκα
Πεύκο
Σχίνος
Πεντάνευρο

Jerusalem sage

Aleppo pine

Phagnalon rupestre

Phlomis fruticosa

Pinus halepensis

Lentisc

Plantain

Pistacia lentiscus

Plantago albicans

Pellitory-of-the-wall

Urticaceae

Parietaria judaica

E

Santalaceae

Σκουπόχορτο
Ξινήθρα

Asparagaceae

Family

Ορνιθόγαλο

Greek common
name

Περδικάκι

Oxalis pes-caprae

E

Bermuda
buttercup

Yellow bee orchid

Ophrys lutea

Osyris alba

English common
name

Botanical name

Phrygana; grasslands; agricultural, ruderal, and coastal
habitats

Phrygana, woodlands, grasslands, scrub, coastal habitats

Common woodland-forming tree below 800 m

Phrygana; often dominant in grazed hillsides

Phrygana, grasslands, scrub, woodlands

Common and invasive weed of agricultural and ruderal
habitats

Phrygana, grasslands, scrub, woodlands

Grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Phrygana, stony grasslands

Phrygana, stony grasslands

Phrygana, stony grasslands, woodlands, scrub

Phrygana, stony grasslands

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Kermes oak

Buttercup

Prunus dulcis

Prunus webbii

Pyrus amygdaliformis (syn. Pyrus
spinosa)

Quercus coccifera

Ranunculus sp.

E

E

EU

EU

Rubus canescens

Rumex sp.

EU

Sorrel

Bramble

Wild madder

Rubia peregrina

EU

Yellow
mignonette

Reseda lutea

EU

White mignonette

Reseda alba

E

Almond-leaved
pear

Wild almond

Almond

Apricot

Prunus armeniaca

E

White hedge
nettle

Prasium majus

Black poplar

Populus nigra

E

English common
name

Botanical name
Salicaceae
Lamiaceae
Rosaceae
Rosaceae
Rosaceae
Rosaceae

Fagaceae

Μαύρη λεύκα
Λαγουδόχορτο
Βερικοκιά
Αμυγδαλιά
Πικραμυγδαλιά
Γκορτσιά

Πουρνάρι

Resedaceae
Resedaceae
Rubiaceae
Rosaceae
Polygonaceae

Λευκή ώχρα
Κίτρινη ώχρα
Ριζάρι
Βάτο, Βατομουριά
Λάπαθο

Ranunculaceae

Family

Greek common
name

Agricultural and ruderal habitats

Woodland clearings and scrub up to 1,800 m

Scrub, hedges, woodlands

Phrygana, grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Phrygana, grasslands, and agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 500 m

Moist ground

Phrygana, maquis, scrub, and woodlands up to 1,500 m

margins up to 1,600 m

Cultivated; not native

Phrygana, grasslands, woodlands, scrub

Woodlands, scrub, and freshwater habitats below 800 m

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Spanish broom

Downy
woundwort

Spartium junceum

Stachys cretica

Felty germander

Black nightshade

Solanum
americanum

Teucrium capitatum

Common smilax

Smilax aspera

E

White mustard

Sinapis alba

Sedum sediforme

E

Stonecrop

Satureja thymbra

Silybum marianum

Savory

Sarcopoterium
spinosum

U

E

Thorny burnet

Sanguisorba minor

E

Salad burnet

Sambucus nigra

English common
name

EU

Botanical name
Adoxaceae
Rosaceae
Rosaceae
Lamiaceae

Σαμπούκος,
Κουφόξυλο
Μαυρόφυλλο
Αστοιβίδα, Αφάνα
Θρούμπι

Smilacaceae
Solanaceae
Fabaceae

Αρκουδόβατος
Στύφνος
Σπάρτο

Αγαποβότανο

Brassicaceae

Σινάπι

Lamiaceae

Lamiaceae

Asteraceae

Γαϊδουράγκαθο

Crassulaceae

Family

Greek common
name

Phrygana and dry and stony or rocky grasslands up tp
2,000 m

Phrygana, grasslands, woodlands, agricultural and
ruderal habitats

Woodlands, scrub, and agricultural and ruderal habitats
up to 1,300 m

Common but non-native in agricultural and ruderal
habitats up to 1,000 m

Woodlands, scrub

Agricultural and ruderal habitats up to 800 m

Agricultural and ruderal habitats up to 1,000 m

Phrygana, grasslands, rocky slopes

Phrygana, grasslands; often cultivated

Common in phrygana and grasslands up to 2,000 m

Common in damp meadows up to 2,100 m

Woodlands, hedges, and agricultural and ruderal habitats
up to 1,400 m

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Tufted vetch

Urtica pilulifera

Urtica urens

Verbascum
undulatum

Vicia cracca

E

E

Vicia peregrina

Wavy-leaved
mullein

Ulmus minor

EU

E

Small nettle

Thymelaea
tartonraira

U

Vetch

Roman nettle

Smooth-leaved
elm

Thymbra capitata

E

Thyme

Wall germander

Teucrium
chamaedrys

Teucrium
divaricatum

English common
name

Botanical name

Lamiaceae
Thymelaeaceae
Ulmaceae
Urticaceae
Urticaceae
Scrophulariaceae
Fabaceae
Fabaceae

Φινοκολιά
Φτέλια
Τσουκνίδα
Τσουκνίδα
Φλόμος
Βίκος
Βίκος

Lamiaceae

Lamiaceae

Family

Θυμάρι

Greek common
name

Dry and open scrub, grasslands, and agricultural and
ruderal habitats at low levels

Scattered in grasslands, scrub, and woodland margins

Grasslands, agricultural and ruderal habitats

Widespread in agricultural and ruderal habitats

Widespread in agricultural and ruderal habitats

Woodlands, scrub

Phrygana and grasslands up to 1,000 m

Widespread in phrygana and dry grasslands up to 1,100
m

Phrygana, grasslands, rocky slopes

Phrygana, grasslands, woodlands, rocky outcrops

Distribution and habitat in Greece
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Chapter Six
Life in Abandonment:
The Village of Lakka Skoutara, Corinthia
David K. Pettegrew and William R. Caraher
of Lakka Skoutara (i.e. the Skoutara basin) in the southeastern Corinthia
in 2001. A rural church, surrounded by over a dozen houses of various
ments of the region entered the archaeological record. The signs of life
in the upland valley (lakka) and the evident complexities of occupation
made it an interesting case study for understanding the modern period in
its own right.
Lita Tzortzopoulou-Gregory, Timothy Gregory, and the present authors
returned intermittently to the valley to interview its inhabitants, document the settlement, and rephotograph the houses.1
houses led to a hypothesis that assumed a rather linear understanding of
how villages developed. We regarded the settlement at Lakka Skoutara as
a village that was abandoned in the process of nucleation around a church
valley over time revealed a wide range of ongoing formation processes
We discovered and originally studied the village in 2001, more systematically
documented it in 2002, and restudied and photographed it in 2004, 2006, 2009,
Caraher and Diacopoulos 2004; Caraher et al. 2009; Diacopoulos 2004; Pettegrew and Caraher 2012,
2016; Tartaron et al. 2006:460. This paper is based on text originally written in
1

valley. We thank our collaborators, Lita Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Timothy
mants, analysis of ceramic remains, and productive conversations about the Greek
Science and Technology for working with us to conduct drone photography in
summer 2018; that imagery forms the background of Figure 20 and Figure 30. All
photos, tables, and maps were generated by the authors.
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that manifested the broader historical contingencies shaping the landscape
over time. We recorded the dynamism of the valley evident in a variety of
activities—seasonal settlement, building refurbishment, olive cultivation,
shepherding, investment in road infrastructure, among others—which
complicated our simple notion of abandonment (for comparative studies,
cf. Cameron and Tonka 1993;
; Gould 1988).
The longevity of this work potentially contributes to a rich array of
scholarship, including the study of vernacular Greek architecture (Foster
2002; Sigalos 2004) and the modern Greek countryside. Indeed, a number
of scholars in recent years have sought to situate the archaeology of
of historical archaeology (Diacopoulos 2004;
;
Gallant 2018; Kardulias 1994; Vionis 2012; cf. Brenningmeyer et al.,
this volume, for a broad overview of the archaeology of the recent past).
1996:57–88) has famously proposed that the “haunts” of
and modernity.” The history of the settlement of Lakka Skoutara clearly
conforms to the history of modernization in the Greek countryside, the
situation of small places in the tumultuous events of the mid twentieth
century, and the role of regional and global economic connectivity in
agricultural practices. While we will touch on few of these issues directly,
material for the kind of microhistorical case study recently called for by
Gallant and others in a roundtable on the social history of modern Greece
(Avdela et al. 2018). In particular, our work, along with other contributions to this volume, will add to the growing body of literature concerned
with changes to rural life, the economy, and labor practices in the postwar
decades (for a survey of this literature, see Yannitsiotis 2007:110–115).
cesses that were documented over multiple visits, expanding upon similar
Claudia Chang in the southern Argolid (Murray and Chang 1981; Murray
and Kardulias 1986, 2000) and considered by others in this edited collection (see, for example, Sanders et al., this volume). Kardulias, Murray, and
Chang collected ethnoarchaeological data from contemporary herder sites
to understand the structure of discard practices in the countryside through
careful study of assemblages. This work, however, served to contextualize the various discard, recycling, and curation practices present in the
ancient countryside. Pettegrew (2001) drew upon this research to argue
that, in many cases, the dynamic formation processes that are associated
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with Classical farmsteads could result in relatively faint artifact signatures
in the landscape, especially after roof tiles were removed, broken pottery
More recently, Constantinos Papadopoulos (2013) drew upon work from
abandonment and postabandonment processes in a Cretan village through
both careful observation and accounts from ethnographic informants. Indeed, as the other essays in this volume illustrate (e.g. Brenningmeyer et
al.; Caraher et al.; Rothaus et al.; Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Gregory,
this volume
mand, markets, regional and global networks, and so on (Sutton 2000).
formation processes, an approach also recommended in the study of the
hamlet of Penteskouphi near ancient Corinth (Sanders et al., this volume).
Through photographs and detailed descriptions of the houses and their
assemblages at Lakka Skoutara over time, we considered evidence for
both the abandonment and repurposing of the houses and their assemblages over the last generation. Most importantly, our repeated visits to
the valley revealed evidence of the numerous and constant short-term
processes of habitation, abandonment, and reuse in the Corinthia that
continuously shape this rural landscape. Documenting the ongoing transformation of the site made it clear that Lakka Skoutara was far more than
simply a settlement frozen at the stage of abandonment, but rather a living
place in the Greek countryside.

The Settlement of Lakka Skoutara
Lakka Skoutara is one of a series of fertile upland basins whose fortunes
and functions shifted through time in response to a broader changing
world (Figure 1
Project (Tartaron et al. 2011) and various earlier extensive surveys of the
region (Dixon 2000) have demonstrated the valley’s historical connections to both the Saronic Gulf and the wider northeastern Peloponnese.
Michael Dixon (2000:77) has argued that the area around Korphos and
Sophiko marked the Classical-period boundary between the Corinthia
8:10.2–8.11.2). The villages of Korphos and Sophiko preserve Late Roman
remains and several Byzantine and post-Byzantine-period monuments in
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of Lakka Skoutara (+) in the southeast Corin-

Steiri (
atop Mount Tsalika overlooking Sophiko (Gregory 1996).
The settlement today stretches over approximately 100 ha and is a loose
collection of structures that date broadly to the early modern and modern
eras. These include a church, six standing buildings, a dozen abandoned
and ruined houses, and a variety of rural installations like cisterns, wells,
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Aerial image of Lakka Skoutara with the locations of buildings and

terracing on the slopes indicate past use of the basin for cereal cultivation.

uplands of the Corinthia for cultivation. At the same time, enormous olive
trees and a premodern crusher base of an olive press demonstrate that the
basin was bi-cropped in the medieval to modern eras (Figure 3), and the
presence of younger groves reveals that the area has remained important
for olive cultivation. The basin is punctuated with a dozen constructed
cisterns for collecting rainwater (Figure 4), along with one well (Figure
5). Several houses feature large basins that informants told us were used
for collecting resin from the pine trees that line the slopes of the valley
(Figure 6). A large, ramshackle sheepfold (mandri) has gradually taken
over the southern edge of the upland basin, and shepherding activities
seem to have expanded in this area during the years we have documented
the valley. Many houses have corbeled bread ovens. The basin features a
local informants, replaced an earlier church (Figure 7).
In the early modern period, mountain paths crisscrossed the rugged
Corinthian landscape, connecting the basin to other valleys, settlements,
monasteries, and trade routes. The eastern edge of the village of Sophiko
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Figure 3. Premodern crusher base of an olive press.
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Figure 4. A typical cistern at Lakka Skoutara.

Figure 5. Well at Lakka Skoutara.
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Figure 6. Resin-collector basin.

Figure 7.
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is just over 3.5 km away, or less than an hour’s walk. From Lakka Skoutara
longer (ca. 5 km). The route departs the basin from its southeast corner
and follows a series of ridges and ravines and enters the village of Korphos
near the church of Ayia Anna. There are sections of a built path along
this route as it follows the edge of a steep ravine on the bank opposite
kalderimi)
Are Bartze (Dixon 2000). To the west of Lakka Skoutara are a series of
similar, if smaller, basins with contemporary clusters of buildings. The
intersection of the east–west route linking Sophiko to the upland basins
east of Lakka Skoutara with the route that descends from Lakka Skoutara
to Korphos likely accounted for the cluster of buildings in this basin. The
hills around the lakka are dotted with installations that are associated with
herd’s huts and sheepfolds.
Today, a bulldozed road links Lakka Skoutara to Sophiko and the
coastal town of Korphos. Recent development of vacation homes in the
various small embayments on the Saronic coast has led to the widening of
the still-unpaved road through the lakka, making this upland basin even
more connected to modern movement in the Corinthian countryside.
Landowners continue to visit the church on occasion and take care of the
olive trees in the basin, and a few farmers move into the standing houses
during the fall harvest. The only consistent visitors to the valley, however,
are a family of shepherds who use a well in the basin to water their herd of
goats, and G.Z. who, for decades now, has driven out daily from Sophiko
to maintain his country house, take care of his aging donkey, and escape
the bustle of village life (Figure 8). Despite the absence of regular visitors
today and the widespread remains of an earlier, more bustling time, the
settlement at Lakka Skoutara continues to undergo changes and interventions owing to its place along a modern road through the region. As
colleagues on the Western Argolid Regional Project note elsewhere in
this publication, the occupation and abandonment “of routes and settlements goes hand-in-hand” (Caraher et al., this volume).
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Figure 8. Mr. G.Z. standing in front of his house in 2009. Note the tile pile as
provisional discard.

Overview of Method
logical Survey visited Lakka Skoutara to record the numerous abandoned
houses, their architecture and associated features, and archaeological
ment in a way that would permit inferences about the cultural formation
and discard, abandonment, and postabandonment uses. Aware of broader
scholarly discussions about the interpretation of rural sites (Alcock et al.
1994;
;
), ethnoarchaeological
and modern survey approaches in Greece (Murray and Chang 1981;
Murray and Kardulias 1986, 2000; Whitelaw 1991), and the dynamic nature of the Greek village (Sutton 1994, 2000), we intended our study to
contribute to an understanding of the character of settlement, the nature
of abandonment, and archaeological signatures and meanings of habitation in diachronic landscapes.
We documented several houses in a preliminary way in 2001, which
as it developed, consisted of three distinct components:
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1.
2.
3.

recording the houses and their assemblages through detailed description and photographs,
collecting information on artifact densities around the modern
structures through surface survey, and
conducting oral interviews with the house owners and inhabitants
in nearby Sophiko.

In this paper, we will not delve into the complexities of artifact densities on the surface but rather focus on the changes that are visible in the
houses and their assemblages between 2001 and 2018. We will also draw
on a series of interviews conducted between 2002 and 2005 in as much as
they relate to the interpretation of the houses.
tifactual Material”) as well as interpretive assessments (e.g. “Function and
Land Use”). To facilitate the process of description, we assigned numbers to the houses that we later associated with individual homeowners
through interviews (see Figure 2). We noted the location of each house,
its size and dimensions, orientation, and associated features; the artifacts
present inside and outside (within 15 m) of the house in terms of their
struction styles, and building functions; and the current condition of
buildings and area, including ground cover and visibility. In addition to
descriptions, we photographed the interior and exterior of the houses to
capture the physical changes through time.
Following our initial systematic study of the houses in 2002, we returned to the area in subsequent seasons (2004, 2006, 2009, and 2018) to
record the cultural processes and patterns of land use altering the houses,
their functions, and their assemblages (Table 1). As the houses vary in
their current function, condition, and position in the valley, we were
unable to record every house during every season. Several houses or
house foundations (#s 1, 7, 8, 9, and 15) were physically inaccessible to
us, either occupied during our visits or bounded by fencing; these were
appeared sometime after our initial study in 2002, perhaps in connection
with the widening of the unpaved road running through the valley. Several other houses (#s 11, 16, and 17), which lie high on the northern slopes
of the basin, survive only in their wall foundations and are overgrown
with weeds; we recorded these only during our 2002 and 2009 visits.
Nonetheless, we still collected information on a dozen houses, including
a number with still-standing architecture.
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Table 1.
in the Valley of Lakka Skoutara.
House
No.

Description of Building

1

Area
(m2)

Orientation
(degrees)

—

—

—

2

Longhouse

9.80 x 6.00

58.80

338

3

Longhouse

11.30 x 5.80

65.54

150

4

Longhouse

6.9 x 11.0

75.9

82

5

Longhouse

7.55 x 4.50

33.98

330

6

Longhouse

9.35 x 5.50

51.43

—

7

Longhouse

—

—

148

8

Longhouse

5.80 x 10.10

58.58

88

9

Storehouse

4.20 x 5.90

24.78

84

10

Longhouse

12.50 x 6.20

77.50

355

11

Longhouse

11.40 x 5.50

62.70

2

12

Longhouse

—

—

—

3.28 x 6.41a

21.03

80

13

a

Dimensions
(N–S x E–W)

14

Longhouse

10.30 x 6.00

61.80

4

15

Longhouse

—

—

—

16

Longhouse

6.50 x 4.20

27.30

350

17

Longhouse

12.00 x 5.00

60.00

—
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Table 1. Continued.
House
No.

Current Condition

Owner

Years of Study

1

Maintained

C.S.

—

2

Collapsing

Y.K.

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

3

Collapsing

S. Family

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

4

Wall foundations

N.G., D.G.

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

5

Collapsing

M.P.

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

6

Wall foundations

M.P.

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

7

Maintained

G.Z.

—

8

Wall foundations

I.M.

—

9

Maintained

G.M.

—

10

Maintained

A.K.

2002, 2009, 2018

11

Wall foundations

G.K.

2002, 2009

12

Demolished

G.S.

2002

13

Maintained

I.K.

2002, 2009, 2018

14

Collapsing

N.K.

2002, 2004, 2006, 2009,
2018

15

Maintained

K.S.

—

16

Wall foundations

—

2002, 2009

17

Wall foundations

—

2009
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Figure 9.

The Architecture and Building Phases of the Houses
Most of the houses at Lakka Skoutara are single-story “longhouse” types
common to the Peloponnese and southern central Greece in the early
modern era (see Brenningmeyer et al., this volume). Sigalos draws atten-

and early modern periods (Sigalos 2004:57, 61–63, 169–176). At Lakka
Skoutara, these buildings were typically 9–12 m long and 4–6 m wide
with total area between 50 and 70 m2 (mean: 52.01 m; median: 59.40 m),
roofs (Figure 9). The houses are oriented roughly north–south, with windows and doors on the long east–west walls; the doors are almost always
immediately outside the main doorway, and they are often associated
with external installations like cisterns, gardens, chicken coops, and bake
ovens (Table 2; for the courtyard as an integral component of the house,
see Sigalos 2004:61–62).
enough (24.78 m2) that it appeared obvious it was used as a storehouse. In
Figure
10), was built for purposes of storage rather than residence (cf. Murray
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Table 2.

X
X

6

X
X

X

X

X
Chain-link
fence
X

13

16

X

X

11

14

Circular stone
structure

X
X

5

10

X

Other

X

X

X

Field Walls

4

X

Older House
Foundation

X

Enclosure

3

Cistern

X

Resin Basin

Oven

Threshing
Floor

House
No.
2

X
X

X

Large earth
pile
Cemented
porch
Retaining
walls

17

Note: As discussed above, some houses were inaccessible to us, and we were
unable to document internal or external features. This explains why six houses
(#s 1, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 15) are not listed here or in Tables 3–5.
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Figure 10.

Figure 11.
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and Kardulias 1986:31). In our most recent visit to the valley in 2018,
however, this small cinder-block construction had gained an impressive

(Figure 11). The changes in building architecture over time demonstrate
the challenges of our interpretive categories and the possibilities for rapid
change—a shabby storehouse today may become the proudest house tomorrow (cf. Brenningmeyer et al., this volume, for a parallel observation
in the village of Aigition). That the original cinder-block construction of
complicates archaeological interpretation.
The sizes of all the structures in the valley (including the smaller buildings) are comparable to houses documented elsewhere in central Greece
and the Peloponnese. Murray and Kardulias (1986:Table 1, 28–29) pro2
for storehouses and 50–93 m2 for houses. Cooper
(2002:37), suggests typical dimensions of 10–12 x 6–8 m for nineteenthand early twentieth-century houses in the regions
which is the same length but greater width than these Corinthian houses.
Sigalos (2004
modern longhouses in towns and villages in Boeotia generally in the
range of 11–14 x 5–8 m, although houses are occasionally much longer.
Clarke (2000:112–113) indicates 10 x 6 m houses are common for late
nineteenth- to early twentieth-century houses in the villages of nearby
Methana.
interior space arranged linearly into one or two rooms (Table 3; Sigalos
2004:59). Several of the houses (#s 4, 6, 11, 16, and 17) collapsed long
ago and survive only in low foundation walls (Figure 12
suggests division into one or two rooms. The houses that remain standing
and were accessible to us point to comparable plans, with the long north–
south dimension of the house divided into southern and northern rooms
by a low ledge of plastered stone or cement that steps up from an earth
mud and whitewashed plaster (Figure 13).2 The elevated room (usually
on the east or west walls and furniture such as beds, benches, and tables
2

level throughout.
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Figure 12. Rubble foundation walls of an older house.

Figure 13. Partition wall creating an internal division in a house.
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Figure 14.

Figure 15.
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Table 3.
House
No.

Floor Plan
Floor space divided into northern room and southern room: northern room

2
on east and west walls.
Floor space divided by mud-and-mortar partition wall into northern and
3

windows on east and west walls, and niche on west wall; southern room has
south and east walls.

4

5

vided into a larger east room and narrower west room. Door on east wall.
Floor space divided into elevated southern and northern rooms: southern
Wooden niches in south wall, windows in east wall, door on east wall.

6
Floor space divided by mud mortar partition wall into northern and southern
10

wall, window and niche in east wall, window in west wall, and stone bench;
m deep) for processing resin, and door on west wall.

11

13

north walls.
Floor space divided by mud mortar partition wall into northern and southern

14

16

17

on east wall; southern room has doorway and window on east wall and two
concrete basins (2.00 x 2.50 m, 1.50 m deep) for processing resin.

west walls.
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Table 3. Continued.
House
No.

Construction Materials

Roof

2

Fieldstone walls (0.57 m), mud mortar,
plaster on interior, whitewash; repaired with
cinder blocks and concrete capping.

Pitched roof, wooden
beams and tresses, tiles; vertical concrete roof support.

3

Fieldstone walls (0.53 m), mud mortar,
plaster on interior; repaired with brick,
concrete cinder blocks, and concrete and
plaster capping.

Pitched roof, wooden
beams and tresses, tiles.

4

Fieldstone walls (0.70 m), mud mortar,
chinking with pottery and tile.

Tile fragments indicate tile
roof.

5

Fieldstone walls (0.60 m), mud mortar,
chinking with tile, plaster on interior,
whitewash; repaired with cinder blocks and
concrete.

Pitched roof, wooden
beams and tresses, tiles.

6

Fieldstone walls (0.75 m), mud mortar.

Tile fragments indicate tile
roof.

10

Fieldstone walls (0.60 m), mud mortar,
plaster, whitewash; repaired with concrete.

Tile, pitched (hip).

11

Fieldstone walls (0.60 m), mud mortar,
plaster, whitewash.

Tile fragments indicate tile
roof.

13

Cinder blocks, concrete, bricks, metal
supports.

Pitched, wooden beams,
modern tiles

14

Fieldstone walls (0.60 m), mud mortar,
chinking with tile, plaster.

Pitched roof, wooden
beams and tresses, tiles.

16

Fieldstone walls (0.68 m), mud mortar,
chinking with tile, plaster, whitewash.

Tile fragments indicate tile
roof.

17

Fieldstone walls (0.70 m), mud mortar.

Tile fragments indicate tile
roof.
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Figure 16. The timber frame of a longhouse roof after tiles were stripped.

Figure 17. Tiled longhouse #10.
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(Figure 14); it comprised the main living and sleeping space for the resdoor, and an additional window, and among other things it was used for
an interior work space, storage, and sometimes the housing of animals
(Figure 15; Sigalos 2004:103); this much is evident in the agricultural

access to few functioning longhouses, and the one we did visit changed in
notable ways over a 17-year period in respect to furniture, partition walls,
and interior objects (#10, see below).
The houses have low pitched roofs constructed of long beams, a lattice
of intertwined branches, and tiles (Figure 16 and Figure 17). The most
(red) brown Laconian tile, although other types of machine-produced tile
such as the glossy red “Marseilles” type are also occasionally found. Most
of the houses have now lost their full set of tiles, but where they remain
suggests that 2,000 tiles are common (e.g. #7); the longest house (#10)
makes use of about 2,700 tiles (Figure 17). Although the houses tend to
be roofed with the same type of tile, our survey and study demonstrated
episodes.
The architecture itself shows building phases that can be dated by construction styles and evident refurbishment (Foster 2002
modern construction episodes in the houses since the former make use
of a traditional vernacular style of construction common to longhouses—

while the latter make use of construction materials like cinder blocks and
concrete reinforcements that have been in use in the region only since the
1960s. Cinder blocks, which were added to reinforce pediments (#s 2 and
5) and walls (#s 3 and 5) or were used to rebuild the structure altogether
(Figure 18); the same is true of brick-and-concrete capping used in con-

remembrance and the intention of evoking the past by refurbishing

house of the 1920s.
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Figure 18.

Figure 19. Foundation rubble remains of former house phase (right) below its
now collapsing successor (left).
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Figure 20.
building phases. Image courtesy of Albert Sarvis.

The same complexities are evident in examining the relationship
between adjacent house remains that could suggest building migration,
additions, or phases in accordance with changing household needs and
the necessity of occasional reconstruction. We have already commented
constructed in recent decades, which underwent a major upgrade and
refurbishment between 2009 and 2018 and sits atop the remains of a

#2 reuses the eastern wall of a former house lying immediately to the west,
which survives only in low foundation walls and a sunken depression in
the earth (1–2 m deep) that must have been caused by the collapse of the
bedrock beneath the former house (Figure 19); the current house clearly
new building. In other cases, however, the exact relationship of associated
for instance, low foundation walls of two rooms to the west of the house
could represent, variously, earlier phases of the structure, later extensions
to accommodate new members, associated buildings and enclosures, or,
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as M.P. explained, the divided living space of two brothers who did not
get along (Figure 20; cf. the discussion of house clusters documented at
Aigition: Brenningmeyer et al., this volume).
of the changing household that take us back as far as the later nineteenth
was maintained and refurbished in the same place for nearly a century—
even if there is nothing obvious in the architecture that distinguishes the
earlier from the later phases of habitation. Coulton and Foster’s (2002)
enormous catalogue of village houses for the nomoi
give numerous examples of houses dated by oral testimony or datestones
to the nineteenth century, a pattern that is not uncommon elsewhere
(Whitelaw 1991:417). The longevity of houses in the same location is understandable in terms of property boundaries, the expenditure of energy
in an initial investment, and intergenerational family ownership. Forbes
(2007:229–230) has even observed for Methana that inhabitants often
thought of a rebuilt house as the same house as the one it replaced.
of intergenerational housing needs that are only clear from oral testimonies. G.Z.’s house (#7) is situated within 20 m of the foundations of the
house (#8) of his grandfather, I.M., who died in 1947 at 103 years old.

(#5), which is also a more recent refurbishment (early 1980s) in cinder
block, lies immediately over his father’s house built in the 1920s and inwalls to foster continuity of place. Interestingly, though, the low foun(#5) but one that his father built during the German occupation in the
early 1940s to accommodate the new needs of the inhabitants who were
then living in the valley year-round. The seemingly old foundations of
now incorporated into a structure that uses cinder blocks.
These kinds of intricacies in building life cycles appear to be common
to all the houses in the valley, even if we have neither the archaeological clues nor the stories to decode them. Although the construction of
adjacent houses often occurs to accommodate new members (such as
daughters-in-law and grandchildren) of the extended families, building
function can be quite complex. Clarke (2000:
of a large family in Methana purchasing a house in the 1920s immediately
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adjacent to their own and using it, successively, for storage, a temporary
village school, and the residence of the families of their son, daughter-in-law, and eventually, grandparents. Sigalos (2004:62) documents
the use of adjacent houses as residences for married children and as stables
for animals. Property owners at Lakka Skoutara referred to older houses
in several places that are totally invisible today, the ephemeral building
material presumably incorporated into later structures and features (cf.
Sanders et al., this volume, for the melting of abandoned houses into
the landscape over time). G.Z., for example, pointed out a place near his
grandfather’s house (#8) where he remembered his great-grandfather’s
hut (kalyvi
longing to A.K., was the ancestor to a house just to the north (now gone)
that was owned by his grandfather. The remains of now-vanished houses
are often incorporated into later constructions (Clarke 2000:116–117).
The oldest inhabitants of the basin remember seeing as children some
of these houses built of mud-brick walls and with mud roofs (see Given
2018 for an example of this type of construction on Cyprus). Mud-brick
construction is common to vernacular architecture of the Peloponnese
generally (Foster 2002:139) but is nearly absent at Lakka Skoutara, and
the informants’ memory in this respect adds a vital clue to the longevity
of this village.
then, manifest the multiple phases of building, repair, and refurbishment
that are always present, albeit not always obvious at houses that survive
only in foundation or at those that have vanished altogether. In fact, as
the following section will explore, the houses are constantly being transformed even within the dynamic landscape of a valley that can often seem
abandoned.

Settlement Lifecycles
habitation over time, the equipment and artifacts at the houses represent
the varied processes of habitation, functional shift, reuse, and abandonment in a landscape tied to the broader global forces transforming the

owners residing permanently in Sophiko and visiting their land during
peak agricultural months, we have also learned of times when people inhabited the valley semi-permanently, as, for example, during the turbulent
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Table 4.
House
No.

2001/2002

2004/2006

2

Glass fragments, plastic, manure bags.

Now large quantities of tile,
wood, cinder block.

Plastic medicine bottle, three burlap sacks
3

manure, metal can for gas, cloth, empty
burlap bags, cigarette lighter.

South end of roof collapsed;
tiles and beams have obscured
southern part of house.

4

Tiles (vegetation obscures ground); piles of
pruned olive branches.

No piles of branches.

5

Dense scatter: bed spring, kitchen ware
(metal cooking pot lid, plastic cups, silverware), cloth (pants, jacket, other), plastic
container, glass bottle, metal can, cord,
hundreds of tiles.

Unchanged.

6

Unchanged.

10

Northern room: wooden bed; large key
in wall niche; scissors, metal, and leather
in wall niche; overturned table. Southern
room: hay throughout; metal plow,
wooden ladder, small metal basin, metal
can, broom, plastic cup, wood pile, a few
tiles.

—

13

Ladder, plastic chair, bricks, cinder blocks,
stacked tiles, wood, metal containers,
burlap bag.

—

Northern room: bedspring, wooden
14

bottles on shelves; burnt wood. Southern
room: metal, wooden, and plastic containers, barrels, and cases; cups, metal,
wood, numerous tiles.

Unchanged.
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Table 4. Continued.
House
No.

2009

2018

2

Now goat bones, plastic water
bottle.

tiles still visible.

3

Roof totally collapsed, inside
now covered over with wood
beams, tiles, stones, and cinder
blocks.

Collapse now covers over interior objects;
inside, noted brick, cinder block, some
plastic, rubble, tiles.

4

Piles of pruned olive branches.

Unchanged, but tiles still visible in and
around structure.

5

Roof totally collapsed, inside
now covered over with large
quantity of wood beams, tiles,
and cinder blocks.

Roof collapse with tiles and rafters covering artifacts; noted plastic plates, resin
collectors, and two glass bottles.

6

Unchanged.

10

Northern room: wooden bed,
large key in wall niche, table
(not overturned). Southern
room: long saw, plastic container, agricultural chemical
barrel, broom, plastic cup, pile
of 219 tiles.

13

Unable to access.

Provisional discard / storage of construction material in northeast extension:

14

Tile roof now fully collapsed,
tiles cover ground, overgrown
with weeds (2006, unchanged
in 2009)..

Total collapse, with walls standing only
1–2 m above ground; overgrown with
thistles and weeds; only tile fall still visible
and pink plastic container.

growth within; noticed Corinthian tile
on wall.
No clear division of rooms any longer
(internal partition wall gone); interior
clean: three wooden blocks, neatly
stacked pile of tiles, saw blade in resin
basin.
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1940s when World War II and the subsequent Civil War made life in
valley today is itself a product of changes to small-scale agriculture across
Greece since the 1960s. The introduction of mechanized agriculture (and
small trucks), the decline in cereal cultivation in the northeast Peloponnese, and the widespread ownership of vehicles undermined agriculture
and more permanent forms of settlement in the valley. The last family
residing permanently in the valley had moved out by the early 1980s,
and since then most of the standing houses have been occupied only for
short duration during the fall olive harvest by villagers who otherwise
continued to drive out to his country house nearly every day from his
permanent residence in neighboring Sophiko, while the owners of the
other standing buildings continue to maintain, refurbish, and even expand their residences. Such contingent forms of settlement and land use
“habitation” and “abandonment.”
of the buildings (Table 4; see Murray and Chang 1981; Murray and Kardulias 1986). We would expect that these “farmsteads” should produce
a range of artifacts that point to domestic function, including at least
the basic furnishings common to early modern seasonal houses, which
typically included utilitarian equipment like a bed, chairs, tables, wine
barrels, olive oil containers, and utensils for cooking, eating, and drinking
(Clarke 2000
are exceptional, however, and most of the houses in the basin are missing
these furnishings. This was partly a result of our sample as we were unable
to access and document several of the functioning houses that are still
study over the years—a house high on the slopes above the eastern end
of the valley (#10)—revealed many small changes of internal objects and
features over the 17-year period (see Table 3
tion recorded a space divided by an internal partition wall into a northern
and southern room. A wooden bed frame, overturned table, and some
tools (scissors, leather) were found in the one room, and farming equipment (ladder), tools (plow, broom), metal and plastic containers, and some
construction material (a few tiles, wood) in the other; the hay across the
southern room indicated animal keeping. In 2009, the same furniture was
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metal barrel, plastic cup) and a greater quantity of tiles were found in
the southern room. By 2018, the internal partition wall was gone, and
the interior was completely clean, without furniture or objects except for
three wooden blocks, a saw blade in the resin basin, and neatly stacked
circulation of agricultural goods that must be common to all functioning
homes in the valley. Interestingly, very few characteristic domestic items,
such as plates, utensils, or food or drinking vessels, were visible.
Collapsing or abandoned houses rarely showed substantial domestic
debris. The houses that survive only in their foundations (#s 4, 6, 11, 16,
and 17) preserve only light tile scatters and occasional artifacts inside and
outside the structure, while most of the assemblages at other houses indishowed a variety of habitation material including furniture, containers,
clothing, tiles, and various assorted metal and plastic artifacts. At M.P.’s

on wooden shelves. Both houses fell into disuse but had not been depleted
of the household goods, perhaps because the homeowners were unable to
visit in their older age or because the children inheriting the properties
saw no point in continuing their parents’ investment. M.P. himself was 80
he had not visited his house in some 10 years, he became upset when he
saw it in ruins (on the emotional power of abandoned lands, see Forbes
2007:326–327).
Most of the houses produce the sorts of assemblages that we would
expect from abandonments in which the objects and equipment were
17) survive only in their foundations, and very few tiles and sherds were
visible. Since these were abandoned long ago during the period when the
and reused elsewhere before or during abandonment. Domestic objects
their conversion into animal pens, while some houses (e.g. #10) that are
still standing and in use today no longer have the most basic household
equipment, such as storage vessels, plates, and utensils. It is also possible,
however, that vegetation and earth cover some scattered debris on the
donment debris from collapsing roofs and the growth of new vegetation
over a 17-year period (see Table 4).
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Figure 21.

Figure 22.
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#2 and #3 were so depleted during and after abandonment that there
(Figure 21). The burlap bags, wool, medicine bottles, glass and plastic
these buildings into animal pens and, now that the roofs have collapsed,
an area open to grazing animals. In 2009 and 2018, we observed goats
stationed in an animal pen 50 m to the south and moving among the
Figure 22). The reuse of houses as animal pens is not
uncommon in the Greek countryside (Forbes 2007:231–233). The small
cinder-block house (#13), on the other hand, replaced a longhouse years
ago and clearly seemed to have been built with storage in mind, at least
until its more recent expansion with new porch and space revealed a clear
domestic character. In 2018, we recorded provisionally discarded material
within one of the new rooms of that structure (construction material such
as bricks, cinder blocks, hoses, stacked tiles, and wood); in an earlier year,
we had observed equipment useful during the fall olive harvest such as a
ladder, plastic chairs, and a burlap bag.
Few of the artifacts found outside the houses contribute to positive
assessments about habitation even though the courtyard and surrounding
Table 5;
Sigalos 2004:61–63). Most objects found outside the houses point especially to construction or agricultural activities. The tractor tires, resin
collectors, shotgun shells, pallets, and branch piles present around several
buildings indicate the relatively recent use of the land for plowing, resin
processing, hunting, and olive cultivation. The light scatter of ceramic,
metal, plastic, and glass containers found outside some houses (#s 2, 4, 6,
and 13) indicates storage or consumption of food and liquids (e.g. sarvalley during olive cultivation or behaviors completely unrelated to the
use of the houses. For example, the laundry detergent and plastic water
the gravel road above and not from the house. Some of the plastic water
bottles have fallen from olive trees where they had been hung as warna sock, and small mirror, are too random to suggest anything other than
discard patterns documented in the southern Argolid (Murray and Chang
1981:Figure 3; Murray and Kardulias 1986:33). The fabric of the houses
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Table 5.
House
No.

2001/2002

2004/2006

2

Light scatter of artifacts: metal cans, wood,
glass fragment, plastic bottle, pithos fragment, resin collector, ca. 160 tile fragments

Unchanged, except more
tile fragments from roof
collapse

3

Cinder blocks, bricks, earth, and tile at
southeast and northwest corners

Unchanged

4

Scatter of artifacts: ca 50. tile fragments,
50 potsherds, glass fragments; metal barrel
holder, bottles, oil can, sardine can; 12
shotgun shells, sole of a shoe, plastic comb

Unchanged

5

A few tile fragments, piece of metal

Unchanged

6

Metal container

—

10

Scatter of tile fragments

—

13

Stacked tiles behind structure; scattered
artifacts: tile and pottery fragments, cement
fragments, wood; bottle of plastic cleaning
solution, metal cans, sock, small mirror,
pruned olive branches

—

14

Scattered artifacts: tractor tires, plastic and
metal pieces, bricks, containers

Unchanged

16

A few tile fragments, shotgun shells

—
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Table 5. Continued.
House
2009
No.

2018

2

New piles of pruned olive branches; plastic water
bottle and laundry detergent container near road

Tiles on exterior

3

Collapsed debris (stone, cinder blocks, earth, tile)
now on east and west sides

Greater collapse to
exterior

4

New piles of pruned olive branches

Some tiles around
structure; no olive
branches

5

New piles of pruned olive branches

—

6

Unchanged

—

10

Tile fragments gone; overturned water trough
outside door

None noted

13

Stacked tiles and barrel behind structure; scattered
artifacts: tile and pottery fragments, cement fragments, wood; metal can, olive branches

Water bottles and
pallets, otherwise
clean yard

14

Unchanged

Cigarette pack, plastic
cup, and roadside
debris

16

New Nescafe frappe shaker, metal spring, plastic
bottle

—
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Figure 23.
deposits.

themselves created halos throughout the basin in the form of slumped and
collapsed walls and roofs (#s 2 and 3), stacked tiles or wood (# 13), and
light scatters of tile and brick (#s 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 16). This much is
will dissolve into the landscape, and the construction debris will become
Figure 23; cf. Sanders
et al., this volume).
houses is low. Fewer than half (5 of 11) of the carefully documented
a few tile fragments were the principal signature of the other six buildoccasional clusters of potsherds and trash (#s 4 and 13). As we noted earlier, our area of pedestrian survey incorporated several houses and showed
that tile especially was an important signature of these buildings, while
light scatters of table wares, kitchen wares, and storage vessels were obus to conclude that, while artifact clusters (including especially tile) may
sometimes form a signature of habitation, lower-density scatters are often
all that is left of former houses in the modern countryside.
Among the most interesting data we collected in our study was a series
of observations about the state of the houses. While in many of the houses
we noted no discernible changes, the alterations that we did observe were
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Figure 24.

Figure 25.
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southern room covered with hay, and in both rooms an overturned table,
plow, small metal basin, ladder, wood pile, and several small objects (scissors, metal, leather, key), suggesting use for storage and animals. In 2009,
the northern and southern rooms were cleaner and neater (the hay had
disappeared) and still included the table and key, but otherwise they had a
stack of 219 tiles. Both years suggest that the house was being used mainly
for storage of agricultural and domestic implements, but the artifacts
or pastoral implements documented at “storehouses” in the southern Argolid (Murray and Kardulias 1986:31).
We documented the stripping of hundreds of whole tiles from the roof
Figure 24) and 2002 (Figure 25), an
described two brothers who together owned an old house and had an
irresolvable dispute, which resulted ultimately in one brother leaving and
stripping his half of the roof tiles. The story highlights the curate behavior
common to rural activities at Lakka Skoutara as well as the relational and
personal dimensions behind the observed archaeological patterns. Such
kinship disputes that involved property ownership remain relatively
Forbes 2007:164, 168,
232–234) and clearly shape recycling behaviors that are common at the
houses.
indicating that the houses remain centers of active land use. At two of the
maintained houses (#s 10 and 13), tiles, a small mirror, and socks disappeared between 2002 and 2009 while a barrel and water trough appeared.

road. Additionally, abandoned and ruined structures were evidently good
places to pile pruned olive branches both inside and around the houses.
Finally, we observed in this brief span of time the rapid deterioration of
the walls and roofs of the abandoned houses themselves. We documented
the gradual collapse of tile roofs of several abandoned houses (#s 2, 3, 5,
and 14), resulting in the wooden beams and hundreds of tiles falling inside and partially outside the structures (Figure 26 and Figure 27). At two
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Figure 26.

Figure 27. Same collapsed house in ruins in 2009.
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2009 and, in fact, were largely inaccessible, with roof beams and debris
blocking entry; the household items left in the house were buried beneath
the bulk of the building itself. The loss of the roof typically entailed also
the rapid deterioration of the walls as exposure to the elements eroded the
In sum, the life cycles of settlement, rebuilding, and abandonment at
Lakka Skoutara were highly contingent. The houses and their physical
processes shaped by human factors such as kinship practices, inheritance,

the physical artifacts of settlements within the short order of a decade or
habitation, abandonment, and even village. The archaeologist of the contemporary world and the archaeologist of the future must recognize this
inherent dynamism in the landscape.

Conclusion
In the preceding paper, we have highlighted how rural agricultural
houses and their associated artifacts, features, and environments in this
periods of time that range from decision-making moments to centuries.
Ultimately, these dynamic processes complicate, if not confound, our
sonal occupation in the valley, can we say that Lakka Skoutara was ever
fully inhabited in the early modern era other than during the war years
seasonal return of the inhabitants of Sophiko for the olive harvest, at least,
shows how much life continues even in “abandoned” habitations in the
Greek countryside. The maintenance and new investments in standing
architecture—even while surrounding buildings fall—show the entanglement of new settlement in the old.
demonstrated the very real limitations of our methods for recording the
dard practices of intensive pedestrian survey, we were regularly reminded
of how incomplete these methods were for capturing an archaeological
similar way, it has been obvious to us that the several total weeks we have
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Figure 28. Cinder-block storehouse that is new to the valley.

Figure 29. Mobile concession stand recently brought into Lakka Skoutara.
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spent in the valley since 2001 can hardly capture the manifold natural
dency to visit the valley in June or July can produce an incomplete view
of a quiet countryside interrupted only by the sounds of bleating goats,

of the contingent countryside. In some respects, the village appeared like
ings had crumbled to the point of partially preserved wall foundations
and one house had disappeared entirely, most of the houses standing in
2001 were still at least partially standing in 2018 and their yards were still
maintained. The valley felt familiar as we walked across plow furrows and
through prickly vegetation, collecting sharp Corinthian thistles in our
socks. The “hover bees,” basking sheepdog, singing cicadas, and sound of
wind blowing through the valley in late May almost felt timeless.
But the closer view revealed change and aspects of new life in so many
subtle ways. Several buildings and their yards were largely maintained.
tiled structure made of cinder block—a storehouse perhaps—had newly
appeared since 2009, as had surrounding piles of building material, plastic
piping, and blue tarp (Figure 28
house was a small mobile concession stand (4 x 3 m) covered with a tin
shed roof of corrugated metal (Figure 29). We noticed three bikes inside
but wondered who would be riding them and where, and whether the
walked around, we ran into a hiker on his way to Korphos. I.K.’s former
storehouse (#13) had received an attractive new porch and an extension
with sockets for electrical hookup. When or how electricity will come to
the village is unknown, but new buildings speak to a potential optimism
about the region’s future connectedness and agricultural character that
was less visible two decades ago.
We as archaeologists had also changed over the years, and not just in
age and bodily wear. As we walked around the valley over rough cobble,
with chirping birds and the clinging bells of sheep to the west, we could
also make out a new kind of whirring above like the distant sound of
buzzing bees. We had brought a drone this time, in partnership with
new collaborators, and we captured nearly a thousand images over the
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Figure 30.
tires. Image courtesy of Albert Sarvis.

course of two hours.3 We ourselves did not imagine surveying the valley
global contingencies of technology, have allowed us to see the landscape
in a whole new way (Figure 20; cf. Brenningmeyer et al., this volume).
alonia) and houses appear crystal sharp from 100-m
altitude, and the clear photographs reveal patterns we had never noticed
before with boots on the ground: the frequency of large ash circles from
cobble alternating with rich brownish-red soils, and the sharp lines of
Figure 30).
The settlement of Lakka Skoutara continues to change with each
passing year, and these changes transform any traditional view of abandonment at the site. Seasonal habitation at Lakka Skoutara largely ceased
in the 1970s, but the buildings have attracted continued activity in the
landscape as farmers harvested olives, tended their sheep, and maintained
the faintest traces, but everywhere we see signs of life in abandonment.

3

burg University of Science and Technology.

-
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Chapter Seven
Roads, Routes, and Abandoned Villages
in the Western Argolid
William R. Caraher, Dimitri Nakassis, and Ioanna Antoniadou

through the lens of contingency. The work of Susan Buck Sutton (1988,
2000), P. Nick Kardulias (2015
2014
(2014) and others (Forbes 2007, 2017; Lee 2001) has emphasized that the
modern and early modern countryside of Greece is not a stable, stagnant
manifestation of some idealized (and classicized) traditional Greek rural
life, but a dynamic and contingent space that adapted constantly to local,
regional, and global economic and political pressures. These approaches
have, for example, pushed back against the notion that the Greek village was an isolated and timeless unity bearing witness to a continuous
historical tradition of rural life only recently disturbed by modernity,
by embracing the full complexity of the landscape, including sites beyond formally constituted villages (Sutton 2000:21). They also have
demonstrates how a complex variety of factors are at play in the dynamics
time, including in- and out-migration (Sutton 1988). In this context, the
palimpsest of abandoned villages in the contemporary Greek landscape
appears not as the ruins of a collapsed tradition but rather as a record of
the adaptability and connectivity inherent in Greek rural life.
This recognition of a historically dynamic Greek countryside coincides with a growing interest in archaeological formation processes in
intensive pedestrian survey (
; Pettegrew 2001). The
dynamism of the Greek countryside in the early modern and modern
periods resisted the simplistic ways that survey archaeologists understood
settlement at a regional scale (Papadopoulos 2013; Pettegrew and Caraher, this volume). The processes that formed abandonment—from the
recycling of ceramic roof tiles to the rhythms of seasonal use and discard—
produced diverse surface assemblages that complicated the analysis of the
of abandonment, including the kind documented in this volume, has
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contributed to how we interpret survey data of all kinds. At the same
time, the complex relationship between formation processes and surface
assemblages has pushed archaeologists of the countryside to understand
the modern landscape as more than an ethnoarchaeological case study
for ancient farmsteads: the countryside is a complex record of habitation
and activity; environmental, social and political interactions; and spatial
and historical contingencies (Forbes 2007;
; Murray and
Kardulias 1986). Renewed attention to both natural and human features
in the countryside provides essential context to understanding the dynamism of abandonment as an archaeological, social, and economic process.
This interest in formation processes through ethnographic methods
in the landscape. Robson Bonnichsen’s (1973) famous study of “Millie’s
Camp,” for example, demonstrated the tension between archaeological
and ethnoarchaeological readings of an abandoned contemporary camp
site. The archaeologist’s misreading of the abandoned site revealed the
limits of archaeological practices and the value of ethnographic collaborations. Richard Gould’s (1988) study of an abandoned Finnish village,
likewise, drew upon an ethnoarchaeological approach to propose a
typology of abandonment that emphasized the potential for ethnoarchaeological readings to contribute to a behavioral archaeology. Gould’s
modern sites in Greece which encountered changes in function and population in response to particular historical situations as well as longer-term
economic trends. For example, Tzortzopoulou-Gregory’s (Diacopoulos
2004) and Pettegrew and Caraher’s (this volume) work on the settlement
of Lakka Skoutara in the Corinthia showed episodes of full-time habitation during the disruptions of World War II and the Greek Civil War,
as well as progressive abandonment that continued at the site into the
mechanization. Papadopoulos’s (2013) study of an abandoned site in contemporary Greece arrived at similar conclusions, which emphasize how
ethnography reveals the complex and episodic character of abandonment
American and world archaeology coincides with research questions that
are increasingly informed by the larger project of historical archaeology
(e.g.
), particularly the impact of capitalism, colonialism, and
modernity on the Greek landscape, as Thomas Gallant (2018) and Athanasios Vionis (2012) have noted.
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These scholarly developments provide the intellectual background to
the research of the Western Argolid Regional Project, which documented
two abandoned seasonal settlements, Chelmis and Koutsopoulou, in the
rolling hills to the south of Inachos River in the Western Argolid (Figure
1). Today, access to these settlements involves traveling along rough
dirt roads that disappear into olive groves or hiking through agricultural
Inachos valley sit astride paved roads that connect them to Argos. The
relative invisibility of smaller, unimproved roads and tracks that connect
the abandoned settlements to major routes and villages suggests that the
major routes do not tell the entire story of movement and settlement in
the landscape and hints at the changing relationships between places in
the Greek countryside.
Conventional studies of paved or improved roads frame them as a projection of the centralized authority of the state (Alcock et al. 2012:3–4;
González-Ruibal 2019:121–122, 142;
; Pikoulas
2007). Indeed, the modern roads connecting the villages of the Inachos
valley to the modern political and market center of Argos represent just
state for their upkeep, and this contributes to both their visibility in the
archaeological record and, in some cases, their continued use (Chatzikonstantinou and Sakellaridou 2017). As with the sustained investment
required for monumental architecture, formal built roads can produce a
terraces, surfaces, bridges, and telltale depressions. In contrast, less formal
Gibson 2007).
Despite their more elusive material traces, these byways nevertheless
contribute to the formation of social ties, the structure of settlement,
and, in some cases, opportunities for various forms of resistance in the
landscape. As archaeologists have become more aware of the contingent
have taken on new importance in understanding how communities and
groups adapted to changing economic and political pressures. The relationship between abandoned routes and abandoned settlements provides
an oft-overlooked context for short-term change at the regional level.
Koster’s (1976) famous “Thousand Year Road,” for example, represented a
persistent—yet materially unimproved—track from the southern Argolid
to the summer pastures at Mount Kyllini above Stymphalos. This route
the Corinthia to other parts of the northeast Peloponnese and remained
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Figure 1. Map of modern settlements and major roads of the western Argolid.
Map courtesy of Dimitri Nakassis.

Kourelis 2018). These abandoned, seasonal, and occasional routes existing outside the roads that
connect modern long-term political nodes (with their ancient and mediClassical countryside and reinforce arguments for dynamism and contingency that have formed the contemporary Greek landscape.

The Western Argolid Regional Project (WARP)
Western Argolid Regional Project (WARP). From the start, WARP set
out to study not just the landscape and settlement of the Inachos valley,
but also its role in the terrestrial networks of the Argive Plain to the
southeast, Arcadia to the west, and the Corinthia to the north (Gallimore
et al. 2017). We anticipated varying degrees of connectivity between the
premodern and modern settlements of the valley and what has historically been the political center of the region: the city of Argos, situated at
the center of the fertile Argive Plain. The modern villages of Kaparelli,
Lyrkeia, Sterna, and Schinochori stand more or less along the route of the
river, connected by a paved trunk road which continues east on the river’s
left bank towards Koutsopodi before bending south toward the city of
Argos. Modern travelers to Greece are probably most familiar with this
region from the vantage of the Moreas Motorway, the modern highway
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cut into the northern slope of the valley between Sterna and Kaparelli that
connects the Argolid to Arcadia via a tunnel through Mount Artemision.
From 2014 to 2016, WARP conducted intensive and extensive survey in
the vicinity of the villages of Lyrkeia, Schinochori, and Sterna (Figure 1).
alongside the valley bottom and the river. Smaller, largely unpaved roads

view of the landscape as archaeologists who work in the area both in
terms of how we move through and between these microregions and
how we understand the historical development of this territory. For exfrom the modern village of Lyrkeia over a saddle (Diaselo) to the villages
pass from the Inachos basin to valley systems to the north, east, and west
(Figure 2
that parts of this impressive road were built perhaps as early as the eighin the survey area, northeast of the modern village of Schinochori, remodern road in the narrow gap between a steep ridge and the Inachos
River (Banaka-Dimaki 1992/1998; Pikoulas 1995:188–191, 263–267;
Pritchett 1980:12–15). The topography here dictated a limited number
of possible routes for a road heading both west and north departing the
Argive Plain and keeping to the north of the Inachos (Figure 3). The
eval, and modern routes likely coincided, and indeed a modern inn (chani)
was located nearby (Lehmann 1937). These patterns have sometimes led
ancient historians to propose that ancient and modern roads largely tend
to follow similar routes through passes and along valley bottoms. Indeed,
Pritchett (1994:5) proposed as much for the route through the Inachos
River valley.
More recently, however, scholars of the ancient landscape have
complicated this apparent coincidence of ancient and modern routes by
prefer the shortest route between two places and are more tolerant of
slope than even the modern bulldozer (Lee 2001:69). Likewise, despite
the convenience and pervasive presence of modern roads, intensive pedestrian survey has sought to distance its view of the ancient landscape from
the modern through its focus on landscapes at the margins of modern
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Figure 2. Map of the Diaselo region. Paved roads are indicated by solid black
with solid white lines. Map courtesy of Dimitri Nakassis.

Figure 3. Map of the Skala region. Paved roads are indicated by solid black lines,
unpaved roads by dashed black lines, and river and stream beds by solid blue lines.
Map courtesy of Dimitri Nakassis.
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use and by adopting practices designed to identify “hidden landscapes”
that are independent of modern settlement and land use (e.g. Forbes and
Mee 1997
relatively short-term sites that appear to fall outside of the main modern
routes through the western Argolid, and we will trace how the contingent intersection of these abandoned settlements and abandoned routes
shapes the formation processes, archaeological remains, and history of the
Inachos valley.

Chelmis
In 2015, WARP spent two weeks documenting the ancient and modern
material around a settlement called Chelmis, which is located approximately 3 km west of the modern village of Schinochori at the base of
Mount Bachriami, which forms the western boundary of this section of
the Inachos valley. W. Kendrick Pritchett (1980:16–17) visited the small
church of the Panayia (which he calls the Pantanassa) nearby, which is
rial, numerous graves (Papachristodoulou 1970), and architectural blocks.
ares). Local inhabitants tell the story that the region was once ruled by a
poor king named Chelmis, who somewhat paradoxically hid his treasure
in one of the wells adjacent to the small church.
Pritchett rejected the claim of Papachristodoulou (1970) that Chelmis
That settlement is known only from a handful of ancient sources, principally Pausanias (2.25.4–5), whose description makes clear that Lyrkeia
Although Pausanias thought that the town had been abandoned from the
time of the Trojan War, a third-century BC Argive inscription (SEG 17
[1960] 143.3) makes it clear that Lyrkeia continued to be inhabited in the
1980:17) argued not only that Chelmis is
further than 60 stades from Argos, but also that “... no main road would
have continued on up the valley of the Inachos from the settlement [of
Chelmis]. The valley or ravine is situated in a recess too far into the
mountain. There are wheel-ruts in the rocks, and these could only have
marked a road which terminated at the settlement.” In other words, the
ancient route through the region must have followed the modern road
along the Inachos River. Since modern Chelmis apparently represented
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Figure 4. A modern oven at Chelmis showing the reuse of tiles; exterior (above)
and interior (below). Photographs courtesy of William Caraher.

for Pritchett a “suburb” of the village of Schinochori, to which it was connected by a local road, so too was the ancient site of Panayia a peripheral
Argive village (komi) at the edge of a classic central-place system focused
on Argos. In this reading of the landscape, ancient Chelmis is like modern
Schinochori, a village located at the end of a major road whose function
is to connect the village to the main artery that runs alongside the Inachos
River.
Modern Chelmis is a small and largely abandoned settlement of over
a dozen Balkan-style longhouses, stretching along the slopes of a narrow
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Figure 5. Map of Chelmis and its environs. Paved roads are indicated by solid
black lines, unpaved roads by dashed black lines, and river and stream beds by
solid blue lines. Map courtesy of Dimitri Nakassis.

River (
pens for sheep or goats (mandria), corbeled ovens (Figure 4), and, in at
alonia). The settlement saw activity as recently as the 1970s; in fact, at least one house, associated with a
particularly elaborate mandri
a seasonal residence. It is likely that the settlement was initially founded
in the late nineteenth century (or perhaps slightly later), but it does not
of 119. Archival records from the Metropolis of Argolis indicate that the
small church of the Panayia was constructed in the same year. This church
is located 1 km to the east of Chelmis, where the east–west road toward
Schinochori meets a dirt road that heads north to the settlement of Kapeteneïka (see Figure 5).
The houses of Chelmis demonstrated considerable variation in their
states of abandonment, which ranged from the completely collapsed to
graphic work conducted by Ioanna Antoniadou connected the settlement
at Chelmis with the village of Frousiouna, located some 15 km to the west
side of the Alea valley (see Figure 1). Agropastoralists from Frousiouna
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November to April. The practice was largely abandoned in the 1970s,
and today only two residents continue to make the annual trek with their
valley and would venture to Chelmis in the early summer; the women
would reap for 10 days in mid June, after which the men would descend
from Frousiouna to thresh. Any connection between Frousiouna and
Chelmis even today remains elusive in material terms. Indeed, it could be
argued that the only material connection that remains is the ownership of
land and houses in Chelmis, which are still largely in the hands of families
from Frousiouna who have now settled in various places on the Argive
Plain, although some properties have been broken up by intermarriage
and inheritance.1
and documented the artifact scatters in the immediate vicinity of each
building. While a detailed analysis of the artifact scatters and buildings
appears elsewhere (
), it is worth noting several
of the site. The Balkan-style longhouses represent the typical agglomeration of buildings commonly associated with seasonal settlement in Greece
(
; Sigalos 2004). The area now remains active primarily for
cultivating olives and apricots, as demonstrated by a few buildings that
remain in use for storage. Several houses are in a state of collapse and
neglect; two have had their tile roofs removed for use elsewhere. A cluster
of completely collapsed houses stands well beyond the reach of the rough

footpaths. The overgrown and neglected corbeled ovens associated with
most houses in Chelmis preserve recycled tiles that likely were transported
to the site as roof tiles (see Figure 4
lationship between access to the building, the utility of the structure, the
desire to maintain the building, and the age of the house. In fact, someone
1

-

impending implementation of the land and property register (ktimatologio) in the
Peloponnese, it would be interesting to observe how the ownership of “abandoned” land will be managed and compromised and the ways in which this will,
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recently used a bulldozer to extend a road across the ravine to give access
to a house that has been meticulously restored and locked. In this context,
formation processes and byways are clearly related.
of both its geographic location and its place in the Greek image of the
countryside. Spatially, it sits between the “home” village of Frousiouna in
the highlands at the Arcadian border and the established lowland villages
that ring the central market town of Argos and in which many former
residents of Chelmis now live. Chelmis is also marginal with respect to
the ways that rurality is imagined in modern Greece. The “backward”
and “traditional” countryside can be reductively opposed to the “sophisticrisis, however, has led to some Greeks imagining the countryside as the
destination for a counter-urban movement back to ancestral homes and
properties, often driven by romantic and idealistic images of rural life
(Anthopoulou et al. 2017). We have observed these processes operating
tween” settlements such as Chelmis.
Chelmis’ connection to the other settlements in the Argolid challenges
the most obvious evidence from the material record. For example, Pritchett
interpreted modern Chelmis as a hamlet connected to Schinochori and
imagined that the ancient road, like its modern counterpart, ended at the
head of the valley. Yet, the present link between the settlement at Chelmis
and the main road along the valley bottom via Schinochori is largely a
function of the modern state rather than any kind of persistent imperative
derived from the most plausible route through the region. In modern
times, the connection between Chelmis and the nearby village of Schinochori largely appears to have been tied to the formal status of Schinochori
as a village with a school for the children of Chelmis and a church for
Sunday services over the winter. None of the few former inhabitants of
Chelmis who live in Schinochori today (for reasons of marriage) visit
in Argos, where the cheeses produced by the pastoralists were sold; once
these families had returned to Frousiouna for the summer, they sold their
products at the markets of Tripoli.
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Koutsopoulou
The site of Koutsopoulou, which is part of a broader area known locally
as Davrou, stands a little over 1 km to the north of Chelmis (Figure 1,
Figure 5). It is located in the rugged highlands between Chelmis and the
Lyrkeia valley, accessed by ascending the eastern side of a deep ravine that
opens onto the southeastern corner of the relatively broad valley, about
3.5 km east of the modern village of Lyrkeia. Today, a steep unpaved road
makes its way up to Koutsopoulou; however, before trucks and tractors
were common in the Greek countryside, the sides of these ravines had
paths that led to the rolling alluvial fans that form the southern edge of
the Inachos River valley. Davrou is divided into smaller toponyms that inIliopouleïka indicates the settlement associated with a family from Frousiouna who had purchased the land after 1914 from its previous owners,
the Dimopoulos family from Lyrkeia.
Like Chelmis, the site consists of a small agglomeration of abandoned
and roughly contemporary houses situated on the south slope of a narrow,
shepherd from Lyrkeia. In 2016, we documented the houses and their associated features and material. The houses of Koutsopoulou are Balkan-style
longhouses similar to those at Chelmis. The overgrown condition of the
clearly connected to mandria; another has an oven and a possible cistern.
None of the houses have preserved roofs, and they all have substantial
tile falls, indicating that the tiles were not removed after the houses were
and this house has attracted a large and varied assemblage of modern trash
that ranges from objects associated with agricultural work to an obsolete
and broken computer, contemporary pots and pans, shipping pallets, and
so on. As at Chelmis, the presence of a modern dirt road shaped the abandonment process at the site, as the most accessible house became a site of
discard.

From Koutsopoulou to Chelmis
The relationship between Koutsopoulou and Chelmis is more than typological. The two sites also stand along a premodern route through the low
hills that separate Chelmis from the widened Inachos River valley near the
village of Lyrkeia. To be clear, Pritchett’s intuition—that no main road
continued through the hills north of Chelmis—may well be correct, but
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these hills were far from impassable. Indeed, Pritchett (1980:xi; cf. Pikoulas 1999) himself observed that early modern “mule paths, or short cuts
… often on examination prove to follow the course of ancient routes.”
routes linking Lyrkeia to Koutsopoulou and Chelmis (Figure 5). The
route departs the neighborhood of Koutsopoulou to the south, crosses a
ravine, and then traverses the lower slopes of a hill that is named Koukthe southern slope of Koukouras hill, from which it is possible to cross
at a shallow section of a deep ravine and descend to the area of Panayia.
Today, this walk takes about half an hour at a leisurely pace. It is telling
that both Koutsopoulou and Chelmis stand near points where it is posto the Inachos River. While seasonal torrents surely transform these ravines on a regular basis, the ability to cross the ravines and walk along the
slopes of this hilly region demonstrates that, despite Pritchett’s assessment
that the settlement of Chelmis and the Panayia stood at the end of the
through the region.

Daouli

(Figure 5, Figure 6). The earliest post-Roman material from the site dates
to the early nineteenth century.
and the pass north toward the village of Douka Vrysi and the upland
valleys of the Corinthia. Daouli also sits above the route that runs along
the valley bottom from the city of Argos to Portes, the western pass to ArPasha crossed Portes on his way from Tripolitsa into the Inachos valley
and raided several villages in the upper part of the valley before withdrawing (Chrysanthopoulos 1899:2:353–355). Such raids were common
for Ibrahim Pasha during the summer of 1826, although their impact in
the Argolid seems have been minimal compared to the devastation elsewhere in the Peloponnese (Dakin 1973:186–187; Finlay 1861:2:113–114).
tial for an invading force from Arcadia to attack Greek positions in the
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Argolid over the Portes pass. Chrysanthopoulos (1899:1:165–166, 2:353)
ta frouria), and to a captain named Kladouris who was responsible for guarding the Portes pass
that connected the Argolid to Arcadia. Locally, the surname Kapetanos

Figure 6.
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is believed to indicate an ancestral link to captains from the Greek War
of Independence, and the area below Daouli is known as Braïmi, after
Ibrahim Pasha’s incursion.
The site of Daouli extends over three levels and is accessible only by
scaling narrow rock ledges. Both the lowest and the highest levels have
cation itself consists of mortared walls with narrow slits that partly enclose
the site’s use in the mid twentieth century. We learned from locals that
the site was visited regularly. A local quarry used in the early twentieth
century was located nearby, the area below was and is still used to herd
goats, and the site itself was used as a refuge during World War II and
the Greek Civil War. The complex is clearly earlier in date, but its exact
date and function remain uncertain. Villagers from Lyrkeia assert that it
in Argos, which would be consistent with the early nineteenth-century
date of the pottery we found. The view from Daouli alone ensured that
any direction, as well as any attempt to pass through Koutsopoulou to
Chelmis, Schinochori, and Argos. While individuals at Daouli could

launching point for raids, acting as a place of local resistance during the
the harrying tactics that were often employed by Greek forces during the
War of Independence.
Chelmis and Koutsopoulou, shed light on movement through the region in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The primary roads
through the region largely appear to have followed the course of the Inachos River, as they do today, but north–south passes to mountainous
communities like Frousiouna, whence the pastoralists who founded
Daouli, then, stood not as a secluded hideaway but rather as a lookout at
an intersection of important east–west and north–south routes.
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Modern Settlement in Historical Context
tion at Daouli are not ancient, and the settlement patterns presented by
intermediate zone between the valuable agricultural lands on the Argive
Plain and the land surrounding mountain villages (Lehmann 1937:113);
the latter, although limited and perhaps marginally productive, required
heavy investment over time and hence represented valuable assets to
their communities (Karouzou 2014:49). The need to maintain terraces
and carefully manage fertility, erosion, and access added value to these
nineteenth century (Lehmann 1937:97–103). Prior to that time, these
lands remained uncultivated and underdeveloped because they did not
valleys or the Argive Plain, and they lacked ready access to water (which
was obtained primarily by digging wells). As a result, these zones had
low population densities that supported extensive agropastoral strategies (Karouzou 2014:128) and often served as seasonal grazing grounds

(2014:85) has shown that families from the mountainous demes of Alea
and Lyrkeia purchased over 40% of the national land available in the vicinity of Malandreni and Schinochori. Since it is generally true that the
land distributions of the late nineteenth century gave priority to those
families who were already working national lands, it seems likely that the
purchased in the 1870s was bought by small farmers or pastoralists rather
than wealthy urbanites; the latter had generally abandoned direct investment in agriculture by the later nineteenth century (Karouzou 2014:82).
hailed from mountain villages an opportunity to expand their economic
reach through a mix of agropastoral activities suited to these intermediate
lands.
alonia) at Chelmis that predate the
for dry farming of cereals. It was not until the middle of the twentieth
century that deep drilling and mechanized pumps made it possible to irrigate these intermediate lands, which now feature both dry and irrigated
farming of olive trees as well as irrigated apricot groves. These areas were
largely unirrigated in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, unlike
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grow cash crops like tobacco and vegetables. Karouzou’s (2014) study of
agriculture in the Argolid amply illustrates the ways in which the Argive
economic system responded to changes in broader market, demographic,
and state forces in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She
argues that communities and smallholders in the Argolid shifted agricultural strategies in response to the growing demands of both Athens and
local access to external markets through the port at Nafplio—as well as
the growing reach of substantial roads and, by the 1880s, railroads, also
provided access to markets and introduced new competition from outside
the region as well as new sources of capital. These developments tended
portunities by intensifying labor. The increase in market gardens is the
most obvious manifestation of this response, but so too is the increase in
animal husbandry, which is in fact directly tied to the increase in garden
production by the supply of manure. Yet, most labor at that time was
Intermediate settlements like Chelmis maintained close ties to the Argive Plain as well as the regional and Mediterranean economy throughout
the twentieth century. Market-driven agricultural production on the
plain could absorb surplus labor from families who were engaged in
mixed agropastoral production in the intermediate zone and in mountain
villages. The demand for this labor continued to increase through the
preserve food for sale outside of the region—especially in Athens—and the
plain. The poor quality of soils and the absence of water for irrigation at
settlements like Chelmis in the intermediate zone limited their capacity
for intensive agriculture and marked their productivity as marginal, even
villages of Schinochori and Malandreni. At the same time, the opportunities for employment in the expanding market agriculture of the plain
provided mountain villages like Frousiouna the resources and incentive to
expand their cultivation at intermediate settlements like Chelmis. Karouzou’s study shows how families in these marginal zones used a variety
of strategies to maximize their economic production. In fact, families in
these regions tended to rely on a more diverse set of economic strategies
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than their counterparts on the plain, who were far more focused on a
cash crops.
The balance between the low-cost and marginal character of land also
encouraged economic activities that shaped the political organization of
late nineteenth- and twentieth-century Greece. The economic relationship between Karya and Lyrkeia (then known as Kato Belesi) informed the
political relationship between the two villages, which in the nineteenth
century served as the respective seats of the summer (March 9–September
9) and winter (September 9–March 9) capitals of the demos of Lyrkeia
(which was dissolved in the 2011 Kallikratis reform). This organization
represented the political formalization of economic relationships between
the mountain villages and villages in the intermediate zone (Nouchakis
1901:451). Late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century sources indicate
that a major cart road existed between Argos and Sterna along the route
of the Inachos River (Great Britain Naval Intelligence Division 1920:427;
Miliarakis 1886:14; Nouchakis 1901:451). The Inachos valley road provided access to the market at Argos for the surplus produce of the demos.
By the middle of the twentieth century, it was the place of Lyrkeia in the
Inachos corridor that ensured its continued importance, while the mountainous Karya shed its population precipitously: of the 1,547 residents in
1940, only 402 remained in 1951. While mountain villages progressively
lost their populations, villages in the intermediate zone like Lyrkeia,
Schinochori, and Malandreni have been able to retain stable, if modest,
populations by shifting their economic strategies towards the cultivation
postwar period does Chelmis appear as a settlement with population stapopulation declined from 437 to 161 (a loss of 267 people or 61% of the
in 1951 with a population of 119. Kostakeïka and Kapeteneïka—seasonal
settlements that, like Chelmis, were founded by agropastoralists from
Frousiouna and Kefalovryso, respectively—appear in the census for the

know from our interviews that the transhumance between Chelmis and
Frousiouna continued until it was largely abandoned by the 1970s. It
does, however, indicate an increasing economic orientation toward the
Argive Plain and its markets, and it explains the de-emphasis on the routes
through the countryside that were inscribed by humans and animals on
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Figure 7. Major routes in the western Argolid, 1900 (above) to 1950 (below).
Major roads are indicated by solid black lines, secondary roads by dashed black
lines. Map courtesy of Dimitri Nakassis.
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foot. The built stone footpaths (kalderimia), used in recent memory by
transhumant pastoralists, were abandoned, especially as newly paved asphalt roads were constructed in the interwar period (Chatzikonstantinou
and Sakellaridou 2017). A comparison between the road networks of
Figure 7).
The abandonment of the network of paths and routes that connected
the mountain villages to their counterparts on intermediate lands likewise shaped the abandonment of these settlements. The absence of strong
social or economic ties between the villages in the Inachos valley (like
Schinochori) and the settlements on nearby marginal lands—as well as the
relative distance between settlements like Chelmis and Frousiouna in the
zone or to engage in other curation strategies. Moreover, contemporary
dirt roads provided only modest access to these settlements from villages
in the late twentieth century economy as well as the lack of strong connections between these seasonal settlements and the nearby villages. As
a result, the abandonment of routes and settlements goes hand-in-hand,
and the presence of modern roads connecting nearby villages to those in
intermediate lands tends to encourage a mix of curation and discard practices that are tied more to contemporary access to a structure than to the
persistence of its original use. Thus, archaeological formation processes
and abandonment intersect with ongoing contingency in the contemporary countryside and are mediated as much by road construction and
route abandonment as by social and economic practices that structure the
Greek landscape.

Conclusions
Roads both represent and reinforce the political and economic structures
of settlement in the modern Greek landscape, but, like the villages and
settlements they serve, roads are historically contingent. The cart road
that ran along the Inachos valley bottom seems to have always followed
the projection of state power into the region, perhaps even in antiquity
(cf. Pikoulas 1999). The importance of this road became particularly
prominent in the modern period as the state rationalized the political relationships between centers—especially (former) administrative seats—and
the capital of the eparchia, Argos. Modern road systems, then, encourage
us to “see like a state” (sensu Scott 1998). “Real” villages get well-built
roads that are paved with asphalt by the middle of the twentieth century.
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They also receive the administrative apparatuses of the state, including
vate amenities that parallel the state’s interests, from bank branches to
their regional connections are left out. As Scott (2009
Knox (2015) point out, being bypassed by major roads is not always detrimental to nonstate actors and, in some cases, is a desirable expression of
the “art of not being governed.” The position of Daouli may well speak
to such resistance to state authorities, if indeed it was used as a fort in the
Greek War of Independence in the early nineteenth century.
Settlements like Chelmis did not receive improved links to their home
however, and a series of electric lights that run parallel to the dirt road,
perhaps designed to guide the children of Chelmis—often accompanied
by their parents—who in the winter would walk each day to the school in
Schinochori. Contingency in the countryside was not just a manifestation
of settlement or the changing economic roles for various communities, but
also of the state’s role in mediating the connections between communities,
markets, and political centers. For instance, Karouzou (2014:239–247) has
argued persuasively that secondary education—reserved almost entirely
families in mountainous villages disproportionately used, as indicated by
records of secondary school enrollments by village and anecdotally conin her 60s from Lyrkeia recalled that, although she was a better student
than her brother, she was not allowed to continue in school: “They did
not send girls, they did not take them to school then” (“τα κορίτσια δεν τα
στέλνανε τότε, δεν τα πηγαίνανε στο σχολείο τότε”). The secondary schools
were located in Argos, so that, while mountain villages could (and did)
hire teachers to follow transhumant communities from the mountain to
family. Beyond the costs of living in town, the families of students from
distant villages were required to pay tuition (35–65 drachmas annually).
Such contingency impacts the visibility of links between settlements
as well as the visibility of settlements in the countryside over time. Pritchett’s argument for the major road through the Inachos valley running
primacy of Argos as the regional political center in antiquity and in
modern times, as well as an understanding of the countryside as being
essentially static through time. The state invested in both the route and
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the settlements along the route, ensuring their persistent visibility in the
landscape. Settlements and routes that fell outside the scope of direct state
visible and, perhaps, more variable in their prosperity and prominence in
the countryside. The declining fortunes of the village of Karya, as well as
the settlements of Chelmis and Koutsopoulou, demonstrate how abandonment and connectivity work in tandem.
In microcosm, the varied access to the buildings at these sites shaped
the character of their abandonment. At Chelmis, one building that
is accessible by a modern road has remained in use as a seasonal residence, and two others near the road have seen recent use for storage.
At Koutsopoulou, the proximity of the road made one house the site for
provisional discard, while collapsed houses that are accessible only by foot
never had their tiles removed. At Chelmis, many houses lost their tiles,
which were likely reused either at other houses in the settlement or for
corbeled ovens. The formation processes that create the visible remains
encountered by archaeologists are in no way independent from the contingency that shapes settlement and connectivity at the regional scale.
The development of paved roads through the Greek countryside not only
follows and reinforces the structure of regional settlement, but also shapes
how archaeologists understand the countryside. In contrast, the relative
invisibility of early and premodern roads, routes, and byways has tended
to obscure the historical reasons for the abandonment of settlements like
Chelmis and Koutsopoulou. The collapse of the buildings associated with
these settlements and the disappearance of the buildings in the landscape
reinforce their relative isolation from contemporary routes and create
the impression that modern routes and settlements preserve a persistent,
interrelationship between history, archaeology, and formation processes
can the history of Greek rural life come to light.
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Chapter Eight
Drones and Stones:
Mapping Deserted Villages in Lidoriki, Greece
Todd Brenningmeyer, Kostis Kourelis, and Miltiadis Katsaros
The village was burned by the Germans on July 23, 1943. About one
hundred families lived here before the villages burned. The Germans
burned other villages in the area but, I think, Aigition was the last
one. Not all the houses were burned, but most of them were. The
walls of the houses were left standing. The walls hadn’t fallen down,
else. The roof and everything inside burned [Demetris Kaphritsas,
interview, June 28, 2015].
Demetris Kaphritsas was two years old when his village, Aigition, was
burned by the Axis Powers in World War II and its residents were
interned in a detention camp in Athens. “After the war,” Kaphritsas continues, “we returned to the village on foot from Athens. And once we
came back, we found nothing. It’s not just that they burned the houses;
they burned our clothes, everything. There was nothing left.” Kaphritsas’
story is not unique to the village of Aigition but characterizes the fate of
one-quarter of all of Greece’s rural villages destroyed by the Axis Powers
in reprisal for partisan resistance.
Abandonment and occupation are topics that the discipline of archaehave not been the central focus of Greek archaeology. When interviewed
at the age of 74, Kaphritsas provided the last living testimony of a village
destroyed in 1943, reoccupied in 1944, and abandoned by 1980. We were
fortunate to record him—just a year before his death—at his house, which
vealed an earlier engagement with modernity, the mass immigration of
Greeks to America in 1891–1924: “My house belonged to someone else.
My father bought it from a man who traveled to America three times to
Transnational migration in the 1900s, war in the 1940s, and urbanization in the 1960s are central to the national Greek narrative, but the
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Figure 1. The location of Aigition and surrounding villages.

relationship between these processes and villages has not been explored
undergraduate students in three universities carried out between 2010 and
2016. Its general objective was to map the cultural topography of a typical
Greek landscape in the region of Lidoriki, named after its largest village. In 1972, the region was devastated by the construction of a reservoir
along the Mornos River valley (Figure 1). Robbing the region of its water
resources, arable lands, and ecological heritage, the Mornos Reservoir had
the single objective of providing drinking water to the national capital
of Athens, 200 km away. The second major intervention that radically
changed this region’s ecology was intensive bauxite mining on the slopes
to study the intensive changes that characterize the modern Greek rural
environment. Included in this area was the abandoned village of Aigition.
We chose it as a good case study to survey the processes of occupation,
abandonment, and postabandonment.
the Greek landscape as settlements are abandoned, relocated, or founded
anew from century to century. A demographic and agricultural revolution precipitated a rapid increase in settlement during the modern period,
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particularly during the nineteenth century. In contrast, during the early
twentieth century, a progressive decrease in agricultural growth led to the
abandonment of villages that culminated in emigration and urbanization.
and movement, which was mitigated by a peaceful second half of the
century facilitated by an urban economy centered in Athens. The scars
of desertion during the turbulent twentieth century are evident in the
fallen walls, concrete patches, and ad hoc interventions that make most
the Annales School began to study deserted Greek villages in the mid
methods to model the landscape through surface survey, as evident in
this volume (the Australian Paliochora-Kythera Archaeological Survey in
Tzortzopoulou-Gregory and Gregory, this volume
thia Archaeological Survey in Pettegrew and Caraher, this volume, and
the Western Argolid Regional Project in Caraher et al., this volume).
Collaborating with pedestrian surveys, ethnoarchaeologists also created a
documentary record of village life and abandonment. Although the village
was the epicenter of all three perspectives, its physical actuality was not
the primary source material. Between textual analysis (historians), surface
survey (landscape archaeologists), and oral narratives (ethnoarchaeoloreceived less attention. The Greek village has been the direct subject of
architectural studies, which has focused on typological and morphological features rather than the nuanced accumulation of change.
Part one of this paper reviews the study of deserted Greek villages and
situates our study of Aigition within that historiography. Part two discusses our survey of the village. Part three examines the postabandonment
transformation of the village.

The Study of Deserted Villages
Since its foundation as a nation-state, Greece has experienced continuous
devastation through wars, civil wars, forced migration, and economic
collapse. The long Greek War of Independence produced much destruction and abandonment that early travelers read as the foundation for a
national rebirth. Focusing on ancient rather than modern ruins, however,

the nation-state. During the Balkan Wars, architect Aristotelis Zachos
started to interpret the vernacular architecture of Macedonia in terms
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of ethnic repositories of folk knowledge that privileged the Greek traditions of the region. Importing notions of Heimat or homeland from
German Romanticism, Zachos and other intellectuals sought evidence of

for the remnants of a pure premodern Greek identity started in the 1880s
with the study of folk songs and customs. The study of folk material cularchitecture were conducted in the region of Phocis by Demetrios Loukopoulos (1925), in northern Greece by Zachos (1922/1923), and on the
island of Skyros by Angeliki Chatzemichali (1925). British archaeologists
this body of research, most notably R. M. Dawkins (1902/1903).
In the 1930s, architect Dimitris Pikionis institutionalized the study of
traditional houses in the architectural curriculum of the National Technical University of Athens. The search for Greekness in the rural house
architectural morphology, a formal class that continues to be taught at
the architectural schools in Athens and Thessaloniki till today. Archivernacular forms and the hope that this morphology would be replicated
in modern design (Kourelis 2011/2012). Loukopoulos’ study of Aetolia,
moreover, highlighted research on typological forms and chronological
change more than the aesthetic articulation of unchanging forms (Philippidis 1984:157). The book was illustrated with architectural drawings
by Pikionis, who developed what architectural historians have called a
school of Critical Regionalism in the modernist movement (Frampton
1985). Loukopoulos’ study does not identify individual houses, making
analyzes the general character of houses similar to those surveyed by the
however, captured a house type that had disappeared by the middle of
the twentieth century. This was the unitary single-space house with a
central indoor hearth (Loukopoulos 1925:12). No traces of unitary houses
are extant today in Phocis with the exception of a room associated with
the national hero, Athanasios Diakos. It is a cell in the Monastery of St.
John Prodromos in Artotina and dates to 1728. The room’s association
with a hero of the War of Independence has guaranteed its preservation.
Reported by early travelers in the late nineteenth century, these earlier
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houses are distinguished by a hearth set in the middle of the single room,
passage of smoke.
Studies of vernacular architecture took a prominent role in national
conversations after the 1922 Asia Minor Catastrophe and population
exchange with Turkey. Without an expansionist dream toward Constantinople and Turkey to frame national greatness, Greek architects turned
their search for the nation’s roots inward, within the hinterland of the old
state. The pedagogy of village surveys initiated by Zachos, Pikionis, and
Chatzemichali fueled a synthetic cultural appraisal across all Greek arts
and literature, later characterized as the Generation of the Thirties. The
collaboration of international scholars interested in the preservation of folk
arts traditions, moreover, led to the foundation of a Greek Arts and Crafts
movement, led by Chatzemichali, whose house—designed by Zachos—
and refugees in craft workshops produced a short-lived renaissance of folk
War I, and in the Asia Minor Catastrophe made modernity’s mechanized
ruthlessness manifest. Now under threat and in the process of desertion,
the Greek village galvanized sentiments of preservation and activism as
part of the national project. Before the 1920s, Greek vernacular architecture had been dispensable. The medieval and early modern villages
dismantled in order to reveal the foundations of the more valuable ancient
temples below them. After the 1920s, Greek villages entered the scholarly
horizon that only ancient temples possessed.
The house studies of the 1920s and 1930s were interrupted by World
War II and the Greek Civil War, during which an unprecedented
number of villages were destroyed and abandoned. Postwar renewal
focused on rapid urbanization and the wholesale abandonment of craft
traditions for the architecture of reinforced concrete. As more and more
villages were deserted in the 1960s and 1970s, students of architecture at
the National Technical University of Athens and the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki continued to document vernacular architecture in
seasonal excursions outside their urban classrooms. In the process, both
universities amassed the greatest archives of vernacular architecture. A
small selection of this research was published in the 1980s in individual
pidis (1982). The vernacular style of the Aegean islands, in particular,
was endorsed by modernist architects like Le Corbusier as an important
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precedent for the International Style. The architectural focus on Greek
houses culminated in the 1964 exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art,
“Architecture without Architects” (Rudofsky 1964). The exhibition’s curator, Bernard Rudofsky, began his architectural career in 1929, writing
his dissertation on the vaulted houses of Santorini (Architekturzentrum
Wien 2007:102–111). The centrality of the Greek house in global ver1975:8), the founder
of vernacular architectural studies; he noted, “the shelter of Greece has
claimed more attention than that of any other country.” Whether motivated by the Greek search for indigenous folk culture or by the modernist
search for pure form, the study of Greek villages was extensive, but the
methodology of study was aesthetic and typological. Architects and folklorists documented the purest unadulterated examples and sought general
design ideals rather than archaeological particulars. It was essentially an
ahistorical project.
The study of Greek architecture took a little-known forensic turn
during World War II and the Civil War. During the Axis occupation
of Greece, the urban planner Constantinos Doxiadis began a clandestine
project of mapping the destruction of villages (Theocharopoulou 2012).
to record war destruction. This approach pushed the discipline toward
a more evidentiary methodology whose target was the presentation of
evidence in the court of law. Doxiadis presented his collaborative grassroots survey to the Nuremberg trials and to an international conference
in San Francisco. Serving as Under-Secretary of the Department of Reconstruction after the war, he published a series of booklets recording
war calamities, including a brochure devoted to destroyed towns and
villages (Doxiadis 1947). The American press reported extensively on the
the massacre in Kalavryta and Distomo. Destructions at Distomo, located
60 km east of Lidoriki, were featured in the December 1942 issue of Life
Magazine with photographic documentation of the life conditions of
the Greek family Zaphiris sets up housekeeping. Along the road all that
remained to the Greeks was the land walls of their stone houses and what
they could carry on their backs” (Life Magazine 1944:25). As Greece entered a phase of postwar prosperity, reconstruction, and reconciliation
with Germany, both scholarly and popular records turned their attention
away from German destruction and reparations. American engagement
during the Civil War contributed indirectly to the destruction of villages,
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such as in the deployment of napalm bombs in September 1948 at Mount
Vitsi in Macedonia. Beyond the records of destroyed villages collected
and mapped by Doxiadis (1947:45), there is yet unstudied documentary
data in archives with rich photographic records. The Contemporary
-

and the postdictatorship period” and made them available online (ASKI
2015
2015) has studied the photographs taken
by a Greek-American dentistry student serving in the U.S. Army. The
experiences of Greek-American GIs stationed in Greece provides a fascinating perspective, and it has been captured in one local history project
by Philadelphia’s Greek-American Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)
Post (
between right and left has overshadowed the willingness to study the
destruction of villages and associated loss of civilian life. Unlike in Spain
or Argentina, where the archaeology of the recent past has been used as
a strategy of national reconciliation, Greek archaeology has shunned the
study of the recent past because of the unresolved traumas of the Civil
War. In their study of the rare excavation of a mass grave in Lesbos, Katerina Stefatos and Iosif Kovras (2015:166) have called the Greek paradox
a “reconciliation through silence.” In spite of Greece’s extraordinary national resources devoted to archaeology, none of them are directed to the
archaeology of the recent past.
For most of the twentieth century, the Greek village has been
studied through the lens of aesthetics as an object of architectural inThe study of deserted Greek villages as a historical topic began under
the auspices of the Annales School. As a student of Fernand Braudel,
1965) collated all extant historical sources
on village desertion. The conversation initiated by Antoniadis-Bibicou
was picked up by the Anglo-American school of geography headed by
who questioned some of Antoniadis-Bibicou’s explanations of desertion
based on war (
;
). As the
French Annales School’s discussion of the 1960s migrated into the Anglo-American economic-geographical positivism of the 1970s, increasing
attention was placed on archaeological evidence. Geographers like Wag-
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developed the methodologies of regional survey by relying on pottery
scatters and spatial modeling. Although the Bronze Age was the early
subject of research, processual archaeology’s pedestrian surveys in Greece
promised a diachronic perspective that included the study of the recent
past. Figuring out how the modern Greek countryside worked was a
central research agenda for many foundational surveys, including the
Aschenbrenner 1972
ploration Project (Jameson et al. 1994; van Andel and Runnels 1987), the
Pylos Regional Archaeological Project (Davis 1998), the Nemea Valley
Archaeological Project (Wright et al. 1990), the Boeotia Survey (
2012
Gregory 2007).
This regional perspective continues today with ongoing research projects
in the Peloponnese, as evident in the contributions of this volume.
Independently of archaeology, cultural anthropologists began to study
the Greek village as a sociological organism, moving the study of Greece
beyond the aesthetic romanticism that characterized earlier studies. Survey
Friedl’s (1962) study of Vasilika and invited anthropologists to help them
collect data on contemporary rural life. Thus, during the late 1970s and
1980s this collaboration created a new discipline of the ethnoarchaeology
1977), Susan B.
Sutton (2000
2007). The work of this generation
is particularly important for the study of deserted Greek villages because
it took place at the peak of abandonment, when the majority of villagers
deserted their homes for the economic opportunities of Athens. Sutton
(personal communication 2015) remembers interviewing villagers who
were packing up to leave while being interviewed, leaving the keys in
the door.
The new methods of archaeological regional survey arrived at Lidoriki
in the 1980s, when the Netherlands Institute at Athens conducted its Aetolian Studies Project (Bommeljé et al. 1987). The survey carried out in
1985 and 1986 by Peter Doorn was innovative in its collection of oral history through a computerized questionnaire. General interpretations, a site
catalogue, and the analysis of the interviews were included in the project’s monograph but, as Doorn informed us, there is more unpublished
data (Doorn 1987, 1989, 2009). The Aetolian Studies Project covered an
work. In the course of collecting oral histories for our own project, we
learned that the Dutch team used the abandoned village of Aigition as its
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residence. Although we have not yet discerned which exact structures
were used for lodging, they must have stayed in one of the houses around
the central square.
Until the 1990s, the study of deserted Greek villages focused on scatters of pottery, ethnography, and limited textual sources. Research on the
physical buildings was still dominated by the methodologies developed
by architectural pedagogy in search of great examples rather than by the
1995), who studied alteration, fashion, and change in
a village in Lesbos. Using a semiotic approach, Pavlides focused on what
as more than static repositories of meaning but also constantly changing
Just as Pavlides changed the depth of study in one village, the Morea
Project introduced complexity in studying large regions and quantifying
large datasets of buildings and villages. The Morea Project was designed
Alchermes as part of the Minnesota Archaeological Researches in the
in the study of deserted villages was the impediment of scale. At a middle
scale between regional distribution maps of pottery scatters and human
individuals, the archaeology of houses had to invest in technical surveying
technologies to overcome the complexity of 3D forms. Cooper deployed
early technologies of the global positioning system, database management, and remote sensing onto the villages of the Peloponnese in the
1990s and 2000s. All three authors of this paper worked on the Morea
Project, which surveyed 150 villages and 3,000 houses between 1990 and
2000 (Brenningmeyer et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2003; Kourelis 2003).
Work on the Lidoriki Project was seen as an opportunity to update the

helium balloons, kites, and drones along with streamlined applications
on tablets and cell phone devices. Digital photogrammetry allowed us

a kite or balloon, and processing those images photogrammetrically, we
produced architectural surveys of much greater detail than we had in the
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1990 (Cooper et al. 2003:187–188).
Acutely aware of the Greek economic crisis, coupled with the drying
up of research funds in the U.S., it became important for us to devise a
collaborative project structure that would allow the grand ideals of the
golden age of archaeological survey to survive in a climate of shortages.
The Deserted Greek Village Project was conceived as an informal partnership of collaborations with whom we could share data and resources.
The two panels at the 2016 Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Instiethos. Work by our students was also presented in the conference’s poster
session (Bierman et al. 2016). As the village mappers, we collaborated

Studies at Athens to survey the village of Penteskouphi (in 2015), and
the Western Argolid Regional Project to survey Chelmis (also in 2015;
see Caraher et al. and Sanders et al., this volume). The Deserted Greek
Village Project hopes to continue studying the unpublished house data of
the Morea Project and to collaborate with other legacy projects, such as
the Nemea Valley Archaeological Project (NVAP). Susan B. Sutton, the
ethnographic director of NVAP, has shared with the authors samples of
the vast archive collected by the project around the villages of Ancient
Nemea (Sutton 1995).
Beyond these collaborative projects, our research and teaching focused on the region of Lidoriki, where the deserted village of Aigition
institutional connections between the National Technical University of
Athens and the Greek Archaeological Service. Working intimately with
cess to local knowledge and a new form of public archaeology. The work
in this paper comes from four seasons of collaboration between American
undergraduates from two liberal arts colleges (Maryville University in
Missouri and Franklin & Marshall College in Pennsylvania) and Greek
undergraduate students in architecture from the National Technical Unithe collection of ethnographic information. Nikos Lakafosis and Kostas
Georgiou helped in the topographical studies. The students who particiNicole Thompson, Lizzy Woods, Cassie Garison, Joel Naiman, Jordan
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Dietl, Jessica Lange, Bethany Pohlman, Megan Sparks, Cherie Zeppo,
Karakostas.

Aigition Survey
The survey of Aigition and the surrounding area owes much to lessons learned during the Morea Project. Initiated in 2010, the Lidoriki
Project, like its predecessor in the Peloponnese, was designed as both a research project and a teaching laboratory with student volunteers. Survey
methods embraced both traditional and technological approaches for the
collection of architectural and topographic information. Traditional land
survey with the total station was supplemented with aerial reconnaissance using balloon aerial photography, kite aerial photography, and pole
aerial photography. By 2014, the acquisition of a small DJI Phantom II
allowing a broader and more systematic collection of imagery for the
site, including areas where vegetation and wind patterns limited the use
of earlier methods (Brenningmeyer et al. 2016). Aerial photographs were
captured with 60% minimal overlap, enabling the creation of detailed
orthophotographs and digital elevation models using structure from moorthophotographs provide a record of the site and its topography and,
in some cases, capture the gradual decline of structures during the brief
period of our investigation.
Documentation of individual houses was undertaken using mulindividual structures and plotted building clusters using both mobile
geographic information systems (GIS) software and project notebooks.

structures were smaller buildings (averaging between 2.5 x 2.5 m to 5 x
structed of unmortared rubble. In some cases, structures with dimensions
In these instances, the structures were among the smallest in a group or
cluster of buildings and in each case did not preserve evidence of quoins

or animal pens. After returning from detainment, the villagers used the
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storage structures as their primary residences. Although the site’s history
eroded the typological distinction between home and storage, it remained
Architecture students from the National Technical University of
Athens developed hand-drawn plans for a small number of structures. Additional buildings were documented using close-range photogrammetry
and videogrammetry (Brenningmeyer et al. 2020). These approaches allowed us to rapidly document the site and develop 3D reconstructions
survey provided the foundation for many of the house reconstructions
and captured additional contextual information for houses as they existed
at the time of the survey. Although not directly connected to the village
of Aigition, the project also created a photographic record of 125 objects
collected by the Lidoriki Folklore Museum. A dozen of the objects were
the Deserted Greek Villages database through Maryville University, a
lege (both sites no longer available), and a Sketchfab page hosting the 3D
models (https://skfb.ly/67CoB).

Aigition
Like most rural villages, the textual sources for Aigition are scarce. Its
original name, Strouza, was hellenized in 1928 to match the attested classical site of Aigition nearby. Strouza is a postrevolutionary village. It did
region around 1820 (Pouqueville 1826:45–46). The foundation of the
village church, dated by inscription to 1852, marks the consolidation of
With zero inhabitants reported in the 1971 census, Aigition’s chronological horizon covers approximately 120 years. The village encompasses
an area of roughly 23 ha spread along two high ridges on the southwestern side of Mount Pirina (Figure 2). Both its topographical siting
and its buildings illustrate the two main economic activities of the village:
agriculture and husbandry. It is located close to fertile valleys below and
main ridge take maximum advantage of prevailing winds during harvest.
Structures are positioned along two broad ridges bisected by a drainage
basin, forming a settlement of theatrical shape. Built terraces extend along
all sides of the settlement.
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Figure 2.
the village of Aigition.

The ruined buildings of the village are preserved in a landscape of
sparse scrub vegetation interspersed with oak. The Archaeological Survey
cent development, likely deriving from substantial erosion that occurred
during the nineteenth century as woodlands were deforested and converted into shrubbed pasturelands (
:239). The village today
more than 140 buildings surveyed by the team, only 11 retain a roof, and
several of these are in danger of collapse. Aerial photographs taken during
roof in the northeastern section of the village (AIG086). It is likely that
without some intervention many of the remaining roofs will fail within
the next decade.
munal role that agricultural activities played during harvest (Figure 2). In
positioned along the west slope of the ridge (Figure 3). In the northeast
western edge of the plateau to capitalize on wind patterns. In the summer
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Figure 3. Map illustrating the distribution of features across Aigition in the south,
northwest, and northeast areas.

positioned at the highest slopes to take maximal advantage of wind energy
(aerisma). A series of small, irregular rubble constructions is located near
and others are positioned just a few meters away. Although the small
buildings are poorly preserved, their size and construction suggest that
they functioned as storage buildings for grain associated with threshing

features, both are situated near the edge of slope to take advantage of
northerly winds.

The South Area
areas and were often built in tightly spaced clusters along the midline of
the ridge, extending down to the southern slope of the plateau (Figure
4). In some instances, buildings were constructed directly above earlier
buildings or abutting existing walls. For example, AIG014 is located in a
Figure 5). A datestone carved into a quoin on the
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Figure 4. Features and their project IDs in the south and northwest areas.

northeast corner marks 1915 as the year of construction. The building’s
roof is in a good state of preservation, and it is likely that until recently
the house was used as a seasonal residence. Four structures surround this
building to the east, south, and north. AIG013 is located immediately
to the south. Its surviving courses preserve evidence of robbed quoins,
suggesting that the building functioned as a house. AIG015, to the east,
may also preserve a house foundation. AIG026 (ca. 7 x 6 m) is preserved
by partial segments of three rubble walls with no evidence of quoins or
functioned as a storage building. AIG030, located just to the north, is a
cistern. In addition to these structures, AIG014 is surrounded by a modern
fence. The space delineated by these walls and fences likely served to
contain animals that were kept close to the home, or more recently to
built perimeter walls are a feature of the few houses that continued to be
inhabited among the ruins. These walls were not original features of the
village when occupied but signify the demarcation of private property in
the absence of a living community to enforce the customary boundaries.
The structures just described are circumscribed by narrow roads to the
north, south, and east and a retaining wall to the west, separating this
cluster from nearby buildings.
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Figure 5. Building cluster in the south area surrounding AIG014.

Figure 6. Dipla house (AIG045).
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Clusters of spatially proximal structures, like those surrounding
AIG014, should be seen as buildings belonging to the same extended
family. The houses were single-family dwellings whose clustering suggests a familial pattern of development similar to that documented for
other villages in Greece (Aschenbrenner 1972; Friedl 1962). In a typical
Greek family, the eldest son inherited the patrimonial house. When the
younger sons married, they needed a separate household, which was built
next to the original family house. Daughters would move to the house
of their husbands. This process led to the clustering of buildings or the
designation of entire neighborhoods of a village occupied primarily by
members of the same family. Aschenbrenner (1972:62) documented this
process in Karpofora, and Friedl (1962
at Vasilika, noting that houses were typically built near one another as
they were constructed on family-owned property. In nineteenth-century
with their wives in their parents’ house (Clarke 2000:179). The length
of cohabitation within a household depended on a variety of factors,
and the economic advantages of cohabitation could encourage a delayed
separation of the families into independent households (Friedl 1962:59).
In Vasilika, brothers sometimes continued to live in their father’s house
(along with their wives and children) after their father’s death, and in
some instances they chose to share a single house after separation. In these
houses, a wall constructed between the upstairs and downstairs rooms
created two separate living units for each brother and his family. Friedl
(1962:59–60) documented four such houses (called dipla) at Vasilika in
1961. Whereas most houses in Aigition were of the single-family type,
AIG045 represents a duplex unit like that noted by Friedl, a single house
divided in two by a solid wall (Figure 6). According to our interview
with Kaphritsas, the house indeed was the residence of two brothers, and
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Figure 7. Aerial photograph of the village square.
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Figure 8. Carved limestone block indicating the date (1852) and name of the
village church (AIG033).

The Village Square (Plateia) in the South Area
The most prominent and best-preserved buildings in Aigition are located
around the village square (plateia; Figure 7). The largest of these is the
constitutes the only religious building in the village. A carved limestone
block set into the apse marks the construction of the church in 1852; this
is the earliest preserved inscribed date and likely represents the foundation date for the village (Figure 8). The carving includes a cross with

about this church is its double role as parish and funerary chapel. More
commonly, villages have two religious buildings: a village church for the
services of the living at the center of the village and a funerary chapel for
the services of the dead at the cemetery. Aigition is unusual in having its
cemetery within the village and adjacent to the square, with only one
church serving both functions. The church is a basilica type with a hipped
gabled roof typical of churches built in central and northern Greece from
the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. According to our interviews, a
included an ornate wooden templon screen that was purported to have
been carved by a Macedonian workshop. Although it does not survive for
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Figure 9. Schoolhouse (AIG032).

quality to the templon screen in nearby village of Klima (6 km north of
Aigition) at the Church of the Taxiarches. The templon screen at Klima
is dated to 1842 by inscription and has been attributed to Macedonian
artists, who were the most elite woodcarvers of the Late Byzantine and
The four other structures that surround the plateia were constructed
at the beginning of the twentieth century. AIG032 was built as a schoolhouse in 1909 (Figure 9). The datestone located on the southeast quoin
viatsis, also built a house (AIG016) across from the school in 1915. Mr.
Kaphritsas, the last resident of AIG016, narrated the story that his father
had passed on to him. Accordingly, Boviatsis travelled to the United
States on three separate occasions, sending remittances to the village
for the construction of this house. Ship manifests at the Statue of Lib-

good employment opportunities for Greeks, along with the more typical
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Saloutos 1970). With
vast experience in the dairy and livestock industries, the émigrés from
Aigition would have easily transitioned their skills to the tanneries and
stockyards of Milwaukee. We know from other interviews that Milwaukee’s Greek-American community today has members that maintain
contact with their original villages in the Lidoriki area. Similarly, the
and established their own church, the Assumption, in 1924 (Sellers 2001).
The list of inscribed donors in the schoolhouse likely commemorates the
individual who sent remittances directly from Milwaukee and Chicago.
Building a schoolhouse, renovating a church, and building a clock tower
are the most typical public forms of immigrant benefaction (in addition
to building private homes for their families). The 1909 datestone of the
school is important because it notes private investment in schooling by
migrants three years before Prime Minister Venizelos made primary
education obligatory by law. The 1911 school reform necessitated the
construction of state-operated elementary schools such as the old school
in Lidoriki, which currently serves as the local archaeological museum.
The Lidoriki school stands out as a large state building with distinct polygonal masonry and steel beams over the lintels. The Aigition school,
on the other hand, is indistinguishable from a house and represents the
investment from a private patron. The Aigition school remained in use
through the 1960s. Kaphritsas noted that, when he was a student here in
the 1950s, there were 80 students. A small generator located next to the
school was purchased during the 1970s and was the only source of electricity prior to the arrival of power lines in the 2010s.
A datestone on the southwest corner of AIG016 commemorates the
absentee immigrant owner, Ioannis Boviatsis, through his initials carved
between a cross and two trees (typical decorative motifs in dedicatory
house inscriptions; Figure 10). The building was later purchased by
Kaphritsas’ father. Like many of the buildings in Aigition, this struccharred wood is still visible on the lintel of the main door. After the war,
the Kaphritsas family returned to the village and lived in a two-room
procured lumber from the forest and rebuilt the wooden interiors of the
destroyed house. The house has been continuously maintained by the
a concrete porch and balcony. The two-room storage shed that the family
inhabited after the war is visible today as piles of rock.
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Figure 10. Datestone from the house west of the church (AIG016).

Figure 11.
semi-circular stone arches.
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The fourth structure, located on the north side of the village square, is
a house with an intact roof (AIG031). Architecturally, the building shares
similarities with AIG016 and AIG014 located southwest of the plateia. All
three structures are constructed of polygonal masonry set in mortar with
large dressed quoins and stone tympanum arches above wooden lintels
at the windows and doorways (Figure 11), suggesting that AIG031 was
constructed at approximately the same time as AIG016 and AIG014 (i.e.
1915).

The Northwest Area
The area northwest of the plateia (see Figure 4) is organized in a manner
the center and eastern sides of the ridge with agricultural processing areas
positioned along the steep slope to the west. Most of the structures are
oriented along the main road and several small paths that extend from this

delineate spatial relationships. Many of the buildings are preserved only
by foundation walls and small piles of rubble, making the interpretation
AIG046, located just west of the main road, is among the more interesting structures in this area of the site. The building preserves a large
cistern on its western side. The eastern half of the structure consists only
of a large pile of rubble situated within and around the building’s foundation walls. The structure is one of only two buildings with attached
inforced concrete caps part of the cistern, suggesting that the cistern and
perhaps the house date to the twentieth century.
AIG044 (Figure 12). This group includes buildings AIG045, AIG100, and
AIG043. A low wall connects each of these structures, enclosing a large
area that opens to the east. AIG100 is a small structure located just south
of this perimeter wall on the north side of the group. AIG043, positioned
at the east end of the group, is composed of coursed rubble masonry with
a chimney on its east wall. Based on its material remains, it is the house
occupied most recently and is contemporary to the enclosing wall (Figure
13). Dressed ashlars in the doorjamb appear to have been reused from
another building. The size of the building and the presence of windows
and a chimney suggest that this structure functioned as a house. It is currently in a poor state of preservation with a partially collapsed roof, which
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Figure 12. Aerial view of building cluster in the northwest area.

Figure 13. Building (AIG043).
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Figure 14. Renovated building (AIG058).

was haphazardly rebuilt when the structure was used for storage and seasonal or temporary housing. The building is directly associated with the
walled area and storage building to its west, with the entrance to this
area positioned next to the building itself. The enclosed area to the west
of AIG043, like similar spaces found in the southern area of the village,
was likely used to contain animals that were kept near the home. What
is unclear is how AIG045, located at the west end of the cluster, relates to
this enclosed space. The structure’s rear wall forms part of the perimeter
wall, but the house does not open onto this area. As discussed above, our
informants noted that the building was the home of two brothers who
divided the structure in half; one brother lived in the southeast side with
his family, and the other brother’s family lived in the northwest side. A
central wall divides the house into two distinct units that were homes to
the two families. The property wall abuts AIG045 and must postdate the
construction of this house. As with the houses to the south, it is unclear if
the spatial relationship seen in this cluster is associated with rooms related
for a single family or if it accrued over multiple generations.
Figure
14), located east of the main road and down the slope from AIG053. The
structure is composed of large stones set in mortar with preserved, dressed
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limestone quoins. Wooden tie beams that were used to stabilize and level
the stone courses are visible along the exterior walls. The building was
damaged at some point in its history and has been heavily renovated. The
structure is now separated into two parts. The west section of the building
is now a storage structure that reuses the west wall and a small section of
the south corner of the original house in its construction. This building is
covered by a corrugated roof and is open at the east. The east side of the
house has been converted into a separate seasonal shelter. A new wall was
constructed against the west side of this half of the original house, and
a door and window were installed in the south wall. A corrugated roof
covers this structure, and another corrugated roof supported by metal posts
extends from the south wall to cover a small patio. The walls have been
reinforced with mortar. The plan and elevation of the original building is
obscured by the later renovations. AIG053, like AIG043 described above,
of previously abandoned structures and recycling of building material
from other houses. The restored houses seem to be occupied seasonally by
owners who return to the village for herding or hunting.

The Northeast Area
The northeast area of the site extends along the southwestern edge and
upper slopes of the broad southeastern plateau of Mount Pirina (Figure
15). A narrow draw separates this section of the settlement from the
buildings described above. A particularly large concentration of threshing
this area (AIG075, AIG074, AIG073, AIG108, AIG109, AIG110, and
associated buildings for storage. A cluster of structures was positioned
Figure 16
house AIG071 and storage structures AIG106 and AIG072. These buildings are surrounded by walls that delineate a plot of land that runs upslope
provide access to houses AIG121 and AIG119 and their storage structures
-

of this space through the construction of the perimeter walls may indicate
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Figure 15. Features and their project IDs in the northeast area.
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Figure 16. Building cluster at the west edge of the northeast area.

Figure 17. Building cluster at the east side of the northeast area.
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the plateau and slope and in many cases are oriented to a series of paths
two concentrations containing smaller clusters of structures can be identi-

This grouping includes buildings AIG076, AIG112, AIG063, AIG064,
AIG118, AIG146, AIG065, AIG077, AIG144, AIG145, AIG066, and
AIG143. These structures are all situated just north of the main east–west
path that cuts across this area of the site. AIG068, AIG067, AIG141,
AIG060, AIG061, AIG062, AIG129, and AIG078 are located just south
of this route. At the eastern end of this area is a second concentration of
buildings that is set apart spatially from the other structures in this area.
These structures include AIG079, AIG142, AIG124, AIG080, AIG117,
AIG083, AIG084, AIG085, AIG086, AIG087, AIG088, AIG089, AIG123,
(AIG133) located nearby is associated with these buildings, providing a
separate agricultural processing area for the houses.
concentrations, but in general the spatial relationships were not clear in
structures (AIG115, AIG114, and AIG116) positioned nearby. AIG062
and AIG067 likewise represent houses with nearby storage structures
(AIG129 and AIG068, respectively). AIG084, AIG085, AIG086, and
AIG087 are positioned at roughly similar elevations (Figure 17). AIG086
space between the two structures. AIG084 and AIG086 are the best
preserved of the group and are impressive structures with commanding
views of the village to the south. The quoins of AIG086 were robbed,
but AIG084 retains its rusticated, pillowed quoining. AIG085, AIG094,
and AIG093 are positioned nearby at similar elevations to the houses just
described and likely represent small storage buildings. AIG083 may be
another storage structure related to this group. AIG091, AIG092, and
AIG090 appear to form a second cluster. The buildings are situated at
a similar elevation but slightly higher on the slope than the buildings
just described. AIG092 was constructed against the outer wall of house
AIG091 and served as a storage structure for the building. AIG090 may
have served a similar capacity. The other buildings at this end of the ridge
are separated somewhat from the two groups just described and do not
have a clear relationship to these buildings.
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In general, the storage areas in the northeast area were positioned
along the paths that connected domestic architecture to the threshing
to store grains after threshing and winnowing activities. Transportation
described. Positioning storage structures along these routes would have

The organization of space in this area is also interesting in terms of the
placement of property and retaining walls. The long east–west path that

AIG109, AIG110, and AIG136 were easily accessed using this broad path.

house AIG071 and are located partially within the property and retaining
walls that seem to outline the boundaries associated with this house. As
noted above, these walls open onto the houses (AIG121 and AIG119) and

to the north were shared by the community more broadly. The lone
situation and was likely used by the cluster of houses located near this
clusters does suggest a relationship, it should be noted that this division
of ownership and use is speculative, as the informants did not note any

The Village as History
The remains of Aigition outlined above represent a typical Greek village
centered around a plateia with a church. The location of the cemetery
in the main square is more unusual. The houses are clustered along the
natural topography and form residential units. The architecture of the
houses is consistent: they are two stories in height, with space for ani-

buildings are attached or clustered around the primary residential unit.
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erwise, water was carried from a public well outside the village. Three
concrete water storage units were built along the ridge of the village at
The village developed gradually from the 1850s until the 1940s. We
ings, the articulation of lintels, and how the masonry walls adhere to the
wooden casements of doors and windows. There is also a variety of iron
pins and bronze hardware used in the joining between carpentry and
ences in construction are indicators of chronology or rather of mason
the treatment of the corner quoins of two houses in the northeast sector
been found in two houses in Lidoriki. This is a self-conscious neoclassical
detail that derives from the cosmopolitan architecture of Paris, London,
and Vienna and migrated to Athens in the 1880s. Its employment here in
two houses exhibits the ambitions of the itinerant stone masons to dress

constructed during the last two decades of the nineteenth century. It includes bridges with similarly stylized features, a few of which have been
through the rusticated train stations and railroad infrastructure built by
French engineers.
three key phases of abandonment: following immigration to the U.S. in
1900, the burning of the village by the Axis powers in 1943, and migration in the 1960s to other towns, Athens, or Germany. The archaeological
desertion but by house and school construction with remittances. The
archaeological evidence for the destruction of the village in 1943 is twothe charred remains of wood over the reinforced lintel of the front door.
More prominent, however, is the coexistence of ruins and renovations.
Returning from internment in the concentration camp of Athens, the
residents of Aigition lived in the animal pens, which were single-story
structures that had not been burned. The Nazi soldiers burned the interior
of the houses by breaking doors and windows and throwing into the
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space ignited cloth doused in petrol. The house contents and furniture
vived. The task of the returned residents, therefore, was to scavenge for
were rebuilt, while the others remained as piles of stone. Stone was not
in shortage. Many of the burned houses were left to collapse upon themselves and disintegrate though entropy.
the house openings at its doors and windows. Many of the original
that destroyed the interior beams and ceilings. The ones that survived
were appropriated. The recycling of casements, sashes, windowpanes,
inal direction of opening between interior glass windows and exterior
wooden shutters was reversed. Some shutters, for example, were placed
inside the house, while the windows are on the outside. Some reused
windows swing outwards, while others open inwards. There is a clear

Doors for the storage spaces are made locally of unmilled cedar. Doors
for the residential half, in contrast, are milled in an urban style of panels
and decoration, typically painted in blue or green. These doors would
have been manufactured in a central mill at the larger town of Lidoriki.
Following the reinhabitation of the village by its displaced citizens, the
hierarchy between openings is eroded.
Between 1944 and the 1960s, Aigition existed in a precarious state as
its residents lived among the ruins but made piecemeal improvements in
some select houses. During the 1960s, there was a mass exodus to Athens.
Recognizing the devastation of villages during the Axis occupation and
the Civil War, the Greek government attempted to consolidate the popinto a new village aptly named the “City of Five,” or Pentapoli, in 1951.
The village accommodated a small part of the population (394 people in
1961) but failed to become a new urban center. Lidoriki remained the
regional center (1,302 people in 1961). After the war, Aigition’s returning
population was 84% of its prewar size, but by 1961 it diminished to 31%
and by 1971 it was fully depopulated. The populations recorded by the
national census were 114 in 1928, 384 in 1940, 324 in 1951, 120 in 1961,
0 in 1971, 0 in 1981, and 8 in 1991 (Stamatelatos and Stamatelatos 2006:
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it was seasonally used by a handful of people. A few owners kept their
houses locked but visited them in the spring and summer. Kaphritsas,
who lived permanently in the Peloponnese, visited his house once per
month and stayed longer with friends during the winter hunting season.
lation of sheep, goats, and cows herded through the village. We met one
elderly woman who was the single year-round resident. The installation
of a paved access road, a water system, and electricity in the 1970s made
the village attractive for seasonal visitors and itinerant shepherds. As an
be renovated, particularly in the central plateia of the church and cemetery. A concrete picnic area was built next to the church, along with a
village’s main usage from an inhabited community to an outdoor destination for seasonal visits associated with church festivals and memorials.
The lack of permanent inhabitants, moreover, turned the village into an
unmonitored open landscape for animal grazing. Absentee owners who
lived nearby and could occasionally visit the village built high fences to
keep animals from entering their property. These new fences created a
demarcation of private property that never existed during the life of the
village. It is in this late phase (between the 1980s and the present) that
owners began to hoard building material for future projects and to build
large concrete porches where modest wooden balconies might have once
been. We observed piles of building material stacked along walls in fenced
areas. We also noted the fresh robbing of the nicer ashlar blocks located at
the corners of half-ruined houses (AIG086). The most aggressive renovations and transformations of a small number of houses (AIG058, AIG043,
AIG016, AIG017) date, interestingly enough, to the last phase of occupation in the 2000s. They represent a desperate attempt to turn what was
once communally maintained (even in ruin) into a site with a handful of
seasonal private installations that had to survive in the wilderness.

Conclusion
When Loukopoulos and Pikionis surveyed the domestic architecture
of Aetolia and Phocis in the 1920s, they inadvertently gave birth to the
discipline of vernacular architectural studies. The perspective adopted
by Greek architects of the Generation of the Thirties and revived in the
1960s privileged morphologically pure architectural features that could illustrate in formal terms the essence of a Greek experience during multiple
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centuries of agricultural life rooted in the Greek landscape. When proin the 1960s, the Greek village was contextualized within a framework of
ecological and social forces. A rigorous approach to the study of material
culture was coupled with ethnography to produce a variated historstanding monuments that can reveal the synthetic life world of buildings.
Archaeologists, on the other hand, prefer to study the evidence of change
and alteration.
The Greek countryside contains many Greek villages that were deserted after World War II and the Greek Civil War. The vast majority
of archaeological resources, both Greek and non-Greek, are devoted to
the study of ancient monuments. Although deserted Greek villages have
entered archaeological discourses, they are rarely investigated with the
same rigor. With the deaths of its original inhabitants, the availability of
oral histories is dramatically waning and the window of opportunity for
an anthropology of Greek villages is closing. The material evidence of
deserted Greek villages is becoming increasingly central in the writing
of Greek social history. With the passage of time, the villages are being
case studies of postabandonment site-formation processes, as illustrated at
Penteskouphi (Sanders et al., this volume).
The study of Aigition illustrates the marriage of architectural and archaeological perspectives. The Lidoriki Project, more broadly, served as
of students to one region and develop a systematic methodology for recording the physical remains of a medium-sized village in a short period
of time. Miltiadis Katsaros and his Greek students from the National
Technical University of Athens brought to the site the long architectural tradition of studying Greek houses evolved from Loukopoulos and
Pikionis. Todd Brenningmeyer, Kostis Kourelis, and their U.S. students
brought the Anglo-American tradition of landscape archaeology. The
of a deserted village in Greece. It provides a dataset (freely available online) that will hopefully generate the cultivation of better methodologies
and other village surveys.
The combination of oral histories, architectural survey, landscape
survey, and object analysis brings light into a typical Greek village over
the course of a tumultuous century, from its foundation in the 1850s to its
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of entry into multiple historical moments that are traditionally studied
through textual and oral sources. The survey illustrates the progressive
construction and disintegration of an agricultural shepherd community
in ways that textual and oral sources do not capture. Individual family
houses developed into clusters of family complexes. The village grew
along two ridges, but its public life centered around the church of 1852
ings to illustrate variations in time and stylistic norms. We were also able
to illustrate how some of the houses testify to the architectural agency of
global migration, built by remittances from migrant workers in the U.S.
The most vivid episode of the village’s history is its destruction by the
Axis powers. “The Germans burned the village” is a common narrative
not been documented archaeologically. The burning of Aigition translates into the destruction of the wooden elements in its houses, namely
when the villagers returned from their internment, but others were left as
by partial recycling of archaeological ruins. Finally, the survey of Aigition
illustrates the process of natural deterioration resulting from the departure
by the local population in similar ways as Lakka Skoutara (Pettegrew and
Caraher, this volume). Water and electricity were brought to the village, while various inhabitants have preserved the houses from natural
deterioration.
The village of Aigition contains in its material history complex processes of site formation that are both cultural and natural in nature. Its
ordinariness has made it invisible to most scholars. We have brought our
drones in conversation with its stones and, in the process, have rendered
a marriage of tools and subjects.
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Chapter Nine
Wheelock, North Dakota: “Ghost-Towns,” Man
Camps, and Hyperabundance in an Oil Boom
Richard Rothaus, William Caraher, Bret Weber, and Kostis Kourelis
The hyperabundance of manufactured material culture, especially in areas
subject to extractive industry boom-and-bust cycles, makes nuanced instudying domestic architecture and assemblages, as these themselves are
a mix of display and function. The University of North Dakota (UND)
Man Camp Project, led by William Caraher and Bret Weber, has been
investigating workforce housing and the archaeology of the contemCaraher
2016; Caraher et al. 2017; Caraher and Weber 2017; Caraher et al. 2016).
Faced with ubiquitous accumulation of manufactured goods during an
oil boom, we have adopted novel research techniques. While our work
remains rooted in archaeology’s traditional concerns with buildings, objects, and space, we have been faced with the challenge of documenting
that which is far too numerous to record and largely uninteresting in
its manufactured repetitiveness. Part of that challenge was contextualizing resurgent occupation in the nearly abandoned town of Wheelock,
North Dakota. Wheelock, founded in 1904, was one of the earliest towns
in western North Dakota, and including it in our study provided some
historical context to the fast-paced Bakken boom that started in 2006,
peaked in 2012, and continues today—albeit much diminished since a
global price decline in 2015. In contrast, Wheelock’s history was much
slower paced. Founded as a railroad town, it followed a normal North
American plains trajectory with waves of new settlers who fared less well
than they hoped. By the dustbowl years of the 1930s, Wheelock’s fate was
sealed, and through attrition it arrived in the 1970s to its local reputation
as a ghost town. Initially, Wheelock was to us an annoying aberration in
our typology, but it became a precious window into the impact of the
boom on human lives.
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Man Camp Typology
In cataloguing the man camps, we categorized camps into three broad
types. Type 1 camps are the most formal, usually run by international
workforce housing groups, interesting mostly in their strictly regimented
trucks, and ad hoc structures. Type 2 camps occupied most of our attention, with their wide variety of manufactured housing solutions and
pockets of personality where these homes were individualized. Type 3
camps—the most ephemeral—are unregulated gatherings of trailers and
tents placed in locations where the authorities would overlook them, until
they did not. These variations in housing have long been part of North
American oil booms. In Kilgore, Texas, in the 1930s, salaried men lived
in the “company camp” free of charge, while hourly workers lived in the
“poor-boy camp” for a nominal rent. Those not employed by the comand reinhabitations (Weaver 2010). Like all typologies, ours works well in
summary paragraphs but falters on the ground.
very well. While we were aware of Wheelock from the beginning of the
project, we initially spent very little time there. This was largely because
we did not know what to do with it, partly because it was rather seedy
and began publications that the importance of Wheelock became more
evident. Wheelock was casually considered a ghost town, so far on the
margins that it was hard to shoehorn into our typology of man camps.
Wheelock is a village that never took hold, blinking in and out of occupation while situated in a location that had no lasting reason. As such, it is
culture, and performance materiality (Bourdieu 1987). The theatricality
everyone is quite aware that they are being closely watched. Just as in
contemporary American suburbs, what people own, how they live, and
what they leave outside their homes are displays indicative of position
(Bourdieu 1970, 1977). Wheelock is a recent example of a marginality
that blinks in and out of the wider world’s attention in cycle with waves
of economic booms—real or anticipated—of the region (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study area of the North Dakota Man Camp Project. Map courtesy of
William Caraher.

Man Camps, Ghost Towns, and Oil Boom Theaters of Performance
The treasure of Wheelock to archaeology is that it happened to blink on
right when we were passing through. Rather than an anomaly from long
ago that reappeared in an archaeological record complete with tendentious interpretations, we encountered a “ghost town” while the people
were still there. Seeing the locale reinhabited by hopeful newcomers
during an oil boom, we were given an opportunity to see past the region’s tens of thousands of manufactured residences into the deep material
culture of time and industry. Wheelock emphasizes to us that oil boom
economies in remote locations do not require that housing be livable,
image concerns of the major companies to assist or protect them, the
ancillary workers, truckers, store clerks, and bartenders are very much on
their own, as they were in earlier booms (Weaver 2010). Removed from
visibility, Wheelock shows a raw reality hidden elsewhere.
The monumental scale of industrial shale oil as an extractive industry,
matched by the overwhelming number of industrialized housing solutions, can be rather impenetrable. And, as with all such situations, the
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to both outsiders and insiders. This is not a criticism, of course, but a reality. We all do this: the American front yard is cultivated, more or less, to
present an image of orderly prosperity; its entryway is designed to transition a family from outside culture to inside culture. This reality, however,

2002), the photographer-philosopher, struggled with this while studying the global shipping industry, and
can learn only so much about shipping by looking at the mechanized
shipping yards and uniform shipping containers at ports of entry and exit,
and almost nothing of the material lives of the workers. The solution is to
look at the places where the action is not; for Sekula, that meant the vessels traversing the ocean openness and the backside of the shipping yards.
Sekula’s central idea, as applied to his photographic work, was that simple
the projected image to capture realities that may not be obvious even to
tioned by looking at the personalization of housing, at people’s backyards
and mudrooms, and at Wheelock (Roberts 2012; Sekula 2002).
While the media lazily tosses about “Wild West” analogies for oilboom regions, and while individuals may indeed feel elements of chaos
as they go about their lives, there is more overt order and monotony
than not. The Type 1 camps are run by professionals who know how to
in secured areas, with uniformity not only of buildings, but also down

1 camps, derived from their long association with extractive industries
and military deployments, attempt a benign utilitarianism that focuses on
their primary function: provide a place for people living a relentless grind
of long shifts to bathe, eat, and sleep. The Type 1 camps are not personalized because no one considers them home, and most residents, after
working 21 days straight, are both required and glad to leave for their 10
of extractive industry theater. To the outsider, with their barbed-wire
fences, neatly arranged buildings, and security gates, they act as a counterbalance to the never-ending talk of man camps as hazards (Reed 2016).
To the insiders, the message is clear and not unwelcome: work, eat, sleep,
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move on; your home is elsewhere. While not, perhaps, something most of
ciency and control propaganda. At the top of the spectrum of uniformity,
their message of industrialized progress is clear—no grandiose statues or
motivating slogans needed.
tripartite order. While seemingly more chaotic than the Type 1 camps,
each Type 2 camp had its own internal order, all more similar than not.
rows of trailers and standardized spacing. The theater of the Type 2 camps
was internal; the longtime local residents never went into them and saw
them only as chaos. We, however, saw in the Type 2 camps what many of
the residents also saw: a chance to personalize and make an individualized
statement. As a result, we spent a great deal of time documenting the
strategies used by inhabitants to personalize their spaces, to adapt structures not designed for winters so they could withstand the North Dakota
deep freeze, to maximize their ability to enjoy what little downtime they
had, and to transmit their knowledge to their neighbors. Some of the inhabitants of the Type 2 camps told us they had access to Type 1 camps but
greatly preferred doing things their own way. The theater in the Type 2
the industry to commodify both labor and persons.1
Type 3 camps were common only at the start of the boom, and the camps
tended to disappear as soon as the authorities grew tired of them. Thus,
3 camp disappeared suddenly, leaving behind only abandoned supplies
ited time in Type 3 camps was, however, full of what we came to term
“Bakktimism,” an abundant belief that everything was going to work out
for the better. This relentless optimism is not unique to oil booms; in
Nomadland, Jessica Bruder (2017) encountered much of the same in the
individuals she met who wandered from job to job as part of the precariat class—even those who knew that permanence and retirement was
Type 2 camps are not dissimilar to the stacks of the dystopian novel Ready Player
One, where vast portions of the population live in chaotic trailers stacked upon
each other in a precarious grid work (Cline 2011). The shared interest in manufactured material culture led both the UND Man Camp Project team and the
1

New Mexico (Caraher et al. 2014; Reinhard 2018).
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never to be theirs. Similar sentiments appear among the displaced automobile manufacturing workers of Janesville, Wisconsin (Goldstein 2011;
Standing 2013). Type 3 camps were focused on short-term existence, as
These camps had their own theatrical aspect; the message, shouted perhaps a bit too loud, was that sleeping in a tent while looking for a job was
just a normal step on the way to the American dream.
that we found it escaped the performance art of the Type 1, 2, and 3
camps. The new arrivals in Wheelock were focused on very basic acwater. With no one watching and with so few people living in town,
there was no call for the external-facing theater of the Type 1 camps
or the internal-facing theater of the Type 2 camps. Wheelockians were
not marginalized labor but critical low-status labor, poised to jump on
what Walter Benjamin (2014) called the “carousel of jobs,” grabbing
whatever they could lest they be forced out of the “production process”
Sekula 2010). Most were there
because they were the workers in the unpleasantly real underbelly of an
industry that markets order, cleanliness, and workers living the American
dream. Wheelock was a non-place, an anonymous, generic crossroads
of human existence that gave us a window through which we could see
what actually makes a boom function (Augé 1995). While aesthetically
unpleasing and socially unpleasant, Wheelock punched through the manpreferred—subject of study. Although easy for some to dismiss as delusional in their acceptance of the conditions, Wheelockians embodied a

“I wish it need not have happened in my time,” said Frodo.
“So do I,” said Gandalf, “and so do all who live to see such times. But
that is not for them to decide. All we have to decide is what to do
with the time that is given us.” [Tolkien 1965:82]

Wheelock’s Early Days
time Wheelock has been in this position. The town was incorporated
in January 1904 by William Maloney and 19 other individuals. It was
named after Ralph Wheelock, a reporter at the Minneapolis Tribune, who
was an earlier promoter of the town site and the area’s perceived potential
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subsequent to the establishment of a Great Northern Railroad depot. By
1903 a general store, hardware store, lumber yard, blacksmith, and livery
to the west along the railroad line, and Ray, about 10 miles to the east.
Wheelock’s brief history as a railroad town was typical. It was placed in
largely roadless country at a location that was convenient for a railroad
unremarkable. There was no nearby lake, no nearby stream, and even
the closest spring was several miles away. Unlike other towns in North
Dakota that were linked, however tangentially, to the past like Bismarck
or Fargo or Minot, Wheelock sprung from nothing, and its ephemeral
origin helps explain in part its ephemeral existence. Wheelock as a town
does not appear at all in the 1910 or 1920 U.S. census, an indicator of just
how tiny it was in the early years. But growth was evident; the census
shows Wheelock township (not the town) increasing from a population
of 0 in 1910 to a population of 440 by 1920, making it one of the more
populated townships in Williams County. It was larger than the nearby
Tioga (433), slightly smaller than Ray (563), and dwarfed by Williston
(4,448). Wheelock’s founders had high hopes for it, but in the end those
hopes never amounted to much of a reality.
Wheelock’s growth peaked in the 1920s before its population dropped
to 115 in 1930, mirroring similar towns that were promoted to immigrants as prime wheat-growing territory through the wonders of dry
farming (Gilles and Brannan 2006; Kozol 1988; Roet 1985). By the 1920s
more business had moved in, and the town celebrated the installation
Catholic churches were built. In 1927, a brick schoolhouse with a full
basement was built. Proponents of dry farming insisted that if the prairie
were broken and crops planted, the environment would shift, the rains
Wheelock—like many communities—was pummeled by the Great Depression and the drought and windstorms of the 1930s. We are fortunate
who visited Wheelock in 1937 while working for the Farm Security Administration (FSA). Lee’s charge as an FSA photographer was to capture
the plight of farmers in the Dust Bowl. The FSA was in the midst of a
movement to relocate sharecroppers, tenant farmers, and poor landowners
from marginal land to collective farms, and the agency had broad political
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Figure 2.
by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.
gov/item/2017780824.

opposition (
). The FSA program was not a jobs project, but
rather a propaganda program. Already skilled and accomplished photogdispatched across the United States to create portraits of rural America
that have since become iconic in their depiction of depression theater,
showing strong people enduring in impossibly hard situations.
Lee’s journeys brought him to North Dakota from August through
November 1937, with much of his work focusing, not unexpectedly, on
the arid western half of the state (Wexler et al. 2018). In September 1937,
Lee visited Wheelock and photographed a number of area families and
farms. While we have only the photographic evidence to work from—
and propaganda photos, at that—there is still much to be gleaned. The
photos uniformly record utilitarian, somewhat ad hoc structures. In one
with what seems to be mud mortar and a hanging thermometer. In anof a vertical slat-board structure, with the wooden framing of the structure serving as narrow shelves (Figure 2
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Figure 3.
tograph by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://
www.loc.gov/item/2017780777.

Figure 4. “Farmhouse near Wheelock, North Dakota.” Photograph by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/
item/2017780456.
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Figure 5.
Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/
item/2017780479.

clutter: some functional, like kitchen condiments and books; others, piles
a simple house with a low, sloped roof and siding made of pieces of sheet
metal, a shed and car unceremoniously placed in the front yard (Figure 3).
joined together, the exposed end loosely covered in tar paper (Figure 4).
Most memorable, perhaps, is the series of photos focusing on the home
Figure 5). The photos indicate that the
Gerling family did not live in town; they do not appear as landowners in
the 1937 atlas of Williams County, North Dakota, indicating that they
were likely tenant farmers (Williams County Board of County Commissioners 1937
to Katie when, in 1912, their mortgage was foreclosed (Williston Graphic
[WG], 4 July 1912
back home by August 1916, when he collected an $8.00 bounty on four
coyote skins (WG, 10 August 1916
nearby Springbrook, and Katie had died (U.S. Census Bureau, Schedule
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County, North Dakota, 2 January 1920, facsimile, USGenWeb Archives,
http://www.usgwarchives.net/nd/williams/census/1920/245-04a.gif). By
15 miles south of Wheelock) with his second wife Tirazah (age 29). Three
ulation for Truax Township, Williams County, North Dakota, 2 April
1930, facsimile, USGenWeb Archives, http://www.usgwarchives.net/
nd/williams/census/1930/55-01a.gif). A decade later, it seems that Doris

never took another name—and lived in Williston in the late 1990s. She
February 2001).
The Gerling family seems to have interested Lee (or maybe it was
just amenable to his presence) as he recorded multiple scenes with them.
The most memorable image is the family in front of their handmade
Figure 6
en-year-old Gertrude, wearing clothes so clean and oversized they must
scious of the right arm she lost four years earlier (in an accident, according
to the photographer’s notes). The house, as revealed in other photos, is in
rough shape. The attic window is missing completely, with one board
over it showing that it has been opened up for ventilation during the hot
days of late summer. The front window is missing, the frame boarded up
except for a top slat opened for light and air; a second photo shows this
stop seeping dust. The windows on the sides of the house are in their
frames, but all but two panes of glass have been boarded over. The house,
however, does have wooden siding and a good roof (Figure 7). A pile of
rocks along the side of the house seems aspirational rather than an actual
stone socle; the rocks are held in place by a retaining fence, and this style
is matched at other houses photographed by Lee. Boards form a ladder
up the roof to the stove pipe, suggesting regular maintenance. A crosscut
wood saw hangs from the eaves. The Gerling house has an interesting
additional feature: a large sheet of wood mounted to serve as a second
door that closes over the front door and secures the house. This is an odd
feature; perhaps it serves to close out the dust when the storms come, or
to better secure the house when the family is away.
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Figure 6.
daughter lost her arm four years ago.” Photograph by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved
from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2017780476.

Figure 7.
tograph by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://
www.loc.gov/item/2017780477.
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Figure 8.
by Russell Lee (1937), retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.
gov/item/2017780472.
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The interior of the Gerling home is similarly utilitarian. The framing
is exposed and used as shelving in the kitchen, where three guns are hung
reading the newspaper, and a hung photo near him is canted to create a
storage space for stacks of paper waiting to be reused (Figure 8). The wall
piecemeal, however, and the Gerlings have aligned them where possible.

To the left of the front door is a metal barrel laid on its side with a metal
pan sitting next to it, perhaps to serve as storage or a doghouse. Lee also
photographed the Gerling’s threshing machine, which, according to Lee’s
caption, had not been used since the harvest of 1929 eight years earlier.
The machine is surrounded by metal debris and forms the core of what
expects to thresh again, but he will keep the machine just in case.
Wheelock was a railroad town that did not make it. The railroad line
survived and even revived during the Bakken boom, as Wheelock now
through dry farming proved less than accurate, and families quickly left.
The abandoned towns of the west have a strong mythology, and North
which accepts the noble idea of civilizing the state but blames the failures on a lack of proportion (Robinson 1966). This is more moralizing
trope than analysis, as it makes the ambitions of citizens the mistake. The
realities are more complex. The late railroad towns like Wheelock were
instruments of the railroad. They served the purpose of the railroad, were
places built alongside the railroads with no regard for long-term survival,
and indeed faded when the technology advanced and close-placed service
centers were no longer needed. While Wheelock was enjoyed by residents, remembered fondly by descendants, and storied as a ghost town,
likely to become an organic thriving town than the now-dwindling man
camps of the recent oil boom (
).
The Great Depression and the Dust Bowl seem to have spelled the
end of Wheelock’s ambitions, but Wheelock was not suddenly abandoned. Rather, it just stopped growing, and the population drifted away
(see Pettegrew and Caraher, this volume). The population stayed roughly
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the hotel (itself a merger of two earlier competing hotels), made it until
1948. The general store, following suit, closed in the mid 1950s. Wheelock’s pride, the brick schoolhouse, closed in 1961 when the remaining
children were bussed to nearby Ray. The death of the store and the closure of the school were the end for Wheelock, and by 1970 the population
had dropped to 21 as the last families abandoned it, presumably for larger
towns and cities.
producing well would have been visible from Wheelock. The oil well
Clarence Iverson #1 started production in April 1951, a mere eight miles
east of Wheelock. Renowned North Dakota journalist and historian Bill
Shemorry reported:
When I reached the hill just west of Wheelock, I could see the glow

it was four miles down the road. There was no room to stop. The
glare in the sky had drawn several hundred interested spectators. The
was almost as if it were daylight. [Shemorry 2001]

growth of the industry. There was a small boom in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, but documentation of the impact of that boom is exceedingly
slim. The relative paucity of the record of quotidian life during the 1980s
boom inspired the UND Man Camp Project in our mania for documentation. Wheelock saw a brief uptick in population, with the 1980 census
showing an increase of 13 people since 1970 (for a total population of 34),
but by 1990 the population had dropped back down to 23. People still
own property, a few residents linger, and others occasionally come and
go. The old railroad depot has been used as a clubhouse by the Ramblers
Motorcycle Club for several decades. While locals certainly could tell a
more nuanced tale, from our perspective, the 1980s boom passed Wheelock by.
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Wheelock Resurgent
of the 2010s a few entrepreneurs quickly brought Wheelock back to life.
At the height of the Bakken shale play around 2011 to 2015, all available
premium prices—if they could be found—and in response, the man camps
of our camp typology, to the point that it seemed a chaotic wonderland,
We saw situations in Wheelock that were unparalleled in other
Bakken boom residencies. We were so taken aback by the unsanitary
and hazardous conditions that one investigator remarked, “I haven’t seen
Wheelock is a non-place, far enough on the margins that no one is paying
much attention, and a place that is not participating in the performances
of the extractive economy. What makes Wheelock so invaluable in our
study is that people in Wheelock largely just did what they wanted as if

and residents to message their identity. Type 1 camps say, “we accept this
and will excel.” Type 2 camps say, “we are proud individuals, more than
just our jobs.” Type 3 camps say, “the American dream is for us, too.”
But Wheelock, chaotic and forgotten, sparsely inhabited and fragmented
even among those few inhabitants, stands outside the theater of extractive
culture as something else, something far more raw.
In our initial observations, Wheelock seemed utterly and hopelessly
materials abounded, reminiscent of the stockpiling evidenced in the Lee
photographs. Trailers and RVs were ubiquitous but arranged so randomly
that it was nearly impossible to tell what was storage, what was habitation,
and what was abandonment. Several old structures in Wheelock were
being lived in, most well past any state of decay that would have been
tolerated in a managed town or city. Residents were not usually hostile
during our visits, but they also were not forcefully enthusiastic in their
welcoming as we frequently encountered elsewhere. Some evidenced
quite clearly in their furtive motions and disappearances that they were in
Wheelock to avoid being found, and this sentiment held overall. Wheelock was a place you could go if you just wanted to be left alone. This
The Overnighters,
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visits Wheelock with some trepidation, asks the wrong questions, and is
promptly chased away with a shotgun (Mosse 2014).
we were able to make some sense out of Wheelock. All of our interviews
in Wheelock were conducted with approval from the Institutional Review Board at the University of North Dakota, and for this article we
characteristic of Wheelock is that it was a place beyond normal rules
and expectations. But there were rules and order in the town. Activity
was focused in three areas: the orderly area dubbed by a few residents as
“Paul’s Property” on the northeast corner of town, the chaotic “Wrangle’s

its own identifying characteristics, driven by the property owners; but it
was also recognizable that there were individuals around just “doing their
own thing” regardless of who owned the property. Certainly, the wagWheelock, not only because of its centrality and its somewhat frightening
character, but also because of the massive sprawl of haphazardly located
materials. This imposing declaration of non-order caused many visitors to
the negative reputation of the town.
up in nearby Grassy Butte, another almost-ghost-town about 30 miles
away that was regionally known—at least among history fans—for its
lock in 2010 at the beginning of the boom, and property records show

him in 2012, he reported that he was renting space to 12 trailers (Figure
9 and Figure 10
section was dry, meaning that there were only electrical hookups for residents. The other section, which he told us rented for $650 per month
(a low price in 2012), had water and sewage hookups. The water and
sewage hookups were rather tenuous, however. Wrangle hauled his own
Near the holding tank was also a septic pit, so there was a tangle of water
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Figure 9. Wrangle’s property in 2012. Photograph courtesy of Richard Rothaus.

and sewage hoses running side by side. The system obviously did not
work well, and we saw raw sewage cutting a rivulet through the property
(Figure 11).
In 2012, Wrangle had residents from Nebraska, Nevada, Minnesota,
Texas, Vermont, and California. For a time, there was a registered sex
of mouth, and, unlike in some of the camps we surveyed, the individuals there did not share a single employer. Wrangle feigned ignorance
of a county moratorium on trailer parks and emphasized the critical element of growth in Wheelock, the town’s distance and thus invisibility
in the middle of nowhere.” Wrangle himself lived in a large house in
marked disrepair, along with his brother, his sister-in-law, and their chila few couples. Wrangle insisted there were no drugs at all and no crime,
echoing sentiments we heard at nearly every camp: “No crime and drugs
well-run trailer park did not match our visual inspection of the property. Wrangle’s family members also were aware of community issues. In
rians, they spoke enthusiastically about the history of Wheelock and even
shared with us some maps and documents they had found in their house.
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Figure 10. Wrangle’s property in 2012. Plan courtesy of Kostis Kourelis.

Figure 11. Wrangle’s water system in 2012. Photography courtesy of William
Caraher.
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In 2015 we were able to interview Walter Winston, who lived in
Winston reported that the septic system was constantly problematic. According to him, water was a problem in the winter because Wrangle had
to frozen pipes. Winston reported that the police were constantly visiting

which was obvious from our visits, but described the problems more
generically:

much everything you can possibly think of out here, just random

noted that the older residents drink and just go to sleep, but “the young
Winston reported that the Williams County Planning Division came out
and shut Wrangle down for having too many campers on the property
but implied that it was the chaos and police calls that were the impetus.
Winston remained the only trailer resident on Wrangle’s property in
2014, and in 2015 he made the move.
Paul’s Property, at the northeast corner of Wheelock, was much more
erty ownership and relationships, as a key landowner would not interview
with us. This area of Wheelock was less intensely inhabited, occupied by
10 units at peak, but usually far fewer. Paul’s Property, across from the
Ramblers Motorcycle Club, was just far enough removed from Wrangle’s

small children shared that they were happy with the electric, water, and
sewage hookups and pleased to be with their family. But Louis and Anna
did not speak highly of Wheelock, telling us “It’s lonely … It’s trouble
here … You can’t trust a lot of people.” While they tried to be discreet,
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our interviewees noted that they stayed separate from the inhabitants of

Louis stated that the only reason they were in North Dakota was for the
money and that they had moved to Wheelock because he found a space
where he could bring his family from Salt Lake City to be with him. Prior
which he described as “being in a [place like where] … minors go when
they get in trouble.” Between the winter snow and the spring mud, they
only found summer pleasant, but they expressed some discontentment;
they came for the money, but prices were so high that they were not any
tering his fourth year as a resident of Wheelock when we last interviewed
him in 2015 at Paul’s Property. While Wheelock was full of interesting
characters, Winston certainly stood out. A young man from northern
Minnesota, Winston was working at the oil-to-rail transfer facility in
of the residents of Wheelock. Standing in the chaos and clutter of the
town, he did not want us to see the inside of his trailer, as he was in the
middle of a renovation. The outside showed the neatly installed insulation on the doors and windows, providing steady temperatures but also
never-ending night inside. Winston worked seven days on, seven days
said that Paul’s Property had full hookups for 12 trailers and an actual
tric was reliable, all for $600 per month, plus electricity (UND Interview

wanted to work and be left alone, and in Wheelock he found a place to
do that. Winston had been interviewed by reporters in 2012 when he
was highlighted as one of the “sardines” of Wheelock: three Minnesota
boys packed side-by-side in a 17-foot camper looking for work, a process
that took several months (Melby 2012). Winston was clearly popular in
Paul’s Property might thrive because of his investment in good lots, but
he joked that perhaps Wrangle would lose his house and that Theodore
Magnus (the self-proclaimed mayor) might buy up the property, like so
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much of the rest of Wheelock. As of 2018, two years after a drop in oil
prices, Paul’s Property is three years delinquent on taxes, Wrangle hangs
on, and Magnus indeed owns 21 parcels in Wheelock.
While Magnus owns property throughout Wheelock, he lives in the
southwest corner of the town. We interviewed Magnus and his sister in
2012. Magnus had lived in Wheelock for several years before the boom.
and other mechanical jobs. Magnus told us he came to Wheelock for
space; he had purchased a houseboat, did not have a space to store it, and
found inexpensive land in Wheelock. “I was in Savage, Montana, and I
thought, ‘man, I ain’t got no place to park it’ … I came back here because
I grew up here.” Since his arrival in 2008, Magnus has acquired property
as he has been able, including a place for his boat. When we interviewed
him, he was planning on building small cabins to rent to people for $650
per month, but this plan never came to fruition. Magnus’s sister expressed
Bill referenced the raw sewage that we had noted. Magnus had called
ited—probably, as Magnus posited, because they were overwhelmed by
the growth. Magnus related that prices for property had skyrocketed; he
once bought lots for $50–100, but now people were asking $15,000.
Magnus expressed a great deal of nostalgia for Wheelock as a commercial hub and shared (accurately) much of the town’s history (UND
town having nearly “1,000–1,200 people” around on weekends when
they came in to shop and get machines repaired. Magnus shared that a
few old-timers were hanging on, like Raymond Lynch, who at 71 still
kept the old city well thawed with a wood-burning stove that he tended
in the early morning hours all winter long, and “Dooby’s grandpa” who
still walked out to get the mail at 91 years old. Their children, we were
told, want to sell as soon as the old-timers pass on, and with the boom
they expect huge prices. Magnus described this as a negative consequence
of the boom—“North Dakotans don’t usually act like this”—but, of course,
in Wheelock, no one had had a chance to act like this since the beginning
recent past are as untested as claims of racial equality in all-white towns.
an ever-hopeful entrepreneur. In June 2016 he had several lots of property
zoned to commercial for a planned paintball facility (Williams County
2016). Magnus’s most ambitious plan yet was unveiled in 2017, when
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North Dakota legalized medical marijuana. Magnus and two partners
want to open an 18,000 square foot outdoor grow space that will produce
250 pounds of medical-grade cannabis. Included in the plan is their hope
to rename the town “Weedlock” (KFYR TV 2017).
theater of oil-boom settlement. Located on the east side of the town near
the early concrete sidewalk, a structure had undergone so many iterations of additions that it had become nearly incomprehensible, and we
assumed it was the construct of someone with a substance abuse struggle
(Figure 12). But closer examination brought the realization that the structure does have its own sense. At the heart is a natural stone chimney that

intentionally or out of convenience, probably allowed a trailer home to
be placed adjacent to or conjoined with the structure. That trailer is no
the upper and lower sections of the structure have relatively new windows
of the rest of the building. At both the east and west ends of the structure
are multiple unique shed-like additions that provide a perhaps pure example of agglutinative architecture. The domicile recalls Lee’s photo of
a building that was just two sheds pushed together, but this one has been
and siding. All of the additions have separate entrances, and on the north
side of the “house” there are two doors next to each other: one for what
is clearly the residence, the other for the shed. Useful debris is scattered in
the yard, and, as everywhere in Wheelock, there are exposed water and
sewer lines and extension cords. When we visited in the winter 2014,
we saw in one of the sheds a body-sized object wrapped in blankets. We
care had been taken to keep a water tank from freezing with a heating
blanket. We were never able to interview the residents of this structure.

Wheelock as Home of the Precariat
Wheelock can easily be dismissed as a marginal town full of marginal
individuals, but that is an analysis that adopts the mythos of a benign
and regularized extractive industry. By emphasizing the orderly but
the individuals employed by industry want us to see. In our interviews
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Figure 12. The agglutinative structure in 2012. Photograph courtesy of Richard
Rothaus.

Figure 13.
liam Caraher.

-
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in workforce housing across the Bakken, Wheelock’s inhabitants do not

that story, while not always being told successfully, is overwhelmingly
one of American gumption, hard work, and success. Wheelock—absent
from the industrial, governmental, and societal enforcers of the norm—is
This is not dissimilar to the towns in the western Argolid, Greece, that
(Caraher et al., this volume; Scott 2009). Within that reality we see a grittier form of the precarious life of workers. Certainly, this in part has long
a century ago (Weaver 2010). But Wheelock is more visceral. The chaos
is uncontrolled because no one feels they need to control it, and we see the
manifestations of fractured families, the hoarding of materials that may be
a future that seems most unlikely to exist. The “front yard” of one trailer
and seasonality. Bales of hay used for winter insulation are tossed aside to

Figure 13;
). Always there are water and electrical lines in sight,
representing a never-ending struggle for independence with utilities.
Wheelock in the 2010s is very similar to Wheelock of the 1930s, even

team spoke often of the need for safe housing; the FSA photographers
crafted images to facilitate the relocation of the Dust Bowl farmers to the
safety of a new agricultural promised land.
For archaeologists, Wheelock provides a glimpse into the material
culture of the precarious workers for whom there are no permanent jobs
and, increasingly, no permanent abodes. Wheelock evidences certain
century that can be associated quite directly with boom-and-bust cycles,
including variation from anticipated housing plans, styles, and materials,
and accumulation for reuse that probably will never happen. Currently in
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historical archaeological assemblages are the Dust-Bowl-era homestead
and chaos of objects. Traditional archaeological approaches fail in the
face of such assemblages. Analyzing random objects that are long since
separated from their use and collected only for some vague hypothetical possible reuse is a methodological conundrum, at best; in Wheelock
we did not encounter use middens so much as hopes-and-dreams middens. Just as importantly, perhaps, Wheelock may indicate that, at least
in the realm of historical archaeology, we may have been studying the
wrong places. If we want to see the material culture underpinnings of
an industrial boom, we should look where we are not expected to look.
The similarities of railroad-boom Wheelock and oil-boom Wheelock are
striking, and they highlight the lives of workers over a century in a region
that has always seen extractive industries (including agriculture) as the
main source of income. Wheelock, always just outside the performance
of permanence and prosperity, displays the much more functional realities
of families that struggle to gather the material needs to survive, as well as
the mental bolsters to continue.
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